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Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Missouri

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is about 10

miles south of the city of Springfield, Missouri,

on the boundary between Greene and Christian

Counties in the southwestern comer of the state.

The park encompasses 1,750 acres, which

includes 75% of the actual battlefield. The park

was established on April 22, 1960, in order to

preserve and commemorate the Battle of

Wilson's Creek, the site of the second battle of

the Civil War and the first major battle west of

the Mississippi River. The park contains 50

archeological sites, many of which are associ-

ated with the battle, as well as a number of

historic structures, cultural landscapes, and

artifacts related to the battle. At the time of the

battle, the valley of Wilson's Creek was a

thriving agricultural area with several farms and

the homes of numerous families. Only a few

remnants of this agricultural community remain.

The purpose of this Final General Management
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement is to

outline the specific resource conditions and

visitor experiences desirable for the park and to

propose alternate management strategies for

achieving these goals. The Final General

Management Plan/Environmental Impact

Statement will provide a framework to guide

park management decision-making for the next

15 to 20 years. The plan presents three manage-

ment alternatives for resource protection and

visitor experience of the park. Two action

alternatives are compared with the no-action

alternative (alternative A), or continuation of

existing conditions.

• Alternative B - Wilson's Creek

Battlefield Commemoration (Preferred

Alternative). Under this alternative, park

management would focus on efforts to

commemorate the Battle of Wilson's Creek

and emphasize a reflective and contempla-

tive visitor experience. Recreational use

would be allowed but would be managed so

as not to conflict with the core mission of

the park or the primary visitor experience.

• Alternative C - Wilson's Creek Civil War
Research Center. Under this alternative,

park management would focus on Wilson

Creek's distinctive combination of site

integrity and artifact and archival collections

in developing the park as an outstanding

research center.

The public review period on the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement ended August

20, 2002. This final document includes the

results of the public comment on the draft

document. The no-action period on this final

plan and environmental impact statement will

end 30 days after the Environmental Protection

Agency has accepted the document and

published a notice of availability in the Federal

Register. For further information about this

document, please contact Gary Sullivan, Chief

of Resource Management, Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield, at (417) 732-2662 x286.
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SUMMARY

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

preserves a place of great significance to the

history of the Civil War, the site of the war's

second major battle and the first fought west

of the Mississippi River. The park's 1,750

acres encompass 75 percent of the ground

where, on August 10, 1861, 5,400 Union

troops under General Nathaniel Lyon

clashed in a brutal fight with 12,000 Con-

federate and Missouri State Guard soldiers

under Generals Benjamin McCulloch and

Sterling Price.

PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE
GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

The general management plan is the primary

planning document for the National Park

Service. The management planning process

describes specific desirable resource

conditions and visitor experiences for the

park, assesses alternate management

strategies for achieving these goals, and

provides a framework to guide park

management decision-making for the next

15 to 20 years.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield has

operated under the 1977 Master Plan. Since

completion of the plan, the park and sur-

rounding region have changed significantly.

The visitor center and the tour-road loop

both were constructed in the wake of the

Master Plan. The population of the

Springfield metropolitan area grew from

207,704 to 240,593 between 1980 and 1990,

and increased to 281,767 by 1995. The

population of Greene County increased from

152,928 to 218,095 between 1970 and 1995;

that of Christian County grew from 15,124

to 38,433 in the same period. Regional

population growth increases the potential for

additional visitors and impacts on the park's

cultural and natural resources. These and

other issues requiring management action,

such as reconciling recreational use with the

park's core mission, the impacts of

encroaching suburban development,

battlefield rehabilitation, resource manage-

ment, and the need for regional cooperative

planning, have been identified in consulta-

tion with park staff, local agencies, and the

general public.

Both park staff and the general public

expressed their desires for the park's future

condition, which largely dovetail with the

issues stated above. The identified future

conditions include increased rehabilitation

of the battlefield landscape, coordinated

strategies for cultural and natural resource

management, developing partnerships with

neighboring landowners, coordinating park

and regional planning, identifying recrea-

tional alternatives to Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield, and ensuring that all

visitors understand the significance of the

national battlefield.

PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF
WILSON'S CREEK NATIONAL

BATTLEFIELD

During the first work sessions for the

management plan, park planners refined the

purpose and significance statements for the

park. Based on a review of the park's

enabling legislation and the professional

expertise of park staff, National Park

Service historians, and other subject matter

experts, the park purpose and three

significant topics were identified:

Purpose

The purpose of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield is to

commemorate the Battle of Wilson's
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Creek and to preserve the associated

battlefield.

Significance

• Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

is significant as the site of the second

battle of the Civil War and the first

major battle west of the Mississippi

River.

• Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

is the site of the death of General

Nathaniel Lyon, the first Union

general killed in the Civil War.

Lyon's death focused national

attention on the potential loss of

Missouri to the Confederacy.

• Wilson's Creek's rural character

evokes the setting experienced by the

combatants.

ALTERNATIVES

The management alternatives describe

overall management concepts and the

alternate ways in which the management

prescriptions would be applied to the park.

Management Prescriptions

The management prescriptions, or

management areas, identify how different

areas in the park would be managed to

achieve a combination of desired resource

conditions and visitor experiences. The

following are the management areas

designed for Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield:

Visitor Services and Administration

Interpretive Focus

Battlefield Landscape Enhancement

Resource Preservation

Landscape Maintenance

These management areas would be applied

to the entire park, but the locations and size

of each management area would depend on

the overall emphasis of each alternative.

Table 1, Management Prescriptions and

Identified Management Alternatives,

provides an overview of the management
areas and the three alternatives identified to

manage park resources and visitor

experiences.

FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVES

The management alternatives, including the

preferred alternative, were developed with

NPS staff based on the issues or concerns,

desired future conditions, and visitor

experiences articulated by the general

public, NPS staff, subject matter specialists,

park users, and neighboring landowners.

The alternatives describe overall

management concepts and the alternative

ways in which the management

prescriptions would be applied to the park.

ALTERNATIVE A—
NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Management under this alternative would

follow the 1 977 Master Plan to manage and

protect the park's cultural and natural

resources. The current levels and types of

recreational uses, including horseback

riding, bicycling, running, and walking,

would be allowed. The interpretive program

would continue to offer both self-guided

tours and park ranger-led programs that

explain the Battle of Wilson's Creek and the

Civil War in Missouri. Rehabilitation of the

battlefield landscape would continue on a

limited scale, as staffing and funding permit.

Park maintenance would continue to

undertake measures to control the spread of

exotic and noxious plants and protect the

threatened and endangered species found

within the park boundaries.

Interpretive programs, including guided

tours and demonstrations, would continue to
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focus on tour groups, school groups, and

visitors who make Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield a destination stop. Improvements

would be made to the interpretive program

to enhance information provided to the

visitors. Visitor services and interpretive

programs would not be expanded to address

recreational users. The park boundaries

would not be adjusted under the no-action

alternative.

ALTERNATIVE B — WILSON'S CREEK
BATTLEFIELD COMMEMORATION
(PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE)

Management under this alternative would

focus on efforts to honor the memory of the

Battle of Wilson's Creek through an array of

interpretive and educational experiences that

inform visitors of the special nature of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. The

park interpretive programs would emphasize

a reflective and contemplative visitor

experience that captures the site's unique

qualities and its status as hallowed ground

dedicated to sacrifice for principles and the

human and social costs of the Civil War.

Park management would work with local

schools, museums, and universities, as well

as officials and agencies from the cities of

Springfield, Battlefield, and Republic, and

Greene and Christian Counties, in

communicating to the public the meaning

and significance of the park's history and

resources.

Interpretation would be a major focus in the

park. New interpretive displays would be

designed to enhance the visitor's experience.

Park ranger-led programs would occur along

interpretive trails or at interpretive sites.

Other experiences would be self-directed.

Visitors using new park maps and brochures

would follow the tour-road loop to important

sites where interpretive signs would provide

information about the events that occurred at

those locations. Marked trails would guide

and inform visitors about the important

resources at each site. New and existing

trails in the park would be developed or

realigned along the routes of historical trails

and traces whenever possible in order to

strengthen all visitors' connection to the

historical scene. Planning for the interpretive

program would emphasize aesthetically

compatible media that are discrete and

unobtrusive.

Preserving and retaining the historic

character of the cultural landscape would be

a priority; 718 acres, or 41 percent of the

park, would be located in the Battlefield

Landscape Enhancement zone, where

visitors could envision the events of August

10, 1861. Data compiled in the draft cultural

landscape report would enhance park

management's effort to preserve the

landscape's historic character. Recreational

use would be allowed, but managed so as

not to detract from the park mission, visitor

experience, and efforts toward landscape

rehabilitation. Horseback riding would be

allowed only on designated trails as long as

this use did not impact the experience for

other visitors. Recreational activities such as

hiking would be allowed in the interpretive

focus area. Equestrian use would be allowed

along the Wire Road, which is located in the

interpretive focus area. Additional services,

such as interpretive information and park

ranger-led tours, would not be developed for

recreational users.

Visitor access would be allowed in areas

with sensitive resources such as

archeological sites or threatened and

endangered species habitat, either with

guided tours or self-guided interpretive

trails.



Park management would monitor levels of

recreational use for impacts on park

resources or on visitor understanding and

appreciation of the history and significance

of the Battle of Wilson's Creek. If conflicts

related to recreational activities should

occur, park management would explore

ways to address concerns and/or manage

recreational activities as necessary while

ensuring the visitor's ability to contemplate

and appreciate the park's history and

significance. Cooperative planning is a key

component of NPS policy and the General

Management Plan for Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. Please see

"Cooperative Planning" on p. 23 for a more

complete discussion of this concept.

Park management would cooperate with

agencies and officials from the cities of

Springfield, Battlefield, and Republic, and

Greene and Christian Counties in their long-

range regional planning efforts. These

planning efforts would focus on both

regional and park issues, seeking solutions

to the impacts of increased suburban growth,

transportation development, and visual

intrusions along the park's boundaries. The

landscape maintenance zone would include

much of the park's perimeter within the

boundary. Vegetation management in this

area would help mitigate impacts resulting

from visual and auditory intrusions.

Park staff would work to resolve conflicts

that arose over management activities,

visitor access, and proposed activities and

developments on adjacent lands that could

affect Wilson's Creek.

NPS managers would seek understanding

and cooperation with landowners to

encourage management of their lands in a

manner compatible with park purposes. NPS
staff would also seek ways to provide

landowners with technical and management

assistance to address issues of mutual

interest. The NPS would work closely with

local, state, and federal agencies whose

programs affect or are affected by activities

at Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

ALTERNATIVE C — WILSON'S CREEK
CIVIL WAR RESEARCH CENTER

Alternative C would focus on a distinctive

combination of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield' s outstanding site integrity and

vast archival collection to develop the park

as a major research center focusing on the

Civil War in Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas,

and other areas west of the Mississippi

River.

Historical and scientific research in support

of resource preservation, rehabilitation, and

interpretation of the park's history and sig-

nificance would be the management focus

for this alternative. Historical, archeological,

genealogical, and biological research in park

archives and at significant resource sites

would be encouraged. These research activi-

ties would have the potential of providing

additional information on the park's history

and significance and thus enhancing the visi-

tor experience. The park would work with

universities and state agencies in developing

strategies for managing its collection, out-

lining archival research guidelines, and

establishing protocols for archeological

investigations. These research programs

would enhance interpretive efforts to inform

and educate park visitors and develop

educational outreach programs for the local

communities. Internet technology would be

used to facilitate research, interpretation,

and outreach programs.

Park staff trained in archival management

would assist professional and non-

professional researchers in the research

library and with park collections. School

groups, tour groups, and other park visitors
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would be encouraged to visit significant

cultural and natural resource areas and

research sites whenever appropriate. These

sites would be interpreted to explain

methods of data recovery and how these

efforts ultimately would contribute to a

better understanding of the battlefield.

Less than 10 percent of the park, 139 acres,

would be included in the Battlefield

Landscape Enhancement area. This is the

smallest amount for this area under the three

alternatives. Only selected primary sites of

the battlefield landscape would be

designated for treatments that would retain

and preserve the battlefield' s historic

character. This reduced emphasis on

landscape enhancement would enable park

staff to focus efforts on interpretive and

educational programs and on assisting

researchers. Archeological, historical, and

biological research potentially could provide

additional data and guidance for future

landscape enhancement. As research efforts

provided more information about the

battlefield landscape, park management may
wish to consider negotiating cooperative

agreements with neighboring landowners to

maintain the integrity of the surrounding

landscape that were critical to the battle.

Recreational uses, including horseback

riding, bicycling, running, and walking,

would be allowed and managed so as not to

impede visitors who wished to focus on the

history and significance of Wilson's Creek.

Research involving highly significant

resources, such as archeological sites or

threatened and endangered species would

occur in the resource preservation area.

Recreational use in this area would be

limited to hiking and walking.

A total of 726 acres, or 4 1 percent of the

park, would be zoned for landscape

maintenance. Park management would

monitor levels of recreational use or

research activities for potential impacts on

resources or on visitors' ability to

contemplate the significance and meaning of

the battle. Where conflicts occur, park

management would limit recreational use to

ensure the visitors' ability to contemplate

and appreciate the park's significance.

Park management would cooperate with

agencies and officials from the cities of

Springfield, Battlefield, and Republic, and

Greene and Christian Counties in their long-

range regional planning efforts. These

planning efforts would focus both on

regional and park issues, seeking solutions

to the impacts of increased suburban growth,

transportation development, and visual

intrusions on the park's boundaries. The

landscape maintenance zone would include

much of the park exterior. Vegetation

management in this area would help mitigate

impacts resulting from visual and auditory

intrusions.

Park staff would work to resolve conflicts

that arose over their activities, visitor access,

and proposed activities and developments on

adjacent lands that could affect the battle-

field. NPS managers would seek understand-

ing and cooperation with landowners to

encourage management of their lands in a

manner compatible with park purposes. NPS
staff would also seek ways to provide

landowners with technical and management

assistance to address issues of mutual

interest. The NPS would work closely with

local, state, and federal agencies whose

programs affect or are affected by activities

at Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

BOUNDARY ASSESSMENT

The Arizona Desert Act (PL 101-628 §

1216) directs the secretary of the interior to

develop criteria to evaluate any proposed

changes to the existing boundaries of
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individual park units. Those criteria are to

include

• analysis of whether the existing bound-

ary provides for the adequate protection

and preservation of the natural, historic,

cultural, scenic, and recreational re-

sources integral to the unit

• an evaluation of each parcel proposed

for addition or deletion based on this

analysis

• an assessment of the impact of potential

boundary adjustments taking into con-

sideration the factors listed above as well

as the effect of the adjustments on the

local communities and surrounding areas

Boundary adjustments may be

recommended to

• protect significant resources and values,

or to enhance opportunities for public

enjoyment related to park purposes

• address operational and management

issues, such as the need for access or the

need for boundaries to correspond to

logical boundary delineations such as

topographic or other natural features or

roads

• otherwise protect park resources that are

critical to fulfilling park purposes

As part of the general management planning

process, the NPS has identified and

evaluated boundary adjustments that may be

necessary or desirable to carry out the

purposes of the park.

All recommendations for boundary changes

must meet the following two criteria:

1) The added lands will be feasible to

administer, considering their size,

configuration, ownership, the

presence of hazardous substances or

exotic species, costs, impacts on

local communities, etc.

2) Other alternatives for management

and resource protection are not

adequate.

The NPS must identify and use, to the

maximum extent possible, alternatives to the

direct federal purchase of privately owned
lands. The NPS can acquire only the

minimum necessary to achieve management
objectives, and it can cooperate with

landowners, other federal agencies, tribal,

state, and local governments, and the private

sector to manage land for public use or

protect it for resource conservation.

The authorized boundary of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield encompasses 1,750

acres, approximately 75 percent of the actual

combat areas associated with the Battle of

Wilson's Creek. Some lands significant to

the battle lie outside the park boundary. For

a full description of these lands and the ways

in which they would be applied under the

alternatives, please see the "Adequacy of

Park Boundaries" and the "Boundary

Adjustments and Land Protection" sections

in chapter 1

.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

The National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) requires environmental documents

to disclose the environmental impacts of all

reasonable alternatives and any adverse

environmental effects that cannot be avoided

should the preferred alternative be

implemented. Table 4, Summary of Impacts,

summarizes the impacts of the alternatives,

including the no-action alternative, on

cultural resources; visitor experience and

aesthetic resources; natural resources; social

and economic environment; and park access

and transportation. Please see chapter 4,

"Environmental Consequences," for a

detailed analysis of the impacts of the

management alternatives.
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Table 1. Management Prescriptions and Identified Management Alternatives

Alternative A - No Action

Continuation of Existing Conditions

Management areas will not be applied In

continuation of existing conditions. The
current management actions are described

below:

Tour-road loop open for biking, running,

and walking

Recreational uses: hiking, walking,

picnicking, jogging, bicycling, and

horseback riding. Allowed to maximum
extent possible.

Primary equestrian staging on tour-road

loop

Continue use of overflow equestrian

parking

Construct addition to visitor center for

research library and artifacts

Park ranger-led interpretive walks and

programs at Ray House and Bloody Hill

Trails open for hiking, running, and
walking

No new trails

Wire Road open for pedestrian and
equestrian use

No expansion of designated equestnan

trails

Continue restoration of battlefield

landscape as funds and staffing permit

Missouri bladderpod glades habitat

restored

Control visitor access to sensitive sites

Alternatives/Management
Prescriptions

Visitor Services /

Administration

Battlefield Landscape
Enhancement

Landscape Maintenance

I

Alternative B -

Battlefield Commemoration

Primary visitor contact points

Equestrian parking moved to site near

visitor center

Construct addition to visitor center for

library and artifacts

Tour-Road Loop: managed to maintain

park mission and visitor experience. May
result in limiting types and levels of use

Eliminate equestrian staging on tour-road

loop

New trails—follow historic traces

Wire Road open for pedestrian and
equestrian use

Add park ranger-led interpretive walks

and special events

Retain and enhance the general

appearance of the battlefield landscape

Limited visitor access and recreation

activities (hiking) accommodated within

context of park purpose. Where conflicts

occur, decisions favor resource protection

Missouri bladderpod glades habitat

restored

Sensitive cultural resource sites protected

Manage invasive species

Screen visual and auditory intrusions

Limited potential for expansion of

designated equestrian trails

Alternative C -

Civil War Research Center

Primary visitor contact points

Convert overflow equestrian parking to

permanent site

Construct addition to visitor center for

research library and artifacts

New trails—follow historic traces

Wire Road open for pedestrian and
equestrian use

Trails open for hiking, running, and
walking

Add park ranger-led interpretive walks

and special events

Tour road open for auto touring and biking

Eliminate equestrian staging on tour-road

loop

Restoration prionty established

Historic character of Sharp farmstead and
fields retained and enhanced
Enhancement of Bloody Hill and other

significant areas of the battlefield will be

deferred pending the results of more
extensive research

Limited recreation activities (hiking)

permitted if compatible with research

activities. Controlled visitor access to

sensitive sites

Research efforts encouraged in park

archives and library

Research protocol developed in

cooperation with local academic
community
Archeological and natural resource

research efforts will be interpreted as part

of the visitor experience

Missouri bladderpod glades habitat

restored

Landscape maintenance area available

for equestrian use

Potential expansion of designated

equestrian trails
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

INTRODUCTION

The general management plan (management

plan) is the primary planning document of the

National Park Service (NPS). The

management planning process performs two

critical functions for NPS managers. First, by

describing specific desirable resource

conditions and visitor experiences in national

parks, it establishes a clear direction for

resource preservation and visitor use, and it

assesses alternate management strategies for

achieving these goals.

These goals are based on the NPS's purpose,

significance, special mandates, administrative

commitments, the body of laws and policies

that guide management of the national park

system, and the issues and concerns expressed

by NPS staff, park visitors, neighbors, and the

general public. The management plan

provides a framework to guide park

management decision making for the next 15

to 20 years. NPS management plans are

developed in consultation with the general

public and interested organizations, including

federal, state, and local agencies.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is located

about five miles southwest of the city of

Springfield, Missouri, on the boundary

between Greene and Christian Counties in the

southwestern corner of the state (See map of

region). Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

encompasses 1,750 acres, which includes 75

percent of the actual battlefield. A map of the

park is shown in Existing Conditions. Please

see the "Adequacy of Park Boundaries"

section for a further discussion of this topic.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield does not

have a general management plan. The park

has been operating under the 1977 Master

Plan. Since completion of the plan, the park

has changed significantly. The visitor center

and the tour-road loop both were constructed

as recommended in the Master Plan. The

surrounding region has evolved as well. The

city of Springfield and Greene and Christian

Counties have grown dramatically. Regional

population growth has increased the potential

for additional visitors and impacts on the

cultural and natural resources of the park.

Issues requiring management action have

been identified in consultation with NPS staff,

local agencies, park partners, and the general

public. These issues include:

• reconciling increasing levels of

recreational use with the park's core

mission to commemorate the battle

• minimizing the effects of encroaching

suburban development on the park's

boundaries, including visual and

auditory intrusions

• continuing efforts to enhance the

historic appearance of the battlefield

landscape

• refining cultural and natural resource

management strategies

• maintaining the integrity of the visitor

experience

• planning cooperatively with

neighboring city and county

governments

Both NPS staff and the general public

expressed their desires for the park's

future condition, which largely dovetailed

with the issues stated above, and include

• preserving and retaining the historic

appearance of the battlefield landscape

• coordinating cultural and natural

resource management strategies at

Bloody Hill

• forging partnerships with neighboring

landowners

• coordinating park planning with the

planning efforts of local agencies



• identifying recreational alternatives to

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

• ensuring that all visitors understand

and appreciate the significance of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

ISSUES

The management plan for Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield outlines alternate

management strategies to achieve appropriate

resource conditions and visitor experiences at

the park. The plan would also establish a

decision-making process that would enable

NPS staff to address future issues and solve

problems, as well as provide the direction and

guidance for achieving the park's desired

future conditions.

Impact Topics

Four categories of impact topics (resources

and values at stake) were identified in the

planning process: cultural resources, visitor

experience, natural resources, and social and

economic environment. These categories and

their impact topics are briefly presented

below.

Cultural Resources

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is a

nationally significant site. The Battle of

Wilson's Creek was the second major battle

of the Civil War and the first fought west of

the Mississippi River. The park contains 50

known archeological sites and 27 historic

structures. Impact topics considered include

archeology, historic structures, cultural

landscape, and collections. A 100%
archeological survey and a cultural landscape

report would likely identify new archeological

sites, historic structures, and landscape

components.

Visitor Experience and Aesthetic

Resources

Increasing residential development adjacent

to the park poses potential impacts to the

park's neighboring view sheds. As visitation

increases, there would be greater potential for

conflicts between recreational users and

visitors who wish to experience the park's

historical significance. Impact topics

considered include visitor use, visitor

experience and interpretation, and visual and

scenic resources.

Natural Resources

Some limited construction activities are

proposed under both action alternatives. This

construction could affect soils and vegetation.

Management of exotic plant species and

rehabilitation of the battlefield landscape

would continue as priorities for park

management. The creation of management

zones would influence the impact of these

activities on the park's landscape. The park

also includes habitat for an endangered plant

species, the Missouri bladderpod {Lesquerella

filiformis), and an endangered animal species,

the gray bat (Myotis grisescens). Significant

portions of the park are overgrown by exotic

plant species, such as multi-flora rose, musk
thistle, and three species of brome. Impact

topics considered include soils, water quality,

vegetation, wildlife, and special status

species.

Social and Economic Environment

As the cities of Springfield, Battlefield, and

Republic continue to grow, Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield would serve as a

recreational resource for more residents. The
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only impact topic considered under this

heading is recreation and leisure.

Park Access and Transportation

All of the evaluated alternatives could

potentially impact visitor access and

circulation within the park. In addition,

transportation initiatives of state and local

agencies, such as the US Highway 60 Bypass,

the connection of the James River Freeway to

1-44, and widening of County Highways M
and MM, could have an impact on visitor

ability to access the park.

Land Use

Adjustments of the park's boundaries as

discussed in the park boundary assessment

could change the types and levels of use on

several hundred acres of land in Greene and

Christian Counties.

Revenue Base - Local General
Government

Adjustments of the park's boundaries to

incorporate significant battle-related lands

could remove several hundred acres of land

from the tax rolls of Greene and Christian

Counties.

Impact Topics Dismissed from Further

Consideration

Impact topics dismissed from further

consideration include air quality, geological

hazards, minerals, flood plains, prime and

unique farmlands, and effects on minority or

low-income populations or communities.

None of the evaluated alternatives propose

activities that would affect air quality. Dust

from soil exposure and disturbance during

construction would be localized and mitigated

through the use of water and other dust-

control measures.

The park's gentle topography presents no

geological hazards nor are there any mineral

resources present in the park. All the actions

described in the plan would involve surface

disturbance only and pose no impacts at the

subsurface level (per consultation with Mark
Matheny, NPS/DSC geotechnical specialist,

2/8/01).

None of the evaluated alternatives would

affect flood plains or wetlands at the park.

Park wetland areas are zoned in the resource

preservation area, which affords them the

highest level of protection.

Prime or unique farmlands are defined as soils

particularly suited for growing general or

specialty crops. Prime farmland produces

general crops such as common foods, forage,

fiber, and oil seed; unique farmland produces

specialty crops such as fruits, vegetables, and

nuts. Some soils within the park boundaries

qualify as prime and others are deemed to be

of statewide importance. However, the

potential for impact on these lands as a result

of the implementation of actions described in

the general management plan was determined

to be negligible. Therefore, the impact topic

was dismissed from further analysis.

The Environmental Justice Policy (Executive

Order 12898) requires federal agencies to

incorporate environmental justice into their

missions by identifying and addressing

disproportionately high and adverse human

health or environmental effects of their

programs and policies on minorities and low-

income populations and communities. None

of the actions proposed under the alternatives

would result in identifiable adverse human

health effects. Therefore, there would be no

direct or indirect negative or adverse effects

on any minority or low-income population or

community.



PLANNING CONTEXT, VARIABLES, AND
CONSTRAINTS

These planning issues relate to the park's

carrying capacity and the adequacy of its

boundaries. They are common to all

alternatives.

Carrying Capacity

The visitor use data have recently been

compiled for Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield. None of the data compiled in

1999 visitor surveys indicated evidence of

adverse impacts on resources resulting from

visitor activities, nor was there an indication

that visitor conflicts were occurring as a result

of increasing visitor numbers and types of

uses. Based on these results it was determined

that the park is currently below its carrying

capacity.

The general management plan will address

visitor carrying capacity by describing desired

visitor experiences, resource conditions, and

appropriate support facilities through the

management prescriptions for the park.

Wilson's Creek NB staff will monitor

resource and visitor experience conditions

over time. If trends are identified that signal

changes from desired resource and visitor

experience conditions, detailed visitor

management planning will be initiated.

Adequacy of Park Boundaries

The Arizona Desert Act (PLIO 1-628 § 1216)

directs the secretary of the interior to develop

criteria to evaluate any proposed changes to

the existing boundaries of individual park

units. Those criteria are to include

• analysis of whether the existing

boundary provides for the adequate

protection and preservation of the

natural, historic, cultural, scenic, and

recreational resources integral to the

unit

• an evaluation of each parcel proposed

for addition or deletion based on this

analysis

• an assessment of the impact of

potential boundary adjustments taking

into consideration the factors listed

above as well as the effect of the

adjustments on the local communities

and surrounding areas

Boundary adjustments may be recommended

to

• protect significant resources and

values, or to enhance opportunities for

public enjoyment related to park

purposes

• address operational and management

issues, such as the need for access or

the need for boundaries to correspond

to logical boundary delineations such

as topographic or other natural

features or roads

• otherwise protect park resources that

are critical to fulfilling park purposes

Section 1217 of the law provides that in

proposing any boundary change after the date

of enactment (November 28, 1990), the

Secretary shall:

• consult with affected agencies of state

and local governments, surrounding

communities, affected landowners,

and private national, regional, and

local organizations

• apply the criteria developed pursuant

to Section 1216 and accompany the

proposal with a statement reflecting

the results of the application of such

criteria

• include an estimate of the cost of

acquisition of any parcels proposed for

acquisition together with the basis for



the estimate and a statement on the

relative priority for the acquisition of

each parcel within the priorities for

other lands in the unit and the national

park system

As part of the general management planning

process, the NPS has identified and evaluated

boundary adjustments that may be necessary

or desirable to carry out the park's purposes.

As stated in NPS Management Policies

regarding boundary adjustments, all recom-

mendations for boundary changes must meet

the following two criteria:

The added lands will be feasible to

administer, considering their size,

configuration, ownership, the presence of

hazardous substances or exotic species,

costs, impacts on local communities, etc.

Other alternatives for management and

resource protection are not adequate.

The NPS must identify and use, to the maxi-

mum extent possible, alternatives to the direct

federal purchase of privately owned lands.

The NPS can acquire only the minimum
necessary to achieve management objectives,

and it can cooperate with landowners, other

federal agencies, tribal, state, and local

governments, and the private sector to

manage land for public use or protect it for

resource conservation.

The authorized boundary of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield encompasses 1,750 acres,

approximately 75 percent of the actual

combat areas associated with the Battle of

Wilson's Creek. Some lands significant to the

battle lie outside the park boundary. These

lands include the following.

The Area South and East of the Park
Boundary (Area 1)

This approximately 160-acre area encompas-

ses the hilltop where Colonel Franz Sigel

began his bombardment of the Confederate

encampment, a portion of the historic Dixon

farm, and his forces' route of approach to the

Sharp stubble field.

After dividing his army into two wings in

Springfield, Brigadier General Nathaniel

Lyon approached the valley of Wilson's

Creek on the night of August 9, intent on

launching a two-prong, surprise attack on the

combined Confederate/Secessionist forces

encamped along the creek. He ordered

Colonel Sigel to march south out of town with

one wing of the army and launch an attack on

the flank and rear of the enemy forces. Sigel

conducted a textbook advance south and then

west into position near the enemy encamp-

ment. By 5:30 a.m. on August 10, Sigel had

posted a battery of artillery on a ridge above

Wilson's Creek and Telegraph Road over-

looking the Confederate camp. The ensuing

artillery bombardment threw the rear elements

of the Confederate force into disarray.

After this attack, Sigel moved around the rear

of the enemy force across Wilson's Creek and

the Dixon farm. His troops then turned north

for his second attack in the stubble field of the

Sharp farm. Sigel's bombardment of the Con-

federate cavalry in Sharp's stubble field con-

stituted one of the most effective offensive

uses of artillery during the Civil War. Sigel's

skillful advance nearly carried the day for

Lyon's reckless decision to divide his forces

in the face of a larger enemy force. Despite

his early success, however, Sigel's failures

later that morning negated his early achieve-

ments. His attack ultimately ended in the

defeat and rout of his forces.

The addition of these lands would enable the

park to provide visitors a more complete and



detailed interpretation of Sigel's advance,

which constituted half of the Union activity

during the battle. The addition of the Dixon

farm would enhance interpretation of the

impact of the battle on civilians who lived in

the valley. Archeological excavations at the

site of Sigel's first artillery position could be

particularly valuable.

The Area Extending Due West of the

Park (Area 2)

This approximately 150-acre area

encompasses the ridge that became known in

the aftermath of the battle as Bloody Hill.

While Sigel progressed on his flanking

movement. General Nathaniel Lyon

advanced southward to attack the main

Confederate/Secessionist force. Early on the

morning of August 10, his infantry columns

appeared on the crest of Bloody Hill. The

first Union attacks drove back the

Confederate forces, which then regrouped for

a series of assaults on the Union forces on the

hill. The Confederates made several efforts to

flank the Federal force on the ridge, forcing

Lyon to extend his lines further west. After

fierce fighting in numerous infantry attacks,

the superior numbers of Confederate/

Secessionist forces finally began to wear

down the stubborn Union resistance. Lyon

fell, mortally wounded. Confederate cavalry

screened by the low ground along Skegg's

Branch finally managed to get on the flank of

the Union line. With their position

jeopardized, their commanding general dead,

and ammunition nearly exhausted, the

outnumbered Federal troops commenced an

orderly withdrawal back to Springfield.

These lands are critical portions of the

battle-related landscape. Bloody Hill was the

core combat area of the Battle of Wilson's

Creek. Casualty rates here, particularly

among Union forces, proportionately were

among the highest seen during the entire

war. Interpretation of this area would

enhance the visitors' ability to understand

the evolution of the battle and the role that

the landscape played in determining the

outcome.

The Area Adjacent to the Southwest
Boundary of the Park (Area 3)

This approximately 200-acre area includes the

Guinn Farm, Moody's Spring, and the

intersection of Telegraph and York Roads.

The Telegraph and Little York Roads were

important components of the network of roads

that served southwestern Missouri and made
Springfield the region's economic hub. In the

absence of rail transport. Telegraph (or Wire)

Road was particularly critical as

transportation and communication linking

southwestern Missouri with St. Louis to the

north and Arkansas and Fort Smith on the

south. Telegraph Road also connected

southwestern Missouri with the terminus of

the railroad at Rolla, Missouri. Tens of

thousands of Union and Confederate troops

marched the Wire Road during the war. Both

roads were utilized by Colonel Sigel's troops

in their retreat from Wilson's Creek. The

Little York Road provided a return route to

Springfield for Sigel's men.

The Guinn farm also was the site of a

skirmish between a portion of Sigel's

retreating forces commanded by Captain

Eugene Carr and troops of the Missouri State

Guard. The Union forces fled in panic and

abandoned an artillery piece near the Guinn

farm.
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Telegraph Road also played a role in the later

battles of Pea Ridge and Prairie Grove in

Arkansas, and the Battle of Springfield. As

the region's primary transportation artery,

Telegraph Road was a significant determining

factor in the military campaigns of

southwestern Missouri and northwestern

Arkansas.

Preservation and interpretation of this area

would enhance visitor understanding of the

role that transportation played in the events

that led to the Battle of Wilson's Creek and

made southwestern Missouri and northwest

Arkansas a battleground in the opening

months of the Civil War. Interpretation of the

Guinn farm site would enhance visitor

understanding of the battle's impact on

civilians.

The Area Adjacent to the Park's

Northern and Eastern Boundary,

Where County Road 182 Enters the

Park (Area 4)

This approximately 25-acre site encompasses

the approach of the Union forces under

General Nathaniel Lyon. The first shots of the

battle were fired here when Lyon's advance

troops clashed with Southern foragers. Lyon's

subsequent movements were cautious and

time-consuming; by the time his forces

reached the Short farm, they found troops of

the Missouri State Guard deployed on the

northern spur of Bloody Hill. Lyon's delay

largely negated the advantage he had gained

with his gamble to split his forces and march

his troops cross-country in order to attack

from an unexpected direction.

Visitor access to this area would enhance the

park's efforts to interpret for visitors the

initial phases of the battle. Trails following

the traces of Lyon's route would enable

visitors to encounter the battlefield as the

main Union force did on the morning of

August 10, 1861. This would permit visitors

to gain a deeper appreciation of the general's

strategy and how the landscape shaped the

course of the battle.

The Area East and Southeast of the

Ray House (Area 5)

This 60-acre area includes the rallying point

for Louisiana and Arkansas forces that had

retreated from the Ray cornfield after nearly

overwhelming advancing Union infantry in

the opening stages of the battle. Union

artillery batteries fired on the Confederate

troops in support of outnumbered Union

forces that were withdrawing after a fierce

fight at the Ray farm. The heavy gunfire

drove a portion of the Third Louisiana

Volunteer Infantry under Major William F.

Tunnard to seek refuge in an open field

behind the Ray house, which Southern

medical personnel had requisitioned for use as

a hospital. Union gunners of Du Bois' battery

pounded these Confederate forces, dropping

shells near the Ray house before physicians

raised the yellow flag that designated a

medical facility. Continued heavy fire forced

Tunnard to move his troops behind the slope

of a nearby hill. The area also includes a

portion of the historic Wire Road, a

transportation artery critical to the Battle of

Wilson's Creek.

Visitor access to this area would enhance

visitor understanding of the dynamics of the

battle as it evolved in the early morning hours

of August 10. Visitor access to this area

would also improve visitor appreciation of the

overall scope of the Battle of Wilson's Creek.

Adjustment of the park boundary in this area

would also correspond to logical topograph-

ical and natural features, such as the hillside

behind which Tunnard' s troops took shelter,

as well as Wire Road. Finally, acquisition or

use of this area could enhance visitor access

to the park.
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The Area Adjacent to the Northwest
Boundary of the Park (Area 6)

This 20-acre parcel includes General

Sweeney's Museum of Civil War History, a

garage, and a house. The Sweeney museum is

a private museum that houses one of the best

privately owned Civil War collections in the

United States. The collection includes 15,000-

18,000 museum objects and numerous

archives related to the Battle of Wilson's

Creek and the Civil War in the Trans-

Mississippi West. Existing improvements to

the property include an 8,000-square-foot

house, a 3,000-square-foot museum facility, a

garage and asphalt driveway, and a small

parking lot. The collection is housed in an

exhibit area in the museum and in a storage

area in the basement of the museum. The

Sweeney museum facility may meet current

National Park Service museum and security

standards.

Area 6 is adjacent to the park but not on land

where the Battle of Wilson's Creek occurred.

However, the museum and collection play a

critical role in fulfilling the park's purpose to

commemorate the Battle of Wilson's Creek.

The interpretive links between the park and

the Sweeney museum greatly enhance the

historic context for park visitors. The park

and the Sweeney Museum currently engage in

cooperative activities, including historical

research, the use of objects for interpretive

displays, school group tours, and special

event tours. If the collection and museum
exhibit space were unavailable to the public,

the park would lose access to important

historic artifacts directly related to the Battle

of Wilson's Creek and the Civil War in the

Trans-Mississippi Theater of operations.

Acquisition of the collection and museum
would enhance the park's ability to fulfill its

mission to preserve and commemorate the

Battle of Wilson's Creek. Acquisition of the

property would extend the park boundary to

the ridgeline north of the park, thus providing

additional preservation for the Wilson's Creek

battlefield viewshed. An inventory and

assessment of the Sweeney museum collec-

tion's national significance by a professional

archivist must be made before the final

decision to acquire the entire collection. The

National Park Service has clear authority to

accept (by donation, loan, or purchase) only

those objects and records which relate to the

park's scope of collections statement.

Land Protection

The NPS may employ a variety of different

methods, as appropriate, for protecting park

resources. These methods will be considered

in a more detailed land protection planning

process. These various methods include:

• acquisition of fee simple real property

interest, possibly with arrangements

for some rights to be reserved

• acquisition of less-than-fee real

property interests, such as easements

or rights of way
• cooperative approaches, such as

cooperative agreements, participation

in regional consortiums, local

planning and zoning processes, or

other measures that do not involve

federal acquisition of any interest in

real property

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield would

first pursue alternatives that would avoid

acquiring fee simple lands. The park primarily

would work through federal and local

planning processes with neighbors who have

ownership of these significant properties. The

NPS could provide technical assistance to

neighbors interested in protecting the

significant resources on their property. The

NPS and Wilson's Creek NB would only

consider acquisition of a fee simple real

13



property interest if a willing seller were

available.

Adjustments to the park boundaries under the

general management plan would vary

between the no-action and action alternatives.

See the "Boundary Adjustments and Land

Protection," section for the ways in which the

boundary adjustments would be applied under

the alternatives.

Transportation Planning

In conjunction with the General Management
Plan, a transportation study is being prepared

for Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. This

study has evaluated the park's transportation

issues as they relate to park access, health and

safety, visitor use, and visitor experience and

interpretation. The study finds that

transportation or transportation-related issues

currently do not adversely affect park

resources, the safety of park visitors, or their

ability to enjoy the park. As the region

continues to grow and park visitation

increases, however, transportation issues may
adversely affect park access, visitor safety,

park resources, and visitor experience. The

study identifies specific areas of concern and

proposes recommendations that could be

implemented by park management in the

future. These areas of concern are as follows.

• Provide consistent, identifiable,

directional, and informational signage

along major access routes to the

battlefield.

• Evaluate the desirability of

maintaining the present mix of

vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian use of

the tour-road loop, particularly

recreational use unrelated to the park's

purpose and significance.

• Coordinate greenway trails and off-

street bicycle facilities to increase

safety and encourage pedestrian and

bicycle access to the park.

• Work cooperatively with local and

state agencies to develop preservation

and design guidelines as outlined in

area growth management, land use,

and transportation plans to minimize

external visual and auditory impacts

on key sites of the battlefield.

Under all alternatives, park management

would have the option of implementing any or

all of the recommendations of the

transportation study as need arises. Some of

the recommendations relating to equestrian

parking and vegetative screening to mitigate

visual and auditory impacts are addressed in

the General Management Plan's management

alternatives.

PARK HISTORY AND USE RELATIVE TO
MANAGEMENT PLANNING

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield was

established on April 22, 1960. hi order to

provide for development and maintenance of

the park, the enabling legislation directed the

secretary of the interior to "construct and

maintain therein such roads, trails, markers,

buildings, and other improvements, and such

facilities for the care and accommodation of

visitors as he may deem necessary."

The 1977 Master Plan outlined a process for

achieving the goals outlined in the legislation.

The plan called for the rehabilitation of the

landscape "to a condition representative of the

battle period." It also recommended the

development of facilities, features, and

interpretive systems to "enable the visitor to

learn the details of the battle, its social and

political implications and the impact of the

action on the Civil War." Specific proposals

included the following:

• closure of portions of county roads in

the park
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• restoration of the Ray House

• archeological investigations to

determine ttie location of the Sharp

farmhouse and outbuildings

• restoration of a portion of Telegraph

(Wire) Road
• construction of a visitor center

• designation of an environmental study

area

• development of a circulation system,

including the tour-road loop and a

network of foot trails

Most of these initiatives, including closure of

the county road portions, restoration of the

Ray House and Telegraph Road, construction

of a visitor center, and development of a

circulation system, have been completed. The

environmental study area was designated but

is currently not active. The archeological

investigation at the Sharp farm is largely

complete. A long-range interpretive plan was

drafted in 1996 but has not yet been

completed.

PURPOSE, SIGNIFICANCE, AND MISSION
GOALS OF WILSON'S CREEK NATIONAL
BATTLEFIELD

During the first working sessions for the

general management plan, NFS planners

refined the purpose and significance

statements for the park. Based on a review of

the park's enabling legislation (which

included an extensive review of the legislative

history) and the professional expertise of NFS
staff, NFS historians, and other subject-matter

experts, the purpose and significance is as

follows:

Purpose

The purpose of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield is to

commemorate the Battle of Wilson's

Creek and to preserve the associated

battlefield.

Significance

• Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is

significant as the site of the second

battle of the Civil War and the first

major battle west of the Mississippi

River.

• Wilson's Creek is the site of the death

of General Nathaniel Lyon, the first

Union general killed in the Civil War.

Lyon's death focused national

attention on the potential loss of

Missouri to the Confederacy.

• Wilson's Creek's rural character

evokes the setting experienced by the

combatants.

Mission Goals

The park's mission goals were developed as

part of the park's strategic plan.

• Wilson's Creek's natural and cultural

resources are and associated values are

protected, restored, and maintained in

good condition and managed within

their broader ecosystems and cultural

contexts.

• Visitors safely enjoy and are satisfied

with the availability, diversity, and

quality of park facilities, services, and

appropriate recreational opportunities.

Visitors and the general public

understand and appreciate efforts to

preserve the park and its resources.

• Natural and cultural resources are

conserved through formal partnership

programs.

• To better preserve park resources and

to better provide for public enjoyment

and visitor experience of the park,

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

uses current management practices,

systems, and technologies to

accomplish its mission.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Union forces led in a lightening-like

campaign by Brigadier General Nathaniel

Lyon had routed pro-secessionist Governor

Claiborne Jackson and Major General Sterling

Price's Missouri State Guard out of Jefferson

City and the Missouri River valley, sending

them fleeing into the southwest comer of the

state. Lyon, learning that General Price and

his State Guard were about to be reinforced

by Brigadier General Ben McCulloch and his

Confederates from Arkansas, again took the

field. Advancing from Springfield down
Telegraph Road, Lyon's column engaged

Price's vanguard at Dug Springs on August 2,

1861. Satisfied that McCulloch had reinforced

Price and that his (Lyon's) army was

outnumbered, Lyon retired up Telegraph

Road. The Southerners followed the Federals

as far as the Wilson's Creek ford, where on

August 6 they went into bivouac. There were

several factors that dictated the selection of

the camp: its proximity to Springfield, the

availability of forage for the thousands of

horses and mules, and the sufficient amount

of streams and springs with good drinking

water.

By late afternoon of August 9, 1861, General

McCulloch was ready to resume the advance.

The pickets were called in. As the columns

were getting ready to move out, it began to

rain and the movement was postponed until

the next morning. Meanwhile, General Lyon,

although he knew he was outnumbered almost

two to one, took the offensive. Surprise, he

reasoned, would be on his side, and even if he

failed to defeat the Confederates, they would

be so taken back by his audacity that they

would not attempt a vigorous pursuit. His

army could then withdraw to the railhead at

Rolla without being harassed by swarms of

Confederate horsemen.

When Lyon put his small army in motion on

the evening of August 9, it marched in two

columns. General Lyon with the main force,

about 4,200 strong, left Springfield by way of

the Little York Road, and Col. Franz Sigel's

1 ,200-man brigade marched along the

Yokermill Road and the Old Delaware Trace.

Lyon's battle plan called for the columns to

converge from opposite directions on the

Confederate camps shortly after daybreak.

On the morning of August 10, the Southern

officers held early reveille. Many of the men
gathered around campfires to prepare

breakfast and discuss what the day might

bring. Speculation became academic when
Lyon's skirmishers, sweeping down the west

bank of Wilson's Creek, encountered and

drove in Confederate forces near the Short

House. Supported by hastily deployed battle

lines and the fire of Captain James Totten's

cannons, the Federals swept across the ridge

south of the Short House, drove James

Cawthom's brigade of Missourians from its

camp, and advanced up the north slope of

Bloody Hill. General Lyon further fragmented

his army. Captain Joseph B. Plummer with his

battalion of regulars had crossed to the east

side of Wilson's Creek near Gibson's Mill

and advanced into Ray's cornfield. Plummer
had a twofold mission: protecting the flank of

the battle lines advancing southward across

Bloody Hill and assailing the battery (the

Pulaski Artillery) that had unlimbered its four

cannons on the knoll near the Guinn House.

The rattle of musketry, the roar of artillery,

and the sight of frightened cavalrymen from

the Eighth Division of the Missouri State

Guard who were routed from their camps by

Lyon's surge convinced Generals McCulloch

and Price that they had moved too slowly.

Lyon had seized the initiative and had

surprised and endangered their army. Staff

officers were sent galloping to the camps with

orders countermanding those for the march on

Springfield. General Price with the infantry

units of his Missouri State Guard advanced
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and engaged General Lyon's battle lines on

Bloody Hill. Col. James Mcintosh with two

regiments marched north to intercept

Plummer's regulars.

Colonel Sigel's brigade now entered the fight.

The recall of Confederate pickets enabled

Sigel's column to gain, unobserved, the ridge

east of the confluence of Terrell and Wilson's

Creeks. Cannon were unlimbered and opened

fire on the fields west of Wilson's Creek.

Surprised, the Confederate horse soldiers

panicked.

Sigel recalled his artillery and advanced

north, fording Wilson's and Terrell Creeks.

Valuable time was lost when some of his

soldiers stopped to plunder the camps

abandoned by the Confederate cavalry. It was

about 8:30 a.m. before Sigel's brigade took

position across the Telegraph Road at the

Sharp House. Half a mile to the north on the

southern slopes of Bloody Hill, General Price

and his Missouri State Guard were locked in a

deadly struggle with Lyon's battle lines. If

Lyon prevailed, all Sigel had to do was to

hold his chosen ground to ensure destruction

of the Southern Army.

But in battle one must be ready for the

unexpected. About one hour before Sigel's

column reached the Sharp House, Mcintosh

and his two regiments had engaged

Plummer's regulars in Ray's cornfield. The

Confederates drove the regulars from the field

and they recrossed Wilson's Creek. Advised

of the rapid advance of Sigel's column and

the threat to General Price's rear. General

McCulloch recalled the
3'^'' Louisiana

Infantry, one of the units that had defeated

Plummer, and crossed Wilson's Creek. As the

Louisiana troops marched to the point of

danger, they were reinforced by a detachment

of Missourians. Sigel's troops watched as the

column forded Skeggs Branch and climbed

the hill toward them. Many believed the

oncoming soldiers to be the T' Iowa Infantry,

which was with Lyon and partially uniformed

in gray. They, therefore, held their fire until

the newcomers closed to within 35 yards. It

was now too late, and the Confederates sent a

volley crashing into Sigel's ranks and

charged. Sigel's brigade broke and fled,

leaving four of its six cannon.

With the defeat of Plummer's battalion and

the destruction of Sigel's brigade, McCulloch

and Price were free to focus their attention on

the remainder of Lyon's Army on Bloody

Hill. At about 9 a.m. the Southerners

launched a second assault on the hill.

Although Lyon's small army was

outnumbered, his personal leadership inspired

his men. General Lyon was seen wherever the

fighting was the hardest. Unfortunately for the

Federals, Lyon was killed while leading the

2"^* Kansas Infantry into action. Although the

combat on Bloody Hill involved primarily

infantry and artillery forces, the Southerners

did mount one cavalry charge. Soldiers of the

South Kansas-Texas Cavalry Regiment,

having been rallied by Col. Elkanah Greer,

rode north out of the Skeggs Branch. Passing

around Lyon's right, the Texans charged, but

were repulsed by the fire of the Union

artillery and its supporting infantry. At about

10 a.m., the Southern forces withdrew and a

lull developed in the action on Bloody Hill.

The Southern commanders then prepared to

begin a third assault. McCulloch reinforced

Price's Missouri State Guard on Bloody Hill,

as infantrymen from Arkansas advanced and

took position in the Southern battle line.

Throughout the morning, the fight for Bloody

Hill was savage. Although many of the

Missouri and Arkansas forces were armed

with shotguns, this was not a disadvantage,

for the hillsides were covered with scrub oak

and underbrush, and much of the fighting was

at very close range. Major Samuel D. Sturgis,

who had assumed command of Lyon's army
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after the general's death, believed that

something had happened to Sigel's brigade.

With his men low on ammunition and facing

what he thought was an overwhelming enemy

forces, Sturgis decided to withdraw. At about

1 1:30, screened by a vigilant rear guard, the

Federals retired from Bloody Hill and started

back to Springfield. The Southerners, having

suffered heavy casualties and many officers

killed or wounded, did not pursue.

In their hurry to leave the field, the Federals

abandoned General Lyon's body, and the

Confederates took it to the Ray House. That

evening the General's remains were escorted

through the lines into Springfield. When the

Federals evacuated Springfield on August 1

1

and started on their 100-mile retreat to Rolla,

Lyon's body was left behind and temporarily

buried in the garden of a Union sympathizer,

U.S. Congressman John Phelps.

General McCulloch put his army into motion

on August 11. Entering Springfield, the

Confederates found that the Federals had

abandoned the city early that morning. The

Southerners, although possessing a

formidable mounted force, failed to harass the

retreating Union column. They thus provided

the North with time in which to organize

additional units and consolidate their control

of most of Missouri.

In a futile effort to capitalize on the victory.

General Price called on McCulloch to march

with him to the Missouri River. McCulloch

declined for several reasons. First, his force

was required to protect northwest Arkansas

and the Indian Territory. Many of his units

had exhausted their supply of ammunition in

the battle, and he could expect no cooperation

from Confederate forces in northeast

Arkansas. Finally, in late August, the

Arkansas state troops marched home to be

discharged.

General Price was compelled to continue his

campaign to recover Missouri without the

support of McCulloch' s command. Although

Price reached the Missouri River and in the

third week of September compelled the Union

garrison holding Lexington to surrender, the

North had taken advantage of the time bought

by Lyon and his men at the battle of Wilson's

Creek. Large numbers of men had been

concentrated in Missouri and General Price

and his Missouri State Guard, unable to hold

their gains, retreated for a second time into

the southwest comer of the state. Thus the

Southerners, although they were the victors at

Wilson's Creek on August 10, 1861, lost the

campaign and with it much of Missouri, a

wealthy and populous state, the control of

which was vital to the Union.

SPECIAL MANDATES AND
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITMENTS

The park's special mandates and adminis-

trative commitments are contained in the

park's enabling legislation. Public Law 86-

434. This act directed that the lands acquired

by the secretary of the interior for the

establishment of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield be set aside "for the benefit and

enjoyment of the people of the United States."

It also authorized the construction of roads,

trails, markers, buildings, and other

improvements, and such facilities for the care

and accommodation of visitors as deemed

necessary.

SERVICEWIDE MANDATES
AND POLICIES

A number of federal laws and NPS policies

and practices guide the management of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. These

policies and practices guide the actions taken

by park staff on topics such as relations with

private and public organizations, natural and

cultural resource management, water quality,

special status species, exotic plants and



animals, vegetation, cave resources, visitor

use, visitor information, and sustainable

practices.

These policies and practices would continue

to guide park managers under all of the

alternatives, including the preferred

alternative. Park staff would continue to

implement NPS policies and goals, as

identified in NPS Management Policies

(2001a), the NPS Strategic Plan, and many
standard park practices.

The ongoing management policies and

practices of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield are described below. For each

topic discussed, there is a general statement

that describes the NPS's desired future

condition or goal for the park. The general

strategies or actions taken by park staff to

achieve the desired conditions are also

discussed. Some of the strategies described

below are consistent with NPS policy and are

not believed to be controversial.

The alternatives in this management

plan/environmental impact statement include

additional desired conditions and strategies in

addition to the ongoing park policies and

practices described below. These policies and

practices would be combined with the

alternative selected for implementation to

form the complete General Management Plan

for Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

Relations with Private and Public

Organizations, Adjacent Landowners, and
Governmental Agencies

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is not an

isolated resource — the park is an important

cultural, social, and historical part of a larger

geographic region. The NPS must consider

how its actions would affect the surrounding

environment and society.

Desired Conditions: The NPS would manage

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

holistically as part of a greater ecological,

social, economic, and cultural system. The

NPS would demonstrate leadership in

resource stewardship and conservation of

ecosystem values within and outside the park.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield would be

managed proactively to resolve external

issues and concerns and ensure park values

are not compromised. (Source: NPS
Management Policies, 2001.)

Cultural Resources

The cultural resources at Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield include historic

structures, archeological sites (including farm

sites, foundations of dwellings, and other

buildings), and landscape features, all of

which are an integral part of the park

landscape. Protection of these resources is

essential for visitor understanding of the

battle and its long-term implications for the

Civil War in Missouri. The Wilson 's Creek

Interim Resource Management Plan (NPS

2000) provides details on the strategies and

actions to address the park's most important

cultural resource problems and research

needs.

Desired Conditions: The cultural resources at

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield would be

protected, and the integrity of the park's

cultural resources would be preserved

unimpaired. Park visitors would recognize

and understand the value of the park's cultural

resources. Wilson's Creek would be

recognized and valued as an example of

resource stewardship, conservation,

education, and public use. (Sources: National

Historic Preservation Act, Archeological and

Historic Preservation Act, NPS Management
Policies (200\a).
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Collections

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield manages

and protects a diverse collection of over

40,000 museum objects related to the Battle

of Wilson's Creek and the Civil War in the

Trans-Mississippi West. It also manages

archival and materials collections of over

4,500 volumes and extensive primary

documentation. This collection constitutes

one of the best Civil War libraries in the

national park system.

Desired Conditions: All museum objects,

manuscripts, and other archival materials will

be identified and inventoried and their

significance determined and documented. The

qualities that contribute to the significance of

the park's collections will be protected in

accordance with established policies. When
additional museum objects and archival

materials related to the Battle of Wilson's

Creek and the Civil War in the Trans-

Mississippi become available, the park will

make every effort to acquire these objects and

materials to ensure their long-term preserva-

tion. (Sources: NPS Management Policies,

National Historic Preservation Act,

Archeological and Historic Preservation Act,

Archeological Resources Protection Act.)

Natural Resources

Protection, study, and management of the

park's natural resources and processes are

essential for achieving the park's purposes

and mission. The Interim Resource

Management Plan (NPS 2000) provides

details on the strategies and actions to address

the park's most important resource

management problems and research needs.

Desired Conditions: Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield would retain its ecological

integrity, including its natural resources and

processes. The natural features of the park

would remain unimpaired. The park's natural

prairie and hydrological systems would be

rehabilitated to a functional level. The park's

limestone glades and mature upland

woodlands would be preserved as significant

resources. Natural resources would be

managed in support of the interpretation of

and rehabilitation of the historical cultural

landscape. NPS personnel would use the best

available scientific information and

technology to manage the park's natural

resources. Wilson's Creek would be

recognized and valued as an outstanding

example of resource stewardship,

conservation, education, and public use.

(Sources: National Environmental Policy Act,

NPS Management Policies, 2001).

Water Quality. Wilson's Creek played a role

in determining the location of the battle in

August 1861. Today, it continues to shape the

landscape, affect plants and animals, and

contribute to the visitor experience at the

park. Nearby communities and landowners

also rely on the water from Wilson's Creek

that flows into and out of the park.

Desired Conditions: The NPS would continue

to work with local agencies and adjacent

communities to improve the water quality of

Wilson's Creek. (Sources: Clean Water Act,

NPS Management Policies, 2001)

Special Status Species. The resource

management plan promotes the conservation

of the Missouri bladderpod and the gray bat,

two federally listed species that are protected

under the Endangered Species Act and NPS
Management Policy (see "Environmental

Consequences" section). Four state-listed

species occur in the park as well, and are

provided protection and conservation in

resource management and rehabilitation

programs.

Desired Condition: The goal of the resource

management program at Wilson's Creek
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National Battlefield is to perpetuate the

natural distribution and abundance of these

species. (Sources: Endangered Species Act,

NPS Management Policies, 2001)

Cave Resources. Five caves fall within the

boundaries of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield. In order to protect the resources

within them, the caves are not open to

visitors.

Desired Condition: Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield staff would use the best available

scientific information and technology to

maintain the environmental integrity of the

caves as habitat for the gray bat, a federally

protected species. (Sources: Federal Cave

Resources Protection Act, NPS Management

Policies, 2001.)

Exotic Plants. Rehabilitation of native

vegetation and elimination or control of

exotic plant species contribute to the

rehabilitation of the historical cultural

landscape and is a goal of resource

management at Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield.

Desired Condition: Exotic plant species

proliferation would be contained. Exotic

plants gradually would be replaced by native

vegetation. (Sources: Executive Order 13112,

"Invasive Species," NPS Management
Policies, 2001.)

Visitor Use and Experience

The purpose of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield is to commemorate the

significance of the Battle of Wilson's Creek.

Increasing numbers of visitors, however, use

the park for recreation. Park managers and

staff are taking steps to ensure that the

activities of runners, hikers, cyclists, and

equestrians do not conflict with the park's

core mission and do not infringe upon the

ability of Civil War enthusiasts, school

groups, and other visitors to experience and

appreciate the park's significance.

Desired Conditions: Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield would offer a variety of activities

that are consistent with the park's purposes

and significance. The vast majority of visitors

would be satisfied with park facilities,

services, and recreational opportunities. Most

visitors would understand and appreciate the

basic purposes and significance of the park

and their stewardship role in preserving park

features. They would actively contribute to

the park's preservation through demonstrated

appropriate use and behavior. Visitor use

levels and activities would be consistent with

park purposes and desired resource conditions

and visitor opportunities. Resource impacts

and conflicts between users would remain

minimal (Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield: 1999-2000 Visitor Use Study).

Visitors would understand and support

management actions that are taken to

diminish or avoid resource impacts. (Sources:

NPS Organic Act, National Historic

Preservation Act, NPS Management Policies,

2001.)

Visitor Information, Orientation,

Interpretation, and Environmental

Education

The NPS uses a variety of methods to orient

visitors to Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield, to provide information about the

park, and to interpret the significance of the

park for visitors. The draft Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield Interpretive Plan (NPS

1996) describes interpretation goals and

objectives and interpretive themes.

Interpretive themes are the key stories or

concepts that are critical to a visitor's

understanding of the park's significance. The

themes listed below would provide the

foundation for all interpretive media (e.g.,

exhibits, films, brochures) and programs at

the park.
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• Because Missouri was a western

border state, social, economic, ethnic

and political differences fueled

animosities between groups,

ultimately leading to civil war.

• The strategic importance of Missouri

and the personalities, decisions, and

motivations of political and military

leaders greatly influenced the military

campaign and battle.

• Many interrelated factors - leadership,

tactics, weaponry, landscape and

terrain features, and the use of

volunteer forces - contributed to the

outcome of the battle and resulted in

an unusually hard-fought and bloody

military engagement.

• While the Union's battlefield defeat,

the death of General Lyon, and the

potential loss of southwest Missouri

by Federal troops forced the North to

reassess its commitment to the war in

the Trans-Mississippi, the victory at

Wilson's Creek gave hope and

confidence to the South.

• The residents along Wilson's Creek

found themselves engulfed in the

violence of battle and subjected to

guerilla warfare and severe military

policies that they resented long after

the war ended.

• The preservation and commemoration

of the battlefield reflects the desire of

people to remember and honor the

dedication to duty, patriotism, and

personal sacrifices of our ancestors.

These themes helped guide the development

of the management alternatives; alternatives

that did not support the communication of the

themes were not considered.

The "Draft Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield Interpretive Plan" (NPS 1996)

specifies what NPS staff would do to provide

visitors with information, orientation, and

interpretation. The plan also addresses

interpretive media, such as wayside exhibits,

bulletin boards, and signs.

Desired Conditions: The NPS makes pre-trip

information available to assist visitors in

planning a rewarding visit to the park. NPS
staff uses the Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield Web site, newsletters and other

mailings, press releases, and public service

announcements to publicize special events

and assist visitors with planning. When
visitors arrive at Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield, the NPS staff provides orientation

information regarding what to do (and what

not to do), attractions to see, and how to use

the park in a safe, low-impact manner.

Interpretive programs connect the visitor to

the park's resources, build a local and

national constituency, and gain public support

for protecting the park's resources. Outreach

programs through schools, organizations, and

partnerships build emotional, intellectual, and

recreational ties with the park and its cultural

and natural heritage. (Sources: NPS Organic

Act, National Historic Preservation Act, NPS
Management Policies, 2001.)

Public Health and Safety

A variety of visitors use and enjoy Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield. Many of these

come to experience the park's history and

significance. Others use the park as a

recreational facility and for open space. As

visitation increases, greater numbers of

walkers, bicyclists, and motorists would share

the tour-road loop, raising the potential for

visitor conflicts.

Desired Conditions: Park staff would work to

ensure that the diverse users of the tour-road

loop would continue to share the resource by

accommodating the needs of other users.

(Sources: NPS Management Policies, 2001)
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Cooperative Planning

NPS management policy recognizes that units

of the national park system are integral parts

of larger regional environments. Accordingly,

the NPS would work cooperatively with

others to anticipate, avoid, and resolve

potential conflicts, to protect park resources,

and to address mutual interests regarding

quality of life for community residents, while

at the same time considering economic

development and resource and environmental

protection. Such regional cooperation would

involve federal, state, and local agencies,

American Indian authorities, neighboring

landowners, and all other concerned parties.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield managers

would work to protect park resources and

enhance the visitor experience by working

cooperatively with regional governments,

organizations, and interest groups to identify

issues that could impact the park; by

communicating those issues to the public; and

by searching for solutions in cooperation with

park neighbors, nearby communities, and

local governments. These issues include

growth in nearby communities, development

of greenways by cities near the park,

residential development and transportation

networks near park boundaries, and

increasing recreational use of the park. NPS
staff also would work with local citizens,

governments, and special interest groups to

identify and provide alternative recreation

opportunities within, outside, and adjacent to

the park.

Upon request from Wilson's Creek neighbors,

park management would assist neighbors

whose lands include portions of the

battlefields in developing strategies for

preserving the battlefield landscape.

Cooperative agreements would be developed

to guide federal and private initiatives.

The city of Springfield and Greene County

are developing an interim comprehensive plan

as part of their regional planning efforts. This

plan, called Vision 20/20, addresses

transportation initiatives, park, open space,

and greenway development, issues that are of

particular importance to Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. The South Creek/James

River Greenway will connect the park to the

city of Springfield. Planning for this

greenway began in 1991; the plan does not

cite a projected completion date for this

project. Vision 20/20, the interim

comprehensive plan, and the Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield management plan would

form the basis of cooperative planning

between the city of Springfield, Greene

County, and the park.

A number of other related planning efforts

have been completed or are underway for

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield and the

surrounding region. These include park

documents such as the Trail Plan: Wilson 's

Creek National Battlefield (NPS 1988), the

"Statement for Management, Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield" (NPS 1992); the "Draft

Cultural Landscape Report, Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield"; and the "Draft

Archeological Overview and Assessment,

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield" (NPS

1999).

Sustainable Practices

Sustainable practices can be described as the

result achieved by acting in ways that do not

compromise the environment or its capacity

to provide for present and future generations.

Sustainable practices minimize the short- and

long-term environmental impacts of

developments and other activities through

resource conservation, recycling, waste

minimization, and the use of energy efficient

and ecologically responsible materials and

techniques.
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Over the past several years, the federal

government has been placing more emphasis

on adopting sustainable practices. In

particular, Executive Order 12873 mandates

federal agency recycling and waste

prevention, and Executive Order 12902

mandates energy efficiency and water

conservation at federal facilities.

Visitor Center Addition

The visitor center addition would be

completed under all alternatives. This facility

would provide adequate space for the research

library; increased space for educational

opportunities; safe curatorial storage and

treatment area, and additional office and

support space.

DECISION POINTS

The decision points are key questions that

must be answered in the management plan.

1) Land Rehabilitation - To what

degree should the park's interpretive

program or the cultural landscape

rehabilitation program dominate

visitor experiences?

2) Recreational Use - What level and

type of recreational use should take

place without creating an adverse

impact on resources and visitor

experiences?

3) Visitor Experience/Interpretation -

What level and type of interpretation

could take place without creating an

adverse impact on resources?

4) Resource Management - To what

degree could the cultural landscape

rehabilitation program be

implemented without an adverse

impact on the natural resources

rehabilitation program?
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ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the five management

prescriptions that identify how different

areas in the park would be managed and

describes the three alternatives developed

for resource protection and visitor experi-

ence at the park. Two action alternatives are

compared with the no-action alternative.

MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTIONS

The management prescriptions identify how
different areas in the park would be

managed to achieve a combination of

desired resource conditions and visitor

experience. The management prescriptions

designed for Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield are described below in terms of

visitor experience, resources conditions, and

appropriate activities or facilities.

As used in the section, "Appropriate

Activities or Facilities," the term

"recreation" refers to activities such as

walking, hiking, wildlife viewing, cycling,

running, horseback riding, and scenic

driving along the tour-road loop. These

activities are allowable so long as they do

not detract from the ability of other visitors

to appreciate the core significance of the

park.

Visitor Services

and Administration

This area would provide support functions

for carrying out the park's mission and

objectives such as orientation, introductory

education and interpretive programs, and

staff and administrative operations.

Visitor Experience

Visitors would make their initial park

contacts in this area. They would receive

park information and orientation and find

picnic areas and parking. Visitors usually

would gain their first understanding of the

history of Wilson's Creek in this area

through the film and museum exhibits.

Space for some recreational activities such

as walking and picnicking would be

provided.

Resource Condition

The significant cultural or natural resources

in this area would be contained and

protected within the research library, the

archival or curatorial storage, or in exhibits

that provide greater visitor understanding of

the events and meanings of the Battle of

Wilson's Creek. No other significant

cultural or natural resources would be found

in this area. If previously unknown

resources, such as archeological sites, were

discovered in this area, zoning would be re-

evaluated in order to implement appropriate

management actions.

Appropriate Activities or Facilities

Recreational activities such as walking and

picnicking could occur in this area. New
facility development such as additional

access points, parking, or equestrian staging,

would be located here. Other facilities could

include park entrance and parking areas,

administrative offices, visitor center,

research library, and maintenance areas.
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Interpretive Focus Area

This area would include specific sites for

more focused interpretive programs such as

demonstrations, guided tours, and special

events. This area could include some

significant resources.

Visitor Experience

Visitors in this area would encounter both

active interpretive experiences, such as

lectures, presentations, and park ranger-led

hikes and/or tours, as well as self-guided

tours to significant sites. They could expect

a high level of interaction with park staff

and other visitors. Interpretive programs,

displays, and/or wayside exhibits would

explain the events and aftermath of the

battle in the context of the Civil War in

Missouri. Recreational activities that did not

conflict with interpretive programs and

presentations would be allowed in this area.

Interpretive media that served all visitors,

including recreational visitors, could be

developed for this area.

Resource Condition

Cultural and natural resources in this area

would be protected in accordance with NPS
management resource preservation policies.

Visitors would encounter these resources

and learn about their role in the story of

Wilson's Creek through interpretive media

or park ranger-led tours.

Appropriate Activities or Facilities

Recreational activities such as running and

hiking would be allowed in this area.

Horseback riding would be allowed on the

Wire Road. These activities would be

managed so as to ensure their compatibility

with the active and self-guided interpretive

programs that would occur here. New

facilities for this area might include

additional trails and interpretive displays.

Battlefield Landscape
Enhancement Area

Management in this area would focus on

retaining and enhancing the general historic

character of the park's battlefield landscape.

This would provide visitors with an insight

into the general conditions that the

combatants encountered on August 10, 1861

and will facilitate the visitor's understanding

of the dynamic course of this bitter battle.

Vegetative changes since the time of the

battle obscure the views that existed on that

day and detract from the visitor's ability to

read the landscape and appreciate the way
that landforms, topography, and cultural

features influenced the battle's evolution

and eventual outcome. Clearing of weedy,

woody, vegetative growth, maintenance of

historic open fields, and the reestablishment

of tall grass prairie, open timber communi-

ties, and other elements of the 19' century

vegetation that characterized the park would

help enhance the integrity of the historic

setting. These actions would be guided by

the 2001 NPS Management Policies, the

1996 Secretary of the Interior's Standards

for the Treatment ofHistoric Properties with

Guidelinesfor the Treatment of Cultural

Landscapes, the recommended landscape

treatments described in the "Draft Cultural

Landscape Report for Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield" (currently under

development), and the park's vegetation

management plan.

Visitor Experience

Visitors in this area would experience the

physical environment and ambience of

Wilson's Creek Battlefield as it was known

in 1861. Guided and self-guided tours would

allow visitors to experience the park for

themselves, while learning about the park's
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important resources. Visitors would find

opportunities for quiet contemplation of the

meaning of Wilson's Creek and the

sacrifices of the men who fought there.

There would be a low probability of

encountering park staff, and low to medium
probability of encountering other visitors.

Recreational uses would be allowed here;

however, recreational users would be

informed that their use of the park must be

compatible with resource protection and

management.

Resource Condition

Park management would work to return the

battlefield landscape to its 1861 appearance

to as great a degree as feasible. This

landscape featured oak savannah, limestone

glades, matured woodlands, and cultivated

fields. These features help define the

historical landscape; cultivated fields

constitute cultural resources in their own
right. Natural resource management would

be integrated in an overall program of

cultural resource management of the

historical landscape. Should previously

unknown threatened or endangered species

be found, those areas would be rezoned as

part of the resource preservation area.

Appropriate Activities or Facilities

Recreational activities such as horseback

riding, running, and hiking may be

appropriate here. The park staff would

manage these areas to ensure that they were

compatible with efforts to rehabilitate

resources and habitat. Minimal

development, including interpretive displays

and trails following the alignment of

historical traces, could occur in this area.

Resource Preservation Area

This area would provide a high level of

protection for highly sensitive and vulner-

able cultural or natural areas and resources.

Visitor Experience

Visitor use in these areas would be limited.

Recreational activity would be limited to

walking and hiking. Interpretive media

would be developed to inform visitors of the

special and fragile nature of this area and the

need to tread lightly. There would be a

moderate possibility of encountering park

staff in this area and a low probability of

encountering other visitors. Resource

preservation would take precedence over

visitor use in this area.

Resource Condition

This area would include the park's highly

sensitive cultural and natural resources.

Resource preservation would be the highest

priority for park management in this area.

Resource protection measures consistent

with NFS policy would be applied. Natural

resource management would take

precedence over cultural resource

management in those areas containing

threatened or endangered species.

Appropriate Activities or Facilities

Appropriate activities in this area would be

limited to research and recreational uses

such as hiking. Habitat restoration for the

park's threatened and endangered species

would be a priority. Interpretive programs

and exhibits would provide information and

interpret ongoing research activities. No
other facility development would occur in

this area.
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Landscape Maintenance Area

This area would include those parts of the

park that do not contain highly sensitive

resources and are not high priorities for

battlefield landscape enhancement. Park

management would focus on the control of

exotic plants, trail maintenance, maintaining

vegetation to screen outside visual and

auditory intrusions, and other general

maintenance activities. Potential exists for

additional trails in this area.

Visitor Experience

Visitors in this area would have the

opportunity to experience the rural character

of the battlefield. Visitors here could expect

a low probability of encountering park staff

and a low to medium probability of

encountering other park visitors. Visitors

could engage in recreational activities such

as horseback riding, hiking, or running.

Resource Condition

This area would not contain the park's most

significant cultural or natural resources. As
part of the battlefield, however, this area is

an important component of the park's

cultural landscape. Park management would

maintain the overall landscape appearance

by controlling growth of exotic plant species

and screening exterior visual and auditory

intrusions. Management of the landscape in

this area would enhance the ambience of the

other management areas.

Appropriate Activities or Facilities

This area would allow a range of

recreational activities, including hiking,

running, and horseback riding, so long as

these activities did not pose an adverse

visual or auditory impact on visitors in other

management areas. Facility development

would be limited to interpretive displays

designed to reach recreational users, trails,

and visitor comfort stations.

FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVES

The management alternatives, including the

preferred alternative, were developed by the

NPS staff based on the issues or concerns,

desired future conditions, and visitor

experiences articulated by the NPS staff,

subject matter specialists, park users,

neighboring landowners, and the general

public. The alternatives describe overall

management concepts and the alternative

ways in which the management

prescriptions would be applied to the park.

Alternative A— No Action

Management under alternative A would

follow the 1977 Master Plan to manage and

protect the park's cultural and natural

resources. The current levels and types of

recreational uses, including horseback

riding, bicycling, running, and walking,

would be allowed. The interpretive program

would continue to offer both self-guided

tours and park ranger-led programs that

explain the Battle of Wilson's Creek and the

Civil War in Missouri. Park staff currently

involved in rehabilitation of the battlefield

landscape would continue on a limited scale,

as staffing and funding permit. Park staff

would continue to undertake measures to

control the spread of exotic and noxious

plants and protect the threatened and

endangered species found within the park

boundaries.

The visitor center addition would be

completed under this alternative. This

facility would provide adequate space for

the research library; increased space for

educational opportunities; safe curatorial

storage and treatment area, and additional

office and support space.
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Interpretive programs, including guided

tours and demonstrations, would continue to

focus on tour groups, school groups, and

visitors who make Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield a destination stop. Improvements

would be made to the interpretive program

to enhance information provided to the

visitors. Visitor services and interpretive

programs would not be expanded to address

recreational users. The park boundaries

would not be adjusted under the no-action

alternative.

The Existing Conditions map in the

preceding chapter presents an illustration of

existing conditions at the park. The

Alternative A-No Action illustrates the no-

action alternative.

Alternative B — Wilson's Creek
Battlefield Commemoration (Preferred

Alternative)

Management under alternative B would

focus on efforts to honor memory of the

Battle of Wilson's Creek through an array of

interpretive and educational experiences that

inform visitors of the special nature of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. The

park interpretive programs would emphasize

a reflective and contemplative visitor

experience that captures the site's unique

qualities and its status as hallowed ground

dedicated to sacrifice for principles and the

human and social costs of the Civil War.

Park management would work with local

schools, museums, and universities, as well

as officials and agencies from the cities of

Springfield, Battlefield, and Republic, and

Greene and Christian Counties, in

communicating to the public the meaning

and significance of the park's history and

resources (please see the Alternative B -

Preferred Alternative map).

Interpretation would be a major focus in the

park. Interpretive displays would be

designed to enhance the visitor's experience.

Park ranger-led programs would occur along

interpretive trails or at interpretive sites.

Other experiences would be self-directed.

Visitors using park maps and brochures

would follow the tour-road loop to important

sites where interpretive signs would provide

information about the events that occurred

there. Marked trails would guide and inform

visitors about the important resources at

each site. The park's trail network would be

realigned along historical trails and traces

wherever possible. New trails in the park

would be developed along the routes of

historical trails and traces whenever possible

in order to strengthen all visitors' connection

to the historical scene. Planning for the

interpretive program would emphasize

aesthetically compatible media that are

discrete and unobtrusive.

Rehabilitation of the landscape would be

extensive; 718 acres, or 41 percent of the

park, would be located in the Battlefield

Landscape Enhancement zone. Returning

portions of the park to the 1861 condition

and appearance as much as is practicable

would enhance visitors' ability to envision

the events of August 10, 1861. Data

compiled in the draft cultural landscape

report would enhance park management's

effort to rehabilitate the landscape.

Recreational use would be allowed, but

managed so as not to detract from the park

mission, visitor experience, and efforts

toward landscape rehabilitation. Horseback

riding would be allowed only on designated

trails as long as this use did not affect the

experience for other visitors. Recreational

activities such as hiking would be allowed in

the interpretive focus area. The exception

would be equestrian use along the Wire

Road. Additional services, such as

interpretive information and park ranger-led

tours, would not be developed for

recreational users.
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Visitor access would be allowed in areas

with sensitive resources, either with guided

tours or self-guided interpretive trails.

Park management would monitor levels of

recreational use for impacts on park

resources or on visitor understanding and

appreciation of the history and significance

of the Battle of Wilson's Creek. If conflicts

related to recreational activities should

occur, park management would explore

ways to address concerns and/or manage

recreational activities as necessary while

ensuring the visitor's ability to contemplate

and appreciate the park's history and

significance. Cooperative planning is a key

component of NPS policy and the General

Management Plan for Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. Please see

"Cooperative Planning" on p. 23 for a more

complete discussion of this concept.

Park management would cooperate with

agencies and officials from the cities of

Springfield, Battlefield, and Republic, and

Greene and Christian counties in developing

long-range regional plans. These planning

efforts would focus on both regional and

park issues, seeking solutions to the impacts

of increased suburban growth, transportation

development, and visual intrusions on the

park's boundaries. The landscape

maintenance zone would include much of

the park's perimeter within the boundary.

Vegetation management in this area would

help mitigate impacts resulting from visual

and auditory intrusions.

Park staff would respond promptly to

conflicts that arose over management

activities, visitor access, and proposed

activities and developments on adjacent

lands that could affect Wilson's Creek.

NPS managers would seek understanding

and cooperation with landowners to

encourage management of non-federal lands

in a manner compatible with park purposes.

NPS staff would also seek ways to provide

landowners with technical and management

assistance to address issues of mutual

interest. The NPS would work closely with

local, state, and federal agencies whose

programs affect or are affected by activities

at Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

Table 2 and the map for the preferred

alternative present the management

prescriptions and designated management

areas composing this alternative.
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Table 2. Alternative B Management Areas and Sites

Management
Areas

Approx.

Size
Sites Located in Management Area

Development

and

Administration

120 acres

The northwest comer of the park, encompassing the visitor center

and research library

The parking area, expanded to include equestrian parking

The picnic areas and maintenance facility

Interpretive

Focus
220 acres

The tour-road loop and shoulders

The Ray House, and areas to the north and south; east of the tour-

road loop, and bisected by the Wire Road

The western half of Bloody Hill

Interpretive trails and wayside exhibits within and outside the tour-

road loop

Battlefield

Landscape

Enhancement

720 acres

The northeast comer of the park

most of the interior of the tour-road loop

the Sharp farm site, comfield, and stubble field, south of the tour-

road loop to the park's south boundary

Resource

Preservation
150 acres

the glades near the tour-road loop on the north end of the park

the glades on Bloody Hill

the woodlands of the Manley Cemetery

the glade north of the Wire Road in the southwestem quadrant

the caves near the Gibson Mill site and west of the Sharp stubble

field

Landscape

Maintenance
540 acres

the northeast comer of the park outside the tour-road loop

the southeast comer of the park

the southwest quadrant of the park

the westem edge of the park, outside the tour-road loop
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Alternative C — Wilson's Creek Civil War
Research Center

Alternative C would focus on a distinctive

combination of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield's outstanding site integrity and

vast archival collection to develop the park

as an outstanding research center focusing

on the Civil War in Missouri, Arkansas,

Kansas, and other areas west of the

Mississippi River. See the Alternative C
map for a list of features.

Historical and scientific research in support

of resource preservation, rehabilitation, and

interpretation of the park's history and

significance would be the management

focus for this alternative. Historical,

genealogical, archeological, and biological

research in park archives and at significant

resource sites would be encouraged. These

research activities would all have the

potential of providing additional information

on the park's history and significance and

thus enhancing the visitor experience. The

park would work with universities and state

agencies in developing strategies for

managing its collection, outlining archival

research guidelines, and establishing

protocols for archeological investigations.

These research programs would enhance

interpretive efforts to inform and educate

park visitors and develop educational

outreach programs for local communities.

Internet technology would be used to

facilitate research, interpretation, and

outreach programs.

Park staff trained in archival management

would assist professional and non-

professional researchers in the research

library and park collections. School groups,

tour groups, and other park visitors would be

encouraged to visit significant cultural and

natural resource areas and research sites

whenever appropriate. These sites would be

interpreted to explain methods of data

recovery and how these efforts ultimately

would contribute to a better understanding

of Wilson's Creek.

Less than 10 percent of the park, or 139

acres, would be included in the Battlefield

Landscape Enhancement area. Only selected

primary sites of the battlefield landscape

would be rehabilitated to their general 1861

appearance. This reduced emphasis on

rehabilitation would enable park staff to

focus efforts on interpretive and educational

programs and on assisting researchers.

Archeological, historical, and biological

research potentially could provide additional

data and guidance for more accurate

battlefield rehabilitation. As research efforts

provided more information about the

battlefield landscape, park management may
wish to consider negotiating cooperative

agreements with neighboring landowners to

maintain the integrity of the surrounding

landscape that was critical to the battle.

Recreational uses, including horseback

riding, bicycling, running, and walking

would be allowed and managed so as not to

impede visitors who wished to focus on the

history and significance of Wilson's Creek.

Highly significant resources and

archeological or other on-site research

would occur in the resource preservation

area. Recreational use in this area would be

limited to hiking and walking.

A total of 726 acres, or 4 1 percent of the

park, would be zoned for landscape

maintenance. Park management would

monitor levels of recreational use or

research activities for potential impacts on

resources or on visitors' ability to

contemplate the significance and meaning of

the battle. Where conflicts occur, park

management would limit recreational use to

ensure the visitor's ability to contemplate

and appreciate the park's significance.
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Park management would cooperate with

agencies and officials from the cities of

Springfield, Battlefield, and Republic, and

Greene and Christian counties in developing

long-range regional plans. These planning

efforts would focus both on regional and

park issues, seeking solutions to the impacts

of increased suburban growth, transportation

development, and visual intrusions on the

park's boundaries. The landscape

maintenance area would include much of the

park exterior. Vegetation management in

this area would help mitigate impacts

resulting from visual and auditory

intrusions.

Park staff would respond promptly to

conflicts that arose over management

activities, visitor access, and proposed

activities and developments on adjacent

lands that could affect Wilson's Creek.

NPS managers would seek understanding

and cooperation with landowners to

encourage management of their lands in a

manner compatible with park purposes. NPS
staff would also seek ways to provide

landowners with technical and management

assistance to address issues of mutual

interest. The NPS would work closely with

local, state, and federal agencies whose

programs affect or are affected by activities

at Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

The Alternative C — Wilson's Creek Civil

War Research Center map and table 3

present management prescriptions and

designated management areas comprising

this alternative.
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Table 3. Alternative C Management Areas and Sites

Management
Areas

Approx.

Size
Sites Located in Management Area

Development

and

Administration

150 acres

the visitor center and research library

the parking areas, including equestrian parking

the picnic areas, the maintenance facility, and the tour-road loop

and shoulders

Interpretive

Focus
60 acres

the exterior of the Ray House

the f^ilaski Battery site

Guibor's Battery site

Price's Headquarters site

west and east battlefield overlooks

the interpretive trails and wayside exhibits on Bloody Hill and in

the interior of the tour-road loop

the trail to the Ray springhouse

Battlefield

Landscape

Enhancement

140 acres

the view shed west of the Pulaski Battery and Price's Headquarters

site

the Sharp farm site, cornfield, and stubble field

the historical overview of the Union advance and withdrawal

Resource

Preservation
660 acres

the glades near the tour-road loop on the north end of the park.

the central portion of the landscape within the tour-road loop

the glade and surrounding landscape south of the Ray House

the area east and south of the tour-road loop on the park's east

boundary

the caves near the Gibson Mill site and west of the Sharp stubble

field

the area between the tour-road loop and the park's west boundary

Landscape

Maintenance

Area

720 acres

the northwest comer of the park, north and south of the developed

area, and the northern portion of the interior of the tour-road loop

the northeast comer of the park

the east side of the park, east and west of the tour-road loop.

the extreme southeast comer of the park.

the southwest quadrant of the park, west and south of the tour-road

loop, bisected by the Wire Road
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT
REJECTED

In addition to the alternatives described

above, one other ahemative concept was

explored. This alternative addressed the

rapid development of lands outside the park

by adapting the existing park infrastructure

to outside change, primarily the future

development of nearby communities. For

example, greenway trails originating in

nearby communities would have been

integrated into the park's existing trail

system. A variety of recreational uses, such

as hiking, running, bicycling, and horseback

riding, would have been welcomed. The

interpretive program would have been

expanded to reach recreational users.

This alternative was rejected after careful

consideration by the planning team, park

management, and other NPS resource and

planning specialists. As stated in the

"Purpose and Need" section, the purpose of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is to

commemorate the Battle of Wilson's Creek

and to preserve the associated battlefield,

not to provide recreational opportunities for

park users. Increases in recreational uses

such as bicycling, running, and horseback

riding would detract from the park's purpose

and programs, and the ability of the

individual visitor to contemplate the

meanings of the Battle of Wilson's Creek in

the context of the Civil War. It was

determined that a management strategy

focusing on recreational activities was not

consistent with the purpose of the park.

Therefore, the park should not take steps to

encourage additional recreational use of

Wilson's Creek.

Based on this consideration, this alternative

concept was eliminated from further

analysis.

BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS AND LAND
PROTECTION

Application of Potential Boundary
Adjustments

Alternative A— No Action

There would be no adjustment to the park

boundaries under the no-action alternative.

Alternatives B and C — The Action

Alternatives

Under the action alternatives, the park

boundaries would be adjusted to incorporate

areas 1 through 6, shown on the boundary

assessment map in the "Planning Context"

section of the document. These areas contain

lands critical to the outcome of the battle;

acquisition of these lands would extend park

protection to these battle-related resources.

Access to and interpretation of these lands

would greatly enhance visitor understanding

of the full scope of the Battle of Wilson's

Creek.

These are significant battle-related areas that

also have great educational and research

potential for visitors and researchers. They

are described in detail in the "Planning

Context" section of this document.

Archeological research in Area 1 could

pinpoint the location of Sigel's first position.

This research, combined with access to the

site, would greatly enhance visitor

understanding of the early stages of the

battle and the ways in which topography and

other landscape features influenced the

course of the battle.

Archeological research in Area 2 would

assist historians and other researchers in

determining the exact extent of the fight on

Bloody Hill. As in Zone 1, access to this

area would enhance visitor understanding of
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the ways in which the landscape determined

military tactics during the critical points of

the battle.

enhancing the overall visitor experience at

the park.

Restored portions of the Wire Road in Area

3 could enhance visitor experience and

understanding of the region's historic

transportation network and its influence on

the outcome of the battle.

Research in Area 4 could identify the exact

line followed by Lyon's wing of the Army
of the Southwest. Access to this area would

give visitors the opportunity to approach the

battlefield in the footsteps of the Union

Army, thereby gaining a new perspective of

the battlefield landscape.

Research in Area 5 could determine the

lands near the Ray House where Union

artillery fire disrupted Confederate infantry

movements and the exact location of the

Confederate rally. Again, increased access

to this area would enhance visitor

understanding of the ways in which

landscape features altered the course of the

battle.

In addition to containing lands that are

significant to the Battle of Wilson's Creek,

these areas also could enhance visitors'

ability to access and enjoy the park. Visitor

access primarily would be provided through

easements or the development of

cooperative agreements with willing

landowners. These lands would be added to

the park ownership through fee-simple

acquisition only if there was a willing seller.

Park ownership of the General Sweeney

Museum (area 6) would ensure adequate

protection for this important Civil War
collection. This museum experience

completes the contextual picture of the

Battle of Wilson's Creek and the Civil War
in the Trans-Mississippi West, thus

As critical components of the Wilson's

Creek Battlefield, areas 1 through 5

potentially would be included in the

battlefield landscape enhancement

management area. Area 6 potentially would

be included in the visitor services and

administration management area.

COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES

The probable consequences of each

alternative on the impact topics described in

chapter 3, Affected Environment, are

provided below in table 4. Table 4 presents

only conclusions and abbreviated descrip-

tions to explain those conclusions. For a

detailed analysis of the impacts of the

management alternatives, please see chapter

4, "Environmental Consequences".

ACTIONS COMMON TO ALL
ALTERNATIVES

Additions to the park's trail system would

be developed along the routes of historical

trails and traces wherever possible. (See the

Historic and Existing map.) The 1960

historical base map for Wilson's Creek

prepared by NFS Historian Edwin C. Bearss

identifies Wilson's Creek's trails and roads

at the time of the battle. This data would

provide park staff with guidance in planning

modifications and additions to the trail

network.

Recreational users could use the park tour-

road loop for scenic auto touring, bicycling,

running, and walking. Recommendations in

the "Draft Wilson's Creek Transportation

Study" would be used to determine

strategies for accommodating and managing

acceptable levels of multiple use on the tour-
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road loop. Walkers, hikers, horseback riders,

and runners could use designated trails in

areas and at levels that did not detract from

the historical scene. Acceptable recreational

activities would be casual in nature.

Competitive events such as running races or

bicycle time trials would not be allowed.

Speed limits for automobiles and bicyclists

would be set to complement the battlefield'

s

commemorative quality and rigorously

enforced. Cycling would be limited to

hardened surfaces; cycling on unpaved trail

surfaces would not be allowed.

ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE
ALTERNATIVE

The environmentally preferable alternative

is the alternative that will promote the

national environmental policy as expressed

in Section 101 of the National Environ-

mental Policy Act. Ordinarily, this means

the alternative that would cause the least

damage to the biological and physical

environment; it also means the alternative

that would best protect, preserve, and

enhance historic, cultural, and natural

resources. Alternative B, Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield Commemoration, which

has been selected as the National Park

Service's preferred alternative, is also the

environmentally preferable alternative.

Three of the six criteria listed in NEPA are

particularly relevant:

• fulfill the responsibilities of each

generation as trustee of the environment

for succeeding generations;

• attain the widest range of beneficial uses

of the environment without degradation,

risk to health or safety, or other

undesirable and unintended

consequences;

• preserve important historic, cultural, and

natural aspects of our national heritage,

and maintain, wherever possible, an

environment which supports diversity,

and variety of individual choice.

In the process used to select the preferred

alternative, alternative B was found to have

the best overall potential for protecting and

preserving the historic, cultural, and natural

resources of Wilson's Creek National Bat-

tlefield. Alternative B provides for a broad

range of visitor experiences that do not pose

a conflict with the park's legislated mandate

to commemorate the Battle of Wilson's

Creek. More of the battlefield landscape

would be rehabilitated under this alternative

than either of the other action alternatives.

New development would be limited to

additional parking for equestrians.
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TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS

IMPACT TOPIC

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Historic Sites

and Structures

Archeological

Resources

Cultural

Landscapes

Archival / Museum
Collections

ALTERNATIVE A - No Action ALTERNATIVE B - Battlefield Commemoration ALTERNATIVE C - Civil War Research Center

Negligible, short- and long-term, adverse impact due to increased

vandalism, theft, and accidental damage associated with

increased visitation.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

Minor, long-term, adverse impacts due to increased vandalism,

thett, and accidental damage associated with increased

visitation.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, long-term, adverse contribution.

Minor, long-term, beneficial impact due to limited rehabilitation of

landscape to 1861 condition.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, short-term and long-term, beneficial

contribution.

Minor, short-term and long-term, adverse impact due to increased

use and gradual degradation of archival materials.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

No impact.

Cumulative Effect: No contribution.

Negligible, long-term, adverse impact due to potential disturbance

associated with trail and parking lot construction.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

Major, long-term, beneficial impact due to extensive rehabilitation ot

the landscape to 1861 conditions.

Cumulative Effect: Major, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Minor, short-term and long-term, adverse impact due to increased

use and gradual degradation of archival materials.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

No impact.

Cumulative Effect: No contribution.

Negligible, long-term, adverse impact due to potential disturbance

associated with trail and parking lot construction and histoncal

excavations.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to landscape

rehabilitation and vegetative screening.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Minor, short-term and long-term, adverse impact due to increased

use and gradual degradation of archival materials.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND AESTHETIC RESOURCES

Visitor Experience
and Interpretation

Visual and
Scenic Resources

NATURAL RESOURCES

Water Quality

Vegetation

Minor to moderate, long-term, adverse impact due to parking

restnctions and increased visitation.

Cumulative Effect: No contribution.

Moderate, long-term, adverse impact due to parking restrictions,

increased visitation, and visitor conflicts.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, adverse contribution.

Minor, long-term, adverse impact due to parking restnctions,

increased visitation, and vehicular traffic, and distribution of

parked vehicles along tounst-loop road.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, long-term, adverse contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to increased parking and
recreational areas.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to increased parking and
recreational areas.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to preservation of open

space, reduction of dispersed parking, rehabilitation of

landscape to 1861 conditions, and vegetative screening of

external, visual intrusions.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to increased parking,

recreational areas, and interpretive and educational

opportunities.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to increased parking,

recreational areas, and interpretive and educational

opportunities.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to preservation of open
space reduction of dispersed parking, and vegetative screening

of external, visual intrusions.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contnbution.

Negligible, long-term, adverse impact due to trail erosion.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

Minor, long-term, adverse impact due to increased impermeable

and erodible surfaces.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

Minor, long-term, adverse impact due to increased impermeable

and erodible surfaces.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

No impact.

Cumulative Effect: No contribution.

No impact.

Cumulative Effect: No contnbution.

Negligible, long-term, adverse impact due to increased runoff and
erosion associated with research excavations in close proximity

to Wilson's Creek. Implementation of best management
practices would reduce runoff and sedimentation.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

Minor to moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to preservation

of open space and gradual rehabilitation of native plant

communities.

Cumulative Effect: Minor to moderate, long-term, beneficial

contribution.

Major, long-term, beneficial impact due to rehabilitation of

approximately 700 acres of vegetation to 1861 conditions.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to rehabilitation of

approximately 139 acres of vegetation to 1861 conditions.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, long-term, beneficial contribution.
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IMPACT TOPIC

NATURAL RESOURCES (continued)

ALTERNATIVE A - No Action ALTERNATIVE B - Battlefield Commemoration ALTERNATIVE C - Civil War Research Center

Minor, long-term, beneficial Impact due to preservation of open

space and gradual retiabilitation of native plant communities.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Special Status

Species

Minor to moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to preservation

of open space, gradual retiabilitation of native habitats, and

protection of sensitive areas, including caves intiabited by gray

bat and grotto salamander.

Cumulative Effect: Minor, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to preservation of open

space and provision and rehabilitation of habitat diversity.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to protection of all areas

that support special status species from intensive visitor use,

rehabilitation of historic habitats more conducive to sustaining

populations of special status plants, and protection of sensitive

areas, including caves inhabited by gray bat and grotto

salamander.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to preservation of open

space and provision and rehabilitation of habitat diversity.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contribution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to protection of most

areas that support special status species from intensive visitor

use, rehabilitation of histonc habitats more conducive to

sustaining populations of special status plants, and protection of

sensitive areas, including caves inhabited by gray bat and grotto

salamander.

Cumulative Effect: Moderate, long-term, beneficial contribution.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Recreation

and Leisure

Minor, long-term, beneficial impact due to increased recreational

use of the park.

Cumulative Effect: Minor to moderate, long-term, beneficial

contribution.

Minor, long-term, beneficial impact due to increased interpretive and

educational opportunities.

Cumulative Effect: Negligible, long-term, beneficial contnbution.

Moderate, long-term, beneficial impact due to expanded
recreational areas and opportunities within the park.

Cumulative Effect: Minor to moderate, long-term, beneficial

contnbution.

PARK ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

Access and
Transportation

Minor, long-term, adverse impact due to inadequate parking.

Cumulative Effects: Negligible, long-term, adverse contribution.

Minor, long-term, beneficial impact due to improved parking

facilities.

Cumulative Effects: Negligible, long-term, beneficial contnbution.

Minor, long-term, beneficial impact due to improved parking.

Cumulative Effects: Negligible, long-term, beneficial contribi.'tion.
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCTION

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is

located five miles southwest of Springfield,

Missouri, and three miles east of Republic,

Missouri, in the southwest corner of the

state. The county line between Greene and

Christian Counties bisects the 1,750-acre

park, which includes 75 percent of the actual

battleground. Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield provides visitors with an array of

opportunities and experiences that enhances

their understanding of the significance of the

site and its role in the Civil War west of the

Mississippi River. At the visitor center,

battle-related exhibits, a 13-minute video,

and a fiber-optics map provide historical

context and give visitors a sense of the

physical dimensions of the battle. In

addition, the park's research library is

available to researchers by appointment. The

park maintains partnerships with local

municipal and county governments and

other Civil War related sites, such as the

General Sweeney Museum of Civil War
History, located in Missouri north of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

This chapter describes the existing cultural

and natural resources located on the

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield, visitor

use, experience, and interpretation issues,

and socioeconomic data.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Historical Sites and Structures

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is listed

on the National Register of Historic Places.

Specific sites and structures related to the

1861 battle are also listed and include the

following:

Structures

• Ray House

Sites

Ray Spring House

Ray cornfield

Gibson's Mill

Edwards Cabin

Sharp House

Sharp's cornfield

Short farmstead

T.B. Manley House

C.B. Manley House

Gwinn House

Manley Cemetery

Edgar Cemetery

Lyon marker

Bloody Hill

the Sinkhole

Wire Road

Sigel's artillery position

Objects on the National Register listing

include artifacts related to the battle that

reside in the park collection.

Archeological Resources

The park includes 50 archeological sites,

half of which date from before European

contact. The battlefield itself has not been

recorded as an archeological site. The

National Park Service is doing a 100%
archeological survey and sites would be

nominated for listing in the National

Register, as appropriate.

Cultural Landscape

At the time of the battle, the valley of

Wilson's Creek was a thriving agricultural

setting with several farms and homes for

numerous families. Only a few remnants of

this agricultural community remain. Other
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landscape features played key roles in the

outcome of the battle. The park's significant

landscape features include the following:

The Ray House built in 1852. This

house and the spring house at the

bottom of the hill are the only

structures in the park that date from

the battle

Wire Road

the Ray cornfield

the Gibson Mill site

Price's Headquarters' site

the Sharp cornfield and Sharp

stubble field

the Pulaski Arkansas Battery site

Sigel's first, second, and final

positions

Guibor's Battery site

Tote's Battery site

Bloody Hill

the Lyon marker

the historic overlook of the Union

advance and withdrawal

In accordance with the 1 977 Master Plan,

approximately 250 acres of the park

landscape has been rehabilitated to its

1861 appearance. The park's cultural

landscape is potentially eligible for inclusion

on the National Register of Historic Places.

A draft cultural landscape report (CLR) for

Wilson's Creek has recently been

completed. In assessing the integrity of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield, the

CLR team concluded that overall the

battlefield landscape at Wilson's Creek

retains fair to good physical integrity. The

document indicates that the vegetative

changes that have taken place since the

battle are a reversible condition. Vegetation

management consistent with the park

vegetation management plan and the cultural

landscape report treatment recommendations

can modify the park's appearance to re-

semble more closely the historic conditions,

thereby enhancing the park's integrity.

The draft CLR also finds that several

individual landscape features, such as the

McElhaney Farm, the County Road bridge,

and two stone field walls, may be eligible

for the National Register and contribute to a

National Register district associated with

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. In

addition, the CLR finds four other historic

associations with park resources. These

include the following:

• archeological resources dating from

the Early Archaic period

• the John Ray House complex as one

of three early settlement dwellings in

the Springfield area

• the Wire Road as an important early

transportation route associated with

Civil War troop movements, the

Butterfield Overland Stage line, and

the Cherokee Trail of Tears

• expansion of the issue of efforts to

commemorate the batde's

significance

The CLR also suggests that two additional

periods of significance should be added to

the current August 10, 1861 period of

significance. The three periods

recommended are:

• Archaic through Mississippian

periods - ca. 10,000 BP through

1700 AD
• Civil War Battle of Wilson's Creek -

August 10, 1861

• commemoration of the battle and the

death of General Lyon - 1861 to

1960

The CLR suggests that specific resources

may have their own periods of significance,

such as the Wire Road (1836-1900), the Ray
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House (1852), and the McElhaney Farm

complex (1911). The CLR recommends that

the National Register nomination be revised

to include extant areas surrounding the park.

Archival/Museum Collections

The park's large archival and materials

collection includes over 4,400 volumes and

extensive primary documentation. The

museum collection contains approximately

40,000 artifacts related to the battle and the

Civil War in the Trans-Mississippi region.

These include one-of-a-kind pieces directly

related to the battle, such as General Lyon's

presentation sword and scabbard, the Lyon

bed, and the counterpane used to cover

Lyon's dead body.

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND AESTHETIC
RESOURCES

Visitor Use

Information regarding visitation at Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield is limited. Most

existing information is based on traffic

counter readings and/or staff observations.

To supplement that information, as part of

the general management planning process,

the NPS commissioned the University of

Minnesota Cooperative Park Studies Unit to

undertake a visitor survey that currently is

scheduled for completion in late 2001.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

received 176,036 visits in 1998. Annual

visitation to the park between 1989 and

1999, however, has fluctuated between

140,000 and 262,000 visits per year.

Variation in park visitation is probably due

to variations in weather patterns and shifts in

the local and national economy.

Park visitation is highest during May and

June and lowest in November and

December, although visitation on pleasant

February weekends can surpass visitation on

weekends in June, as visitation is highly

dependent on weather conditions. Based on

staff observations, the average length of stay

for visitors is approximately one to three

hours and approximately half of the visitors

are repeat visitors. Half of the visitors are

from the Springfield metropolitan area and

surrounding counties.

The most popular visitor activities at

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield are 1)

driving the tour-road loop, 2) viewing

exhibits at the visitor center, 3) viewing the

battle map, 4) viewing the film, and 5)

shopping in the museum bookstore.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield also

provides open space for the Springfield

metropolitan area where many local

residents regularly undertake recreational

activities such as horseback riding,

bicycling, exercising their pets, jogging, or

physical conditioning. Non-local visitors

more commonly cited the opportunity to

learn about the Battle of Wilson's Creek and

the Civil War as their primary reason for

visiting.

Currently, the data indicate that recreation

use interferes minimally with those visitors

who are seeking to appreciate the historic

significance of the battlefield. Visitor

responses indicate continued support for

preservation and commemoration of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield over

recreational use. At the present time,

however, visitors do not support restricting

recreational use.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation

Many visitors to Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield begin their visit at the visitor

center located at the road entrance just

inside the northwest comer of the park. At

the center, visitors can receive an orientation
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to the park, talk with a park representative,

buy materials at the cooperating association

sales area, and view exhibits about the

battle. A 13-minute video, which is available

for viewing at the visitor center, presents the

battle's historical background. Li addition, a

six-minute program conducted on a fiber-

optically-lighted map illustrates the course

of the battle. Approximately 50 percent of

visitors to the park used the visitor center to

view the video, exhibits, or fiber-optic battle

map. The visitor center is accessible by

wheelchair from the parking lot.

An excellent Civil War research library in

the visitor center is open to visitors and

researchers on an advanced reservation

basis, although only a small percentage of

visitors use the library. The research library

does not maintain open stock or permit

visitors to check out material.

Living history programs depicting Civil War
soldier life are presented and guided tours of

Bloody Hill are provided on weekends

during the summer. In addition, the park

presents several special events throughout

the year, including a moonlight tour and

anniversary celebration in August, artillery

and musket-firing demonstrations in the

summer, and several genealogical programs.

Repeat visitors and recreational users are

less likely to use visitor center facilities than

first-time visitors, except perhaps for

restrooms. Repeat visitors typically begin

their park experience by proceeding directly

to the tour-road loop, while recreational

users often park in the visitor center's

parking lot from which they begin jogging

or bicycling. Equestrian users also generally

park in the visitor center's parking lot or in

other areas of the park, including the

overflow lot and along the tour-road loop. A
seven-mile trail system for horseback riding

and hiking is accessible from the tour-road

loop. Although highways and roads

surround all sides of the park, traffic noise in

most places is typically unobtrusive.

However, traffic noise at Bloody Hill,

adjacent to County Road ZZ, is fairly

audible.

The 4.9-mile paved tour-road loop, with

eight interpretive stops at significant battle

points, provides a self-guided automobile

tour of the battlefield. The tour-road loop

receives considerable use by bicyclists,

joggers, and walkers. Although bicyclists,

pedestrians, and motorized vehicles often

use the tour-road loop at the same time,

there is a specific lane designated for bicycle

use that also may be used by pedestrians.

In addition to the tour-road loop, there are

five walking trails (varying in length from

one-quarter to three-quarters of a mile) that

are accessible to visitors from the tour-road

loop and provide access to additional sites

related to the battle. For example, one trail

leads to the Ray House, which is an historic

house on the northeastern comer of the park

that was built before the battle. The Ray

House served as a temporary field hospital

for Confederate soldiers following the battle

and the body of General Nathaniel Lyon was

taken here after he was killed in battle—the

bed on which the general's body was placed

remains on exhibit in one of the house's

rooms. The Ray House is closed during the

off-season but open daily during the

summer; even during the off-season,

however, tourists can learn about the battle

by peering through windows and reading

wayside exhibits. Although interpretive

trails off the tour-road loop are primitive and

not designed for wheelchair use, the Ray

House and interpretive stops along the tour-

road loop are accessible by wheelchair.
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Visual and Scenic Resources

While the battlefield landscape has

undergone alteration (see the discussion

under "Special Status Species" in the

Affected Environment chapter), modem-day

intrusions on the historical scene are

minimal. Approximately 250 acres of the

park have been restored to 1861 vegetative

conditions.

NATURAL RESOURCES

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is

located in the northern portion of Missouri's

Ozark Mountain Plateau. Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield averages 40 inches of

annual precipitation, most of which is

received during the park's wet season from

March through September. Summers are

long, warm, and humid, and winters are mild

to moderate. Rolling hills, hollows, and the

valley of Wilson's Creek define the park's

landscape, which has a lower elevation of

1 ,050 feet and a maximum elevation of

approximately 1,250 feet. Although much of

the landscape was cultivated at the time of

the battle, uncultivated hillsides supported

oak savanna (Missouri Department of

Conservation 1986). Since 1861, the park

landscape has changed drastically and

currently is dominated by second-growth

forest, previously cultivated fields that are

transitioning to woodland, restored prairie,

and limestone glades. Although dense forest

and uncultivated prairie were perhaps

uncommon at the site in 1861, limestone

glades and mature woodlands were present

and reflect a component of the historical

battlefield landscape.

Soil

Primary soils at the park are deep, stony, and

chert silt loam to shallow soils (9 to 20

inches in depth) over fractured limestone

that have been formed by weathering of

underlying parent materials, including

limestone, dolomite, sandstone, and shale

(NPS 1988). In addition, alluvial soils are

present along Wilson's Creek and its

tributaries. Limestone glades with shallow,

rocky soils are scattered throughout the park

and support vegetation different from other

areas in the park, including several species

of rare and protected plants.

Water Quality

Wilson's Creek, with its watershed located

predominantly outside of the park, is the

primary aquatic feature at the battlefield.

The creek flows south-southwest from the

city of Springfield and bisects the park from

north to south for about three miles before

reaching its confluence with the James River

about one mile south of the park. Skeggs

Branch, a small tributary of Wilson's Creek,

flows east and joins Wilson's Creek in the

west-central portion of the park. McElhaney

Branch also flows into Wilson's Creek and

forms part of the park's southern boundary.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield also

contains numerous springs and sinkholes.

Wilson's Creek is heavily influenced by the

permitted discharge of treated sewage

effluent from the city of Springfield

(population 150,600), which has a permit to

discharge 42.5 million gallons of treated

sewage effluent each day. During low-flow

periods an estimated 80 percent of the water

flowing through Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield is treated sewage effluent.

The city of Springfield has worked hard to

provide adequate treatment facilities for this

rapidly growing area. The water pollution

problems caused by inadequate treatment of

organic materials in the 1970s and early

1980s have largely been eliminated. Fecal

coliform bacteria levels are usually within

limits within the park and noxious odors are

no longer a source of major complaints by
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park visitors. The city is continuing to

improve its wastewater facilities with the

recent installation of phosphorus removal

equipment. The threat of raw sewage spills

caused by infrastructure failure, however,

remains. In the summer of 1996, a sewage

spill into Wilson's Creek killed fish within

the park. Additionally, in the summer of

2000, a 36-inch sewer line main deteriorated

causing a major spill that required the

closing of horse trails within the park

boundary, but resulted in no visible adverse

effect on aquatic life.

It is difficult for the NPS to manage water

quality at the Battlefield due to the minor

portion of the watershed within park

boundaries and prevalent upstream effects

on water quality in the creek.

Vegetation

Ecologically, the park is located at the far-

western edge of the eastern broadleaf forest

province near the edge of the prairie

parkland province (Bailey 1995). Historical

documentation describes much of the park

landscape as savanna (Missouri Department

of Conservation 1986). Savanna is a fire-

dependent environment that supports an

understory of herbaceous, prairie species

and an overstory of scattered trees. At the

time of the battle, oaks were the dominant

trees in the park area. In uncultivated areas,

blackjack oak dominated the uplands, while

other species of oaks were present in smaller

numbers. Black oak, white oak, and post oak

were dominant overstory species in the

draws and bottoms.

Although native plants were present in the

area in 1861, much of the landscape

supported agricultural fields prior to the

Civil War. After the war, agricultural use of

the land intensified with additional fields

plowed and grazed. In addition, as

agriculture expanded in the late 1800s and

early 1900s, suppression of fires increased.

The result of fire-suppression tactics, which

decreased the frequency and extent of fire,

was a gradual succession of uncultivated

fields to thick, second-growth forests.

Vegetative communities at Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield currently include a

mosaic of mature forest, riparian woodland,

prairie, and cultivated hay fields. Each

community type is present in various

densities and successional stages indicative

of changes in land-use patterns and/or fire

suppression. For instance, some areas

support high densities of red cedar that

indicate succession from open fields or oak

woodlands that have been affected by fire

suppression activities. Some woodland areas

were cleared prior to establishment of the

battlefield and are populated by pasture or

exotic grasses. In all communities,

interspersed among native plants are non-

native, invasive species that continue to

compete with native species for land and

resources. Exotic species of particular

concern within the park include non-native

bromes (e.g., soft chess, downy brome, and

barren brome), Johnsongrass (Sorghum

halipense), multiflora rose {Rosa multiflora),

musk thistle (Carduus nutans), and Chinese

bushclover (Sericea lespedeza). Invasive

trees of concern include Osage orange

{Madura pomifera) and honey locust

{Gleditsia triacanthos). Non-native plants

currently inhabit dense patches on about 500

acres of parkland and pose a major

management concern for park staff.

A restoration plan was developed by the

Missouri Department of Conservation in

1986 to reduce the influence of non-native

species and improve the quality of native

plant communities at the battlefield

(Missouri Department of Conservation

1986). The plan that was implemented by

the park in 1987 to restore the landscape to
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1861 conditions includes restoration and

maintenance of oak savanna on hillsides and

creation of native prairie communities in

areas that became pastures and agricultural

fields in the years after the battle. As a result

of implementing the restoration plan, which

includes an annual prescribed bum of

approximately 300 acres of parkland, native

species and historical plant communities are

gradually increasing their range within the

park.

Wildlife

Increasing urban and suburban development

in the Springfield-Battlefield-Republic area

has diminished the extent of wildlife habitat

in the region. As a result, the importance of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield as open

space and wildlife habitat has increased in

recent years. Wildlife at the park is

dominated by common species adapted to

human disturbance, including white-tailed

deer, cottontail rabbit, squirrel, coyote,

bobcat, fox, skunk, opossum, woodchuck,

beaver, muskrat, mice, and bobwhite quail.

In addition, a variety of common songbirds

and raptors, primarily associated with

woodland and woodland margins, are found

at the park. Although the fragmented nature

of wildlife habitat at and adjacent to the park

restricts the number and diversity of species

inhabiting the area, the park nevertheless

provides important nesting and rearing

habitat for many species, including

mammals, birds, and amphibians.

Special Status Species

According to information received from the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Appendix 1)

and the Missouri Department of Conser-

vation (Appendix 2), two federally listed

species and several species of special

concern to the State of Missouri (state) have

been documented at Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield.

The Missouri bladderpod {Lesquerella

filiformis) is listed as endangered by both

the federal and state governments. In

addition, the state considers five additional

plants at the park to be imperiled or

critically imperiled, including greenthread

{Thelesperma filifolium var. filifolium),

buffalograss {Buchloe dactyloides), blue

gramma grass {Bouteloua gracilis), royal

catchfly (Silene regid), and false gaura

{Stenosiphon linifolius) (Missouri

Department of Conservation 2000). Except

for royal catchfly and false gaura, these

plants are found on or adjacent to limestone

glades. Royal catchfly inhabits transition

zones in savanna habitat between open fields

and woodlands. False gaura occurs along the

tour-road loop near the southern bridge over

Wilson's Creek and may have been brought

into the park as part of a wildflower seed

mix (Missouri Department of Conservation

2000).

In addition to plants, the federally and state

endangered gray bat (Myotis grisescens) has

been observed in McElhaney Branch Cave

near Wilson's Creek east of the visitor

center. Gray bats have a limited geographic

range in the southeastern United States

where they generally inhabit pits and caves

in limestone karst regions characterized by

sinks, ridges, and caverns (USFWS 1999).

The gray bat was last documented in the

park in 1996. The grotto salamander

(Typhlotriton spelaeus), a species of concern

to the state, also was documented in

McElhaney Branch Cave during surveys

conducted in 1985 (Missouri Department of

Conservation 2000).

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENT

The city of Springfield began as a settlement

of three families in 1830 and was eventually

laid out on 50 acres of donated land in 1835.

The city grew in importance when it was
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included as a stop on the Butterfield Stage

Line's Overland Mail route from Tipton,

Missouri to San Francisco, California.

During the Civil War, the residents of

southwestern Missouri were divided in their

sympathies to the North and South, and

three major battles occurred in the

Springfield area: The Battle of Wilson's

Creek - August 10, 1861; the first Battle of

Springfield or what became known as

Zagonyi's Charge - October 25, 1861; and

the Second Battle of Springfield - January 8,

1863, that was part of Marmaduke's 1863

Raid.

Rail service arrived in Springfield in 1870,

contributing to the town's urban evolution.

Springfield, which now encompasses 72

square miles and supports 150,600 residents,

is the third-largest city in Missouri and the

center of one of the fastest-growing regions

in the state. Greene County, within which

Springfield resides, covers 675 square miles

and is home to 223,345 people. Springfield

is the county seat of Greene County and the

regional center of southwest Missouri.

Interstate Highway 44, U.S. Highways 60

and 160, and Missouri State Highway 13

link the city with an extended regional

population of 480,000 people located within

a 40-mile radius of Springfield. Since World

War II, the city's industry has become in-

creasingly diversified with major economic

activities related to industry, retail sales,

public service, institutions, and tourism.

The populations of Springfield and Greene

County grew steadily over the 25-year

period between 1970 and 1995, at an

average rate of about 1 percent per year. A
similar rate of growth is forecast for the

period between 2000 and 2020. The popu-

lation of Greene County is expected to

increase by 36 percent to about 285,000 by

the year 2020. During the same period, the

population of the Springfield urban area is

expected to increase by 39 percent to about

250,000. In addition, the total amount of

land dedicated to urban use would increase

by 19,600 acres, or 38 percent, by the year

2020.

Agriculture traditionally has predominated

in the area surrounding Springfield. Recent

growth in the Springfield metropolitan area,

however, has changed the character of land-

use patterns in the suburban areas of Spring-

field, Battlefield, and Republic. Large

agricultural tracts increasingly are being

subdivided into 10-acre residential home
sites. As a result, the land area of Springfield

has grown significantly. Whereas Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield was 10 miles

from Springfield city limits in 1961, metro-

politan Springfield has now moved as close

as five miles from the park.

This changing land-use pattern is visible and

audible from within the park boundaries. For

instance, transportation improvements to

serve this growing suburban population are

bringing higher traffic volumes and associ-

ated noise to County Road ZZ and Highway

182, which respectively, border the western

and northern boundaries of the park.

Recreation and Leisure

The city of Springfield and the surrounding

area are home to a variety of cultural,

recreational, and historic sites and activities.

The area's cultural and entertainment sites

include the Springfield Art Museum, the

Landers Theatre, the Discovery Center (a

hands-on museum), the Juanita K. Ham-
mons Hall for the Performing Arts (home to

the Springfield Symphony Orchestra), and

Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World Showroom
and Fish and Wildlife Museum. In addition

to Wilson's Creek National Battlefield, the

area's historic sites include General

Sweeney's Museum of Civil War History,

the History Museum for Springfield/Greene
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County, Gray/Campbell Farmstead, the

Commercial Street Historic District, the

Frisco Railroad Museum, and the Air and

Military Museum.

Springfield and the surrounding region

offers a range of recreational activities,

including collegiate and professional

sporting events, as well as hiking on the

Ozark Greenways, camping, and eight golf

courses. The completion of the South

CreekAVilson's Creek Greenway would

provide additional recreational oppor-

tunities. In addition to General Sweeney's

Museum of Civil War History, other

regional sites such as Pea Ridge National

Military Park, Fort Scott National Historic

Site, and Prairie Grove Battlefield State

Park, would provide educational and

interpretive opportunities linked to Wilson's

Creek.

PARK ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

The park's 4.9-mile, paved tour-road loop

and eight interpretive stops provide visitors

the opportunity to take a self-guided auto

tour of the park. In addition, five hiking

trails link the tour-road loop to key battle-

related sites, including the Ray House and

other historical features that help illustrate

the landscape at the time of the battle.

Horseback and hiking trails provide addi-

tional opportunities for recreational use.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

INTRODUCTION

The National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) requires that environmental

documents disclose the environmental

impacts of all the reasonable alternatives and

any adverse environmental effects that

cannot be avoided should the preferred

alternative be implemented. This chapter

analyzes the environmental impacts of the

three management alternatives, including the

no-action alternative, on cultural resources,

visitor experience and aesthetic resources,

natural resources, social and economic

environment, and park access and transpor-

tation. These analyses provide the basis for

comparing the effects of the alternatives.

METHODOLOGY

The planning team based the analysis of

environmental consequences on a review of

existing literature and park studies, as well

as information provided by NFS staff and

subject matter experts within and outside of

the NFS. NFS personnel identified impacts

by comparing the potential effects of the

evaluated alternatives to existing conditions

as described previously under chapter 3,

"Affected Environment." In addition, as

described in the "Mitigation" section of

chapter 4, each alternative would

incorporate mitigation measures, as

appropriate, to minimize or avoid impacts.

In accordance with NEFA, evaluation of

environmental impacts requires

consideration of the intensity, duration, and

cumulative nature of impacts, as well as a

description of measures to mitigate for

impacts.

Intensity

Intensity refers to the degree or severity of

an impact. Impacts are described as adverse

or beneficial and levels of intensity for each

impact topic were determined using the

definitions presented in the following

sections.

Cultural Resources

The intensity of impacts on cultural

resources was determined using the

following definitions:

negligible - the impact is barely

perceptible and not measurable and is

confined to a small area or a single

contributing element of a historic

structure, site, or archeological resource

minor - the impact is perceptible and

measurable and is confined to a small

area or a single contributing element of

a historic structure, site, or

archeological resource

moderate - the impact is sufficient to

cause a change in the character-defining

features of a resource and generally

involves a single or small group of

contributing elements of a historic

structure, site, or archeological resource

major - the impact results in substantial

and highly noticeable change in

character-defining features of a resource

and involves a large group of

contributing elements and/or an

individually significant historic

structure, site, or archeological resource
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Visitor Experience and Aesthetic

Resources

The intensity of impacts on visitor

experience and aesthetic resources was

determined using the following definitions:

negligible - the impact would not be

detectable by visitors and would have

no discernible effect on their experience

minor - the impact is slightly detectable

by visitors but would not affect overall

visitor use and/or the visitor experience

moderate - the impact is clearly

detectable by visitors and could have an

appreciable effect on the visitor

experience

major - the impact is highly noticeable,

and would have a substantial influence

on natural resources, including impacts

on individuals or groups of species,

communities, and/or natural processes.

Social and Economic Environment

The intensity of impacts on the social and

economic environment was determined

using the following definitions:

negligible - the impact is barely

detectable and would have no

discernible effect on the socioeconomic

environment

minor - the impact is slightly detectable

but would not affect the overall

socioeconomic environment

major - the impact would have a

substantial, highly noticeable influence

on the visitor experience and could

permanently alter access, use, and

availability of various aspects of the

visitor experience

Natural Resources

The intensity of impacts on natural resources

was determined using the following

definitions:

negligible - the impact is localized and

at the lowest levels of detection

minor - the impact is localized and

slightly detectable but would not affect

overall structure of any natural

community

moderate - the impact is clearly

detectable and could have an

appreciable effect on the socioeconomic

environment

major - the impact would have a

substantial, highly noticeable,

potentially permanent influence on the

socioeconomic environment

Park Access and Transportation

The intensity of impacts on park operations,

facilities, and partnerships was determined

using the following definitions:

negligible - the impact is barely

detectable and would have no

discernible effect on park operations

and facilities

moderate - the impact is clearly

detectable and could have an

appreciable effect on individual species,

communities, and/or natural processes

minor - the impact is slightly detectable

but would not affect the park's overall

ability to provide services and maintain

facilities
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moderate - the impact is clearly

detectable and could have an

appreciable effect on park operations

and facilities

major - the impact would have a

substantial, highly noticeable influence

on park operations and facilities and

could reduce the park's ability to

provide adequate services and/or

maintain facilities

Duration

Duration refers to the time period during

which the effects of an impact persist. For

impact topics evaluated in this document,

the duration of impacts across all categories

were determined using the following

definitions:

short term - the impact lasts less than

one year

long term - the impact lasts one year or

longer

Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts are impacts on the

environment that result from the incremental

(i.e., additive) impact of the action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably

foreseeable future actions, regardless of

what entity (federal or non-federal)

undertakes such actions. Cumulative

impacts can result from individually minor

but collectively significant actions taking

place during a period of time.

Cumulative impacts analyzed in this

document consider the incremental effects

of the no-action alternative and each of the

action alternatives in conjunction with past,

current, and future actions at Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. These actions include

the following planned or ongoing activities:

implementation of the Springfield/

Greene County Vision 20/20

Comprehensive Plan, which

identifies Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield as a major regional

recreational and cultural resource

(Springfield 1998). An important

component of this plan is develop-

ment of the South Creek/Wilson's

Creek Greenway, which would link

with the James River Greenway to

form a loop connecting the park with

the city of Springfield.

ongoing interpretive and educational

efforts at Pea Ridge National

Military Park (Arkansas); Fort Scott

National Historic Site (Kansas);

General Sweeney's Museum of Civil

War History (Missouri); the History

Museum of Springfield/Greene

County; Mine Creek State Historic

Site (Kansas); and Prairie Grove

Battlefield State Park (Arkansas). All

of these sites are linked thematically

with Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield.

development of the new visitor

center and research library addition

in the northwest comer of the park

construction of the U.S. Highway 60

Bypass. Highway 60 currently passes

directly through the city of Republic.

The bypass could reroute the high-

way so that it passes nearer to

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

potential widening of County Roads

M and MM, which are located north

of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield and connect Interstate 44

with County Road ZZ. County Road

ZZ runs north-south and delineates

most of the western edge of the park.
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increased conversion of agricultural

land to residential development in

areas surrounding the cities of

Springfield, Republic, and

Battlefield. Current estimates predict

that nearly 20,000 additional acres of

land would be developed in the area

by the year 2020 (Springfield 1997).

necessary to fulfill specific purposes

identified in the establishing legislation or

proclamation of the park; b) key to the

natural or cultural integrity of the park or to

opportunities for enjoyment of the park; or

c) identified as a goal in the park's general

management plan or other relevant National

Park Service planning documents."

• completion of the "Draft Wilson's

Creek Transportation Study," which

describes potential solutions to

transportation-related issues within

and outside the park

POTENTIAL FOR IMPAIRMENT OF PARK
RESOURCES AND VALUES

The NPS has determined that implementa-

tion of any of the alternatives in the GMP/
EIS would not constitute an impairment' to

the resources and values of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. This conclusion is

based on a thorough analysis of the

environmental impacts described in the

environmental impact statement.

In determining whether impairment may
occur, park managers consider the duration,

severity, and magnitude of the impact; the

resources and values affected; and direct,

indirect, and cumulative effects of the

action. According to NPS policy, "An

impact would be more likely to constitute an

impairment to the extent that it affects a

resource or value whose conservation is: a)

This policy does not prohibit impacts to park

resources and values. The NPS has the

discretion to allow impacts to park resources

and values when necessary and appropriate

to fulfill the purposes of a park, so long as

the impacts do not constitute impairment.

Moreover, an impact is less likely to

constitute impairment if it is an unavoidable

result of an action necessary to preserve or

restore the integrity of park resources or

values.

MITIGATION

Under all alternatives, NPS staff would

mitigate impacts arising from increases in

visitation, development of additional access

and trails, construction for parking, and

increased suburban development and traffic

outside the park boundaries. The park

currently is completing a transportation

study focusing on internal park issues, as

well as the growing regional highway

infrastructure. The study would recommend

options to manage increasing numbers and

diversity of users and mitigate, as necessary,

impacts related to recreational use conflicts.

' The National Park Service may not allow the

impairment of park resources and values unless

directly and specifically provided for by legislation or

by the proclamation establishing the park. Impairment

that is prohibited by the National Park Service

Organic Act and the General Authorities Act is an

impact that, in the professional judgment of the

responsible NPS manager, would harm the integrity of

park resources or values, including opportunities that

otherwise would be present for the enjoyment of

those resources or values.

The park staff would consult with the

Missouri State Historic Preservation Officer

on management strategies for historic

structures to minimize adverse impacts

resulting from visitor use. All mitigation

measures would be undertaken in

consultation with the Missouri State Historic

Preservation Officer and the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation. The park

staff would continue to develop inventories
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for and oversee research about Wilson's

Creek's cultural resources. These resources

would be managed according to federal

regulations and NPS guidelines.

A number of studies that are underway or

have been completed would aid park

management and staff in better

understanding and managing the park's

cultural resources. These studies include the

park's 100% archeological survey and the

draft cultural landscape report.

Park management would restrict visitors in

all instances where such use appears to

adversely affect resources or conflicts with

the park's purpose and significance.

Archeological monitoring and subsurface

investigations, where necessary, would be

conducted to ensure that development and

construction of new facilities does not affect

the park's significant archeological

resources. Every effort would be made to

avoid known archeological sites. Park staff

would work with archival professionals

from local universities and museums, as

necessary, to refine the methods for

management and use of the park's archives

and collections.

The park staff would use visitor use data and

information contained in the "Draft

Wilson's Creek Transportation Study" to

identify user conflicts and develop strategies

to mitigate or eliminate conflicts. These

issues could relate to increased visitor use of

the park tour-road loop. Other issues may
relate to impacts on park access as a result

of increased traffic congestion on County

Road ZZ. Using information in the draft

transportation study, park management

would work with the Missouri Department

of Transportation to ensure the safety of

visitors by improving access from County

Road ZZ.

Management of exotic species would be

used to restore the park's battlefield

landscape to its 1861 condition; this includes

the restoration of native plant habitat.

Cultivation of native species and the

management of exotic species can provide

screening from outside visual and auditory

intrusions resulting from development

outside park boundaries. These measures

would both contribute to effective cultural

and natural resource preservation and

enhance the visitor experience. The data

collected in the draft cultural landscape

report would provide additional guidance to

direct landscape rehabilitation efforts.

NPS staff would work with other land

management agencies whenever possible to

manage the entire set of resources and

ecosystems that encompass and affect

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

NPS staff would apply ecological principles

to ensure that natural resources were

maintained and not impaired. The staff

would continue to inventory and monitor the

park's natural resources to avoid or

minimize impacts resulting from future

development. They would manage fire and

other techniques, such as grazing and

mechanical processes, to maintain and/or

restore ecosystem integrity and use

integrated pest management procedures

when necessary to control non-native

organisms or other pests. Habitats for

threatened and endangered species would

also be conserved and restored.

NPS staff would apply mitigation techniques

to minimize the impacts of construction and

other activities on park resources. Facilities

would be built in previously disturbed areas

or in carefully selected sites with as small a

construction footprint as possible. To
prevent soil erosion that degrades water
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quality, best management practices such as

thorough design analysis, the use of soil

retention structures, and prompt revegetation

would be applied to all disturbed sites

associated with construction activities.

Park managers would continue to regularly

update the park's resource management plan

to prioritize actions needed to protect,

manage, and study park resources. Areas

used by visitors would be monitored for

signs of native vegetation disturbance,

trampling, trail erosion, or the development

of social trails.

ALTERNATIVE IMPACTS

Alternative A— No Action

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Historic Sites and Structures. Under the no-

action alternative, gradual increases in

visitation and recreational use would lead to

increased use of the park's 27 historic sites

and structures. Increased use would increase

the risk of minor adverse impacts to most

resources resulting from increased

vandalism and/or loss of historic fabric due

to theft or accidental damage. The park

would continue to manage visitation at the

Ray House by restricting visitors to park

ranger-led tours, in order to minimize

adverse impacts to this nationally significant

structure.

Cumulative Impacts. A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

historic sites and structures in the area of the

park. Wilson's Creek was once a thriving

agricultural community. The gradual

removal and deterioration of buildings and

structures throughout the years has

eliminated many historic resources related to

the battle, as well as resources related to

agricultural and urban development in the

area. Historical information concerning

certain sites and structures is available

through interpretive and educational

materials provided by regional Civil War-

related sites, including General Sweeney's

Museum of Civil War History and the

History Museum of Springfield and Greene

County.

In addition to past destruction of historic

sites and structures, future actions may
further degrade or eliminate such resources

in the area. For instance, current estimates

predict that nearly 20,000 acres of additional

land would be converted to urban uses

before the year 2020 (Springfield 1997).

Many of these acres may support sites and

structures important to the history of the

Springfield regional area.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

negligible, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on historic sites and

structures in a regional context.

Conclusion. The no-action alternative would

have negligible, short- and long-term,

adverse impacts on the park's 27 historic

sites and structures due to increased risk of

vandalism and accidental damage. This

minimal level of impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Archeological Resources. Under the No-

Action Alternative, gradual increases in

visitation could increase vandalism, theft,

and trampling of archeological resources. In

addition, limited rehabilitation of the

battlefield could disturb previously

undiscovered resources. Educational and

interpretive programs informing visitors of

resource significance, as well as controlled

access to sensitive sites, however, would

reduce adverse impacts to archeological

resources.
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Cumulative Impacts. A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

archeological sites in the region of the park.

Past actions, including agricultural and

urban development, as well as other activi-

ties that occurred after the battle, could have

obscured belowground resources at and in

the vicinity of Wilson's Creek. In addition,

construction of roads and structures,

including the park tour-road loop, could

have affected archeological resources.

Information concerning certain archeologi-

cal resources, however, has been collected

and is available through interpretive and

educational materials provided by regional

museums, including General Sweeney's

Museum of Civil War History and the

History Museum of Springfield and Greene

County.

In addition to past disturbance and

destruction of archeological sites, future

actions may further degrade or eliminate

such resources in the area. Several proposed

actions, including construction of the

Highway 60 Bypass and widening of several

roads in the area, may degrade archeological

resources. In addition, general suburban

development of an additional 20,000 acres

of agricultural land may disturb or destroy

archeological artifacts in the region.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

minor, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on archeological

resources at the park.

Conclusion. The no-action alternative would

have minor, long-term, adverse impacts on

the park's 50 known archeological resources

due to increased vandalism, theft, and

accidental damage and disturbance during

rehabilitation of the battlefield. This low

level of impact would not constitute impair-

ment of park resources and values.

Cultural Landscape. Under the no-action

alternative, limited rehabilitation of the

landscape to its 1861 appearance would

continue. Dense forests with shrubby

understory would be thinned and open fields

and savanna habitat would be restored.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

the cultural landscape at and adjacent to the

park. The park encompasses approximately

75 percent of the battlefield area that

actually was used during the Battle of

Wilson's Creek. Since the time of the battle,

most areas inside and outside of the present

park boundary were developed for intensive

agricultural use. Developed agriculture

remains common in most areas adjacent to

the park, including areas on which the battle

was fought.

Although most acreage within the park's

boundaries was also intensively farmed until

recent decades (since the park's establish-

ment in 1960), much of the cultural

landscape within the park has converted to

dense forest with shrubby undergrowth. In

addition, several species of exotic, invasive

plants have become pervasively established

in the park. In essence, the entire landscape

as it existed at the time of the battle (i.e.,

open fields and oak savanna) has been

altered to such a degree that little of the

historical setting remains. Recent efforts,

however, have begun to gradually restore

the landscape to its 1861 condition. In

addition to changes in vegetation, the

gradual deterioration and removal of

buildings has altered the area's cultural

landscape.

Future actions would also affect the

landscape. As residential and other urban

development continues in the area, including

construction and modification of
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transportation corridors, modem
components increasingly would be visible

from points within the park and would

contribute to visual degradation of the

landscape.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

minor, short-term and long-term, beneficial

component to cumulative impacts on the

cultural landscape at the park.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

have minor, long-term, beneficial impact on

the park's cultural landscape due to the

continued, gradual rehabilitation of the

landscape to 1861 conditions. These

beneficial impacts would not constitute

impairment of the park's resources and

values.

Archival/Museum Collections. Under the

no-action alternative, increased visitation

could result in a small increase in the

number of researchers using the park

archives. Storage for the research library and

museum collections is at capacity. The

park's archival collections currently are not

adequately stored and protected.

Cumulative Impacts . Several museum and

historical sites in the region of the park have

accumulated archival collections containing

information relevant to historical events,

including the Civil War. These facilities

include several national and state battlefields

and historic sites (e.g.. Fort Scott National

Historic Site in Kansas and Prairie Grove

Battlefield State Park in Arkansas) and

museums (e.g., General Sweeney's Museum
of Civil War History in Missouri and the

History Museum of Springfield and Greene

County.

In addition to construction and maintenance

of the facilities listed above, construction of

a new visitor center and research library

addition at the park would provide

additional storage space and information

concerning historic events at and in the

vicinity of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

negligible, long-term, beneficial component

to cumulative impacts on archival

collections in the region.

Conclusion. The no-action alternative would

have a minor, short-term and long-term,

beneficial impact on the park's archival

collection due to increased protection of

archival materials. These beneficial impacts

would not constitute impairment of park

resources and values.

Impacts on Visitor Experience and
Aesthetic Resources

Visitor Use. Under the no-action alternative,

visitation would increase primarily in

accordance with regional population growth.

Although recent visitation data indicate

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is

currently operated below its carrying

capacity, population growth in the region

may increase use beyond that capacity, as

recreational users visit in order to enjoy

horseback riding, cycling, and jogging.

As visitation increases, existing parking lots

at the battlefield would fill to capacity more

frequently. Inadequate parking would

increase the frequency with which visitors

park in undesignated roadside areas and

eventually would restrict visitor use of park

facilities, including the visitor center. When
the parking lot at the visitor center fills

beyond capacity, visitor use would be

restricted to a "first come, first served"

basis. Such restrictions would limit

educational and recreational opportunities

and may conflict with the park's establishing

legislation, which provided for "roads, trails.
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markers, buildings, and other improve-

ments" necessary to care for and

accommodate visitors.

Cumulative Impacts . Although the no-action

ahemative would not contribute to increased

visitor use, a variety of past, present, and

reasonably foreseeable actions have affected

and would continue to affect visitor use at

the park. Prior to its establishment in 1960,

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield was

privately owned and visitation was restricted

accordingly. Following establishment of the

park, visitation increased gradually to a high

of 262,000 visitors in 1996. Construction of

the visitor center and tour-road loop

increased the attractiveness of Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield as a tourist and

recreational destination, and improvements

to adjacent roads, including Road ZZ and

Route 182, increased accessibility to the

park and surrounding areas.

Current estimates predict the population in

the region of the park to increase by

approximately 40 percent (or nearly 65,000

people) between the years 2000 and 2020.

As the regional population grows, visitor use

of the park would increase and visitation

also may grow due to increased interpretive

and educational programs conducted by

nearby organizations, such as the General

Sweeney's Museum of Civil War History,

that increase awareness of the region's Civil

War heritage. In addition, proposed

transportation and recreational

improvements, including widening of

County Roads M and MM, construction of

the Highway 60 Bypass, and implementation

of the Springfield/Greene County

Comprehensive Plan, would contribute to

increased visitor use of the park and

surrounding areas.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

have a minor to moderate, long-term,

adverse impact on visitor use at the park.

Although overall visitation is expected to

increase under this alternative, limited

parking would restrict visitor use at some

facilities such as the visitor center. While

this relatively low level of impact would

affect visitors' ability to use the park, it

would not constitute impairment of park

resources and values.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation.

Under the no-action alternative, the NPS
would continue to provide interpretive and

recreational opportunities to park visitors

through established services and facilities.

Although interpretive programs would be

updated to incorporate emergent informa-

tion, no additional trails, interpretive kiosks,

or parking facilities would be developed.

Park visitors would continue to obtain

historical information at designated stops

along the tour-road loop. Conflicts between

recreational and educational users, however,

could increase as parking facilities are more

frequently filled beyond capacity. For

instance, roadside pullouts intended to

provide temporary parking at interpretive

sites may be used more frequently for long-

term parking by recreational users, which

would limit their interpretive use and restrict

a primary purpose of the park (i.e.,

commemoration of the Battle of Wilson's

Creek).

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

visitor experience and interpretation at the

park. Since the park's establishment,

activities and interpretive programs at

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield have

increased gradually to accommodate the

various interests of park visitors.

Although much of the site was actively

farmed when the park was established in
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1960, many acres of the battlefield have

converted to brushy woodland or second-

growth forest. Although recent actions by

NPS staff have begun restoring areas of the

park to reflect 1861 conditions, patches of

woodland remain at the site and provide

outdoor experiences that are increasingly

uncommon in the region due to agricultural

development and urban expansion. Such

experiences include walks along a forested

stream corridor and the feeling of history

and isolation associated with open space at

the park.

As the regional population grows, so would

pressure to widen highways, increase

infrastructure, and develop land around the

park. Current proposals include widening of

several roads in the area and construction of

the Highway 60 Bypass. In addition, current

estimates predict the conversion of

approximately 20,000 acres of agricultural

land to residential development in the

Springfield area between the years 2000 and

2020. Some, but not all, of this development

undoubtedly would be undertaken near the

park. As a result, visual and auditory

intrusions would decrease the sense of

historical context and isolation currently

available to park visitors. In fact, automotive

traffic along Road ZZ and Highway 182 is

increasingly audible from areas within the

park. In addition, as visitation to the park

increases with regional population growth,

parking conflicts and more frequent

encounters between visitors would degrade

the quality of visitor experiences and may
decrease accessibility to interpretive

materials.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

moderate, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on visitor experience

and interpretation in the region by providing

inadequate parking facilities and interpretive

access.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

have a moderate, long-term, adverse effect

on visitor experience and interpretation at

the park. Although visitor-use conflicts are

currently rare, as visitation increases while

available parking remains constant, such

conflicts could increase in frequency and

may interfere with the park's ability to

provide interpretive information. This level

of impact could constitute impairment of

park resources and values.

Visual and Scenic Resources. Under the no-

action alternative, increased visitation would

affect the quality of visual resources within

the park. With increased visitation, the

probability of seeing numerous vehicles in

the park would increase, as would the

probability of encountering multiple joggers,

equestrians, and bicyclists. In addition, when
visitation exceeds the parking capacity of

the visitor center and overflow lots, vehicles

could be distributed and visible along any

section of the tour-road loop. As visitors and

vehicles become a more prominent and

widely distributed component of the

landscape, their visual impact would conflict

increasingly with the historical context of

the park and intrude upon visitors'

opportunities to envision the site as it

existed in 1861.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

scenic resources at and adjacent to the park.

Although much of the park and adjacent

areas may have been forested prior to

clearing for agricultural purposes throughout

the 1800s, the area was relatively free of

trees for much of the 1800s and 1900s.

Historical clearing of trees remains evident

on a regional scale, although woodland

forests have colonized some fallow fields.
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In general, historical actions in the

Springfield region have converted the

landscape from woodlands and prairies to

developed agriculture. Despite this change,

the area retained a rustic, rural nature that

afforded high-quality views of scenic

resources. As the regional population grows,

however, residential development in

agricultural areas would become more

visually prominent from areas within the

park. As previously described, regional

planners predict that approximately 20,000

acres of undeveloped land in the Springfield

area would be converted to housing for the

nearly 65,000 people expected to move into

the area between 2000 and 2020. Some, but

not all, of this development undoubtedly

would be visible from the park and would

intrude upon scenic views and historical

context.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

minor, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on scenic resources in

the region by increasing the presence of

dispersed visual intrusions (e.g., cars and

buses) within the park.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

have a minor, long-term, adverse effect on

visual and scenic resources at the park.

Unplanned distribution and management of

vehicles and visitors within the park would

intrude upon scenic views and degrade the

visual quality of resources within the park.

This low level of impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Impacts on Natural Resources

Soil. Under the No-Action Alternative,

erosion of soils along unpaved trails,

particularly the horse trail, would increase

with increased visitation. No additional trails

or structures would be constructed. No
additional impacts on soil properties would

therefore occur, such as impacts to soil

porosity, water infiltration, water-holding

capacity, or rates of surface runoff.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

soils in the region of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. Conversion of land for

agricultural purposes resulted in extensive

soil disturbance and increased soil erosion

associated with displacement of historical

vegetation by seasonally cultivated crops. In

addition to agricultural development,

residential development also has affected

soils extensively in the region. Since the

1830s, urban development has affected

approximately 46,000 acres of land now
within the Springfield city limits, resulting

in extensive removal, rearrangement,

compaction, and paving of soils. Projected

growth estimates indicate an additional

20,000 acres of land would be developed in

the Springfield region by the year 2020

(Springfield 1998) with impacts on soils that

would be expected to affect soil compaction,

porosity, and surface-runoff rates. Within

the park, construction of the new visitor

center and research library addition would

affect soils similarly to soils affected by past

and expected future development of urban

areas in the region.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

negligible, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on soils in the region.

Conclusion . Increased visitation and recre-

ational use would have a negligible, long-

term, adverse impact on trails throughout the

park that are located on slightly erodible

soils. Although trails would continue to

erode slightly, unpaved trails cover only a

small fraction of the 1,750-acre park. This

minimal level of impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.
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Water Quality. Under the no-action

alternative, erosion of soils along unpaved

trails, particularly the horse trail, would

increase with increased visitation. However,

owing to the distance of existing trails from

Wilson's Creek and other waterways in the

park (typically 50 feet or more), relatively

flat topography in the valley bottoms, and

dense vegetation along stream corridors,

most (if not all) eroded sediments would be

trapped before entering watercourses

(Wenger 1999). No additional trails or

structures would be constructed that might

increase erosion or otherwise degrade water

quality in the park.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

water quality in the region of Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield. Major past and

current actions that have degraded water

quality in the region include agricultural and

urban development.

Most of the Wilson's Creek watershed lies

outside the boundary of the park in areas

that have been intensively cultivated for

nearly two centuries. Agricultural runoff

from those areas containing fertilizers and

pesticides has degraded water quality within

Wilson's Creek and the larger James River

watershed. Stormwater runoff is associated

with urban development in the Springfield

metropolitan area. Stormwater runoff

transports urban contaminants, including

petroleum products and heavy metals, into

Wilson's Creek and its tributaries. Another

source of past and potential contamination

of Wilson's Creek is Springfield's southwest

wastewater treatment plant, which is located

upstream from the park. Upstream sewage

spills have occurred in the past and may
occur in the future (NPS 2000). The

cumulative effect of these sources of

contamination has reduced populations of

aquatic vertebrates and invertebrates and, in

some instances, has resulted in fish kills in

Wilson's Creek.

The city of Springfield has developed from a

small town when it was originally

established in the 1830s to an extended

metropolitan area that currently encompas-

ses approximately 72 square miles (46,000

acres) and supports a population of 150,600

residents. Adjacent, unincorporated areas

support many thousand additional residents.

Projected development in the region is likely

to increase the volume of stormwater runoff

discharged into Wilson's Creek as the

population grows by 35 to 40 percent

between the years 2000 and 2020.

The no-action alternative would not

contribute to cumulative impacts on water

quality in the region.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

not affect water quality in the park.

Although erosion along trails may increase

slightly, the distance of trails from

waterways, vegetation, and topography

would prevent degradation of water quality.

This would not constitute impairment of

park resources and values.

Vegetation. Under the no-action alternative,

implementation of actions identified in the

Landscape Restoration Plan would continue

a gradual process of restoring the

composition and density of woodlands and

prairie communities at Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield to 1861 conditions.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

vegetation in the region of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. Conversion of land for

agricultural purposes has drastically reduced

the extent of native vegetation and habitats.
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In areas surrounding the park, approximately

90 percent of the land has been cultivated or

developed for urban uses. Such development

has isolated small patches of vegetation that

has been transformed by fire suppression

and other factors from savanna woodland

dominated by scattered oaks to dense forests

dominated by exotic plants, such as honey

locust (Missouri Department of Conserva-

tion 1986). Narrow corridors along

waterways, including Wilson's Creek and

Skeggs Branch, continue to support riparian

vegetation with a dense, brushy understory.

The majority of wetland vegetation in the

area, and throughout Missouri, however, has

been destroyed by agricultural and urban

development (Dahl 1990).

In addition to the 46,000 acres that have

been developed since the 1830s as the City

of Springfield has grown, an additional

20,000 acres of open space dominated by

agriculture and non-native vegetation is

expected to be converted to urban uses by

the year 2020.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

minor to moderate, long-term, beneficial

component to cumulative impacts on

vegetation by preserving open space and

gradually restoring hundreds of acres of

historical 1860s vegetation in the

Springfield metropolitan area.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

have a minor to moderate, long-term,

beneficial impact on vegetation in the park.

The park currently protects one of the

largest remnant patches of undeveloped

open space in the region and therefore

provides an unusual opportunity for

restoration and enhancement of native

vegetation. The no-action alternative would

preserve this open space and gradually

enhance hundreds of acres of degraded

woodland and prairie in accordance with the

park's Landscape Restoration Plan. This

impact would not constitute impairment of

park resources and values.

Wildlife. Under the no-action alternative,

limited restoration efforts associated with

implementation of the Landscape

Restoration Plan would continue to

gradually improve the quality of wildlife

habitat at Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield. Gradual restoration of native

vegetation and control of exotic species

would increase palatable forage available to

herbivores such as white-tailed deer, while

restoration of woodlands and prairies would

benefit additional species, including ground-

nesting birds. Increased visitation and

traffic, including dispersed parking along the

tour-road loop, however, would potentially

disrupt wildlife behavior such as courtship

and nesting.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

wildlife in the region of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. Conversion of land for

agricultural and residential purposes has

drastically reduced the extent of native

habitats available for wildlife. Although

agricultural development has benefited

wildlife in some ways, such as seasonal

production of food and maintenance of open

space, agriculture also has adversely

affected wildlife by disrupting essential

behaviors, such as foraging and

reproduction. For instance, ground-nesting

birds and mammals are particularly sensitive

to agricultural activities, such as plowing

and harvesting, that disrupt reproductive and

rearing activities. Urban and residential

development in the Springfield metropolitan

area continues to reduce wildlife habitat,

including cultivated fields. Other human

actions, including hunting and introduction
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of domesticated animals, also have affected

native wildlife by increasing mortality,

competition, and predation.

In addition to past and current actions, future

construction and development, such as

construction of the Highway 60 Bypass and

urban construction of a projected, additional

20,000 acres of open-space by the year

2020, would continue to reduce and

fragment remaining wildlife habitat.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

minor, long-term, beneficial component to

wildlife by preserving open space and

gradually controlling exotic plant species

and restoring native habitats.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

have a minor, long-term, beneficial impact

on wildlife in the park. The park currently

protects one of the largest remnant patches

of undeveloped open space in the region and

therefore provides a land base important for

supporting wildlife. The no-action alterna-

tive would preserve this open space and

gradually enhance hundreds of acres of

degraded woodland and prairie. This impact

would not constitute impairment of park

resources and values.

Special Status Species. Under the no-action

alternative, limited efforts to restore the

1861 landscape and control exotic plants

would continue, which would improve

habitat conditions for rare plants, including

the Missouri bladderpod, royal catchfly,

greenthread, buffalograss, blue gramma
grass, and false gaura. Landscape restoration

would not affect gray bat or grotto

salamander, which live in caves along the

bank of Wilson's Creek. Under this

alternative, caves would remain off-limits to

visitors and cave entrances would be secured

to ensure protection.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

special status species in the region of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

Conversion of land for agricultural purposes

has reduced the extent of habitat available to

special status plants and animals. In areas

surrounding the park, approximately 90

percent of undeveloped land is cultivated or

recently has been cultivated. In addition,

agricultural conversion of native prairies and

woodlands has eliminated the majority of

wetlands in the area—a habitat essential for

supporting aquatic species such as grotto

salamander. Since the i780s, more than 85

percent of historical wetlands in Missouri

have been destroyed (Dahl 1990).

In addition to conversion of native habitats

for agricultural purposes, in more recent

years, large areas of natural and agricultural

lands have been developed to provide

residential housing. Since Springfield was

settled in the 1830s, it has grown in size by

approximately 1000 percent, from 50 to

approximately 46,000 acres. An additional

20,000 acres is expected to be converted to

urban uses by the year 2020 (Springfield

1997).

Furthermore, runoff and pollutants resulting

from conversion of native habitats to

agriculture and urban development has

degraded the quality of water in regional

drainages. This degradation has affected

aquatic organisms inhabiting and/or

dependent on Wilson's Creek, including

grotto salamander. The city of Springfield,

however, has taken actions recently to

improve water quality in Wilson's Creek by

controlling discharges into local waterways.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

minor, long-term, beneficial component to

cumulative impacts on special status species
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by preserving habitat and controlling access

to caves that support gray bat and grotto

salamander.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

have a minor to moderate, long-term,

beneficial impact on special status species in

the park. The park currently supports some

of the largest remaining patches of native

habitat in the region, including patches of

uncultivated prairie and woodlands and

caves along Wilson's Creek that support

gray bat and grotto salamander, which

would continue to be maintained as

undeveloped open space. This impact would

not constitute impairment of park resources

and values.

Impacts on the Social and Economic
Environment

Recreation and Leisure. Under the no-

action, Wilson's Creek would accommodate

increased visitation and recreational use,

thereby enhancing regional recreational

opportunities. Current recreational activities

at the park, including hiking, jogging,

bicycling, and horseback riding, would be

maintained. Although no additional trails or

equestrian facilities would be constructed,

one of the existing lanes along the tour-road

loop would remain closed to vehicular

traffic and would continue to provide a route

for joggers and bicyclists.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

recreation and leisure in the region of the

park. The city of Springfield and the

surrounding area are home to a variety of

cultural, recreational, and historic sites and

activities. The area's cultural and

entertainment sites include the Springfield

Art Museum, the Landers Theatre, the

Discovery Center (a hands-on museum), the

Juanita K. Hammons Hall for the

Performing Arts (home to the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra), and the Bass Pro

Shops Outdoor World Showroom and Fish

and Wildlife Museum. In addition to

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield, the

region also supports several other history-

oriented sites, including General Sweeney's

Museum of Civil War History, the History

Museum for Springfield/Greene County,

Gray/Campbell Farmstead, the Commercial

Street Historic District, the Frisco Railroad

Museum, and the Air and Military Museum.

Springfield and the surrounding region

offers a range of recreational opportunities,

including collegiate and professional

sporting events, golf courses, camping, and

hiking on the Ozark Greenways. The

completion of the South CreekAVilson's

Creek Greenway would provide additional

recreational opportunities. In addition to

General Sweeney's Museum of Civil War
History, other regional sites provide

educational and interpretive opportunities

associated with the Battle of Wilson's

Creek, including the Pea Ridge National

Military Park, Fort Scott National Historic

Site, and Prairie Grove Battlefield State

Park.

The no-action alternative would contribute a

minor to moderate, long-term, beneficial

component to cumulative impacts on

recreation and leisure in the region by

providing additional opportunities for

recreational and leisure activities.

Conclusion . The no-action would have a

minor, long-term, beneficial impact on

recreation and leisure by maintaining open

space and continuing to provide

opportunities for hiking, bicycling,

horseback riding, and other recreational

opportunities. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.
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Impacts on Park Access and
Transportation

Under the no-action alternative, increased

visitation could exceed existing parking

capacity at peak times and result in

increased roadside parking along the tour-

road loop. In addition, long-term parking at

interpretive pullouts could increase, which

would create traffic hazards as well as

conflicts between recreational and

interpretive users. As outlined in the "Draft

Wilson's Creek Transportation Study," the

park would work with local and regional

organizations to develop bicycle lanes along

County Road ZZ and Route 182 near the

park to facilitate access by bicyclists,

joggers, and pedestrians.

Cumulative Impacts . A variety of past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable actions

have affected and would continue to affect

access to the park. Prior to its establishment

in 1960, Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

was bounded by several roads, including

County Road ZZ to the west; and the

southeast comer of the park was isolated

from the rest of the battlefield by a

developed road. Modifications to County

Road ZZ since the 1 940s have decreased

impediments to traffic flow (e.g., removal of

abrupt, 90-degree turns) and have created a

direct roadway accessing areas south of the

park. In addition, general improvements in

transportation corridors throughout the

region have increased access to the park on

improved roadways from the communities

of Springfield, Republic, Battlefield, and

Nixa.

Upon establishment of the park, part of the

road that passed through the southeast

comer of the park was incorporated into the

tour-road loop, and no longer directly

connects to roads east of the park. In

addition, the intersection of County Road

ZZ and Route 1 82 was modified at the

northwest comer of the park to improve

safety and provide accessibility to the visitor

center and tour-road loop.

Current estimates predict the population in

the region of the park to increase by

approximately 40 percent (or nearly 65,000

people) between the years 2000 and 2020.

As the regional population grows, additional

modifications and improvements to

transportation corridors would be required.

Proposed improvements currently under

consideration include widening County

Roads M and MM, constructing the

Highway 60 Bypass, and implementing the

Springfield/Greene County Comprehensive

Plan, which would increase access to the

park and surrounding areas.

The no-action altemative would contribute a

negligible, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on access and

transportation by failing to address increased

traffic associated with increased park

visitation.

Conclusion . The no-action alternative would

have a minor, long-term, adverse effect on

access and transportation. Parking at

existing facilities would more frequently

exceed capacity causing visitors to more

often park at altemative locations, including

road shoulders and interpretive pullouts.

This low level of impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Alternative B — Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield Commemoration (Preferred

Alternative)

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Historic Sites and Structures. Under the

preferred alternative, the focus on

commemoration would increase visitor

awareness of and sensitivity to the
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significance of the park's resources. The

interior of the Ray House would be included

in the resource preservation zone, mitigating

the potential for impacts due to visitor use.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Historic Sites and

Structures," a variety of human actions have

affected and continue to affect historic sites

and structures in the region of the park.

Wilson's Creek was once a thriving

agricultural community. The gradual

removal of buildings and structures

eliminated many historic resources related to

the battle. The above actions, combined with

interpretive programs at regional Civil War-

related sites, such as General Sweeney's

Museum of Civil War History, would help

inform visitors and regional residents of the

need to protect the special character of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

The preferred alternative would not

contribute to cumulative impacts on historic

sites and structures in the region.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

not affect historic sites and structures in the

park. Although visitation would increase,

historic structures, including the Ray House,

would be protected and programs would be

implemented to increase visitor awareness

of the importance of historic sites in the

park. This would not constitute impairment

of park resources and values.

Archeological Resources. Under the

preferred alternative, the focus on

commemoration and restrictions on

recreational activity would reduce the

incidence of visitor access to and use of the

park's 50 known archeological sites. Park

visitors would be informed of the

significance and sensitive nature of the

park's archeological resources. Parking lot

construction and landscape rehabilitation

could disturb previously unknown

archeological sites. Such disturbance would

result in negligible, short- and long-term,

adverse impacts on archeological resources.

The addition of lands identified in the

boundary assessment for the park could

provide additional protection for battle-

related archeological resources located in

these areas.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action Alterna-

tive) on Archeological Resources," a variety

of human actions have affected and continue

to affect archeological resources in the

region of the park. Agricultural and other

activities that occurred after the battle could

have obscured belowground resources at and

in the vicinity of Wilson's Creek. In

addition, gradual development of additional

acres in the region, including development

of additional parking facilities and trails in

the park, could disturb archeological sites

and artifacts.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

negligible, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on archeological

resources in the region.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a negligible, long-term, adverse impact

on archeological resources at the park due to

potential disturbance of archeological sites

associated with construction of additional

trails and parking facilities. This minimal

level of impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Cultural Landscape. Under the preferred

alternative, 718 acres (40%) of the park

would be zoned for battlefield landscape

enhancement in order to preserve and retain

the historic character of the landscape. An
additional 546 acres (30%) of the park
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would be zoned as landscape maintenance

where the landscape would be prepared for

future rehabilitation. Although most actions

under this alternative would focus on

landscape enhancement, construction of

additional parking and trails would add new

elements within a few acres of the park that

were not components of the historic cultural

landscape. The lands identified in the

boundary assessment for the park contain

significant battle-related sites. Their addition

would enhance the overall cultural

landscape while providing protection from

visual and auditory intrusions.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Cultural Landscape," a

variety of human actions have affected and

continue to affect the landscape at and in the

vicinity of the park. Extensive conversion of

the battlefield for agricultural purposes and

subsequent invasion of fallow fields by

dense forest and invasive species have

altered the historical landscape since the

time of the battle in 1861. In addition to

vegetative changes, deterioration and

destruction of buildings have altered and

continue to alter the landscape. Continued

development in the region of the park affects

the visual integrity of the landscape,

although recent park actions under the

Master Plan have begun the gradual

rehabilitation of the landscape to 1861

conditions.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

major, long-term, beneficial component to

cumulative impacts on the cultural

landscape through enhancement of nearly

one half (7 1 8 acres) of the entire park.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a major, long-term, beneficial impact

on the cultural landscape at the park.

Approximately 720 acres (40%) of the

park's landscape would be returned to

historical conditions, while another 550

acres would be maintained to control

invasive species and screen visual and

auditory intrusions. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Archival/Museum Collections. Under the

preferred alternative, the focus on

commemoration and interpretation would

heighten researchers' awareness of Wilson's

Creek's special character and for the need to

protect the park's resources. Increased use

of archival materials associated with

increased visitation could degrade primary

source materials in the collection. The

addition of the archives and museum
collections of the Sweeney Civil War
Museum would improve the park's current

archival and artifact collection.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action Alterna-

tive) on Archival/Museum Collections,"

several facilities in the region maintain

archival collections related to historic events

in the area, including the Civil War. In

addition, construction of a new research

library at the park would provide additional

storage space and protection for archival and

museum collections. The park would also

provide visitors with information concerning

historical events at and in the vicinity of

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. The

preferred alternative would contribute a

negligible to minor, long-term, beneficial

component to cumulative impacts on

archival collections in the region.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a minor, short- and long-term, adverse

impact on the park's archival collection due

to degradation of archival materials

associated with increased visitation and use

of facilities. This low level of impact would
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not constitute impairment of park resources

and values.

Impacts on Visitor Experience and
Aesthetic Resources

Visitor Use. Under the preferred alternative,

visitor use would increase gradually over

time as a result of regional population

growth. Park facilities would be expanded to

accommodate additional visitors and

educational and interpretive opportunities

would increase. There is the potential for

conflict between interpretive programs and

recreational use. The park staff would focus

primarily on protecting resources and

managing to interpret and commemorate the

Battle of Wilson's Creek.

Despite the increased availability of

equestrian parking under this alternative,

recreational use would be maintained at a

level that does not interfere with interpretive

and commemorative activities. Park staff

would manage use to protect the park's

significant cultural and natural resources.

Recreation, including dispersed hiking,

would be permitted on 2 12 acres of the site.

The addition of lands identified in the

boundary assessment would provide

additional opportunities for visitor use of the

site. The addition of the General Sweeney

Civil War Museum would enhance the

visitor's ability to understand the historical

context of the battle.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Visitor Use," a variety of

human actions have affected and continue to

affect visitor use at the park. Since its

designation as a national battlefield, the park

and local organizations have improved

accessibility and provided activities to

encourage use and promote education.

As the regional population continues to

grow, regional infrastructure would be

modified and expanded, which would

increase site accessibility and enhance

visitation. Such activities would likely

include construction of the Highway 60

Bypass, widening of County Roads M and

MM, and construction of the South

Creek/Wilson's Creek and James River

Greenways.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

minor to moderate , long-term, beneficial

component to cumulative impacts on visitor

use in the region by accommodating a

greater number of visitors and providing

increased opportunities for recreation.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a moderate, long-term, beneficial

impact on visitor use at the park. Expanded

areas for parking and recreation would

accommodate additional visitors while

maintaining access to park facilities, such as

the visitor center and roadside exhibits. This

impact would not constitute impairment of

park resources and values.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation.

Under the preferred alternative, visitors

would have increased opportunities to

understand and appreciate the significance

of Wilson's Creek National Battlefield.

Extensive landscape rehabilitation would

enhance visitors' sense of place within the

1861 landscape, which would increase

visitor understanding, knowledge, and

enjoyment of the park. Expanded

interpretive focus zones covering

approximately 200 acres would allow

visitors access to important sites on the

battlefield with increased interpretative

opportunities to understand and appreciate

events that occurred before, during, and after

the Battle of Wilson's Creek. The addition

of lands identified in the boundary
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assessment would enhance the visitor

experience and park interpretive program by

providing for a more comprehensive

experience of the battlefield.

Although interpretive opportunities would

expand under the preferred alternative, horse

trails and active recreational facilities would

be maintained at current levels that do not

conflict with interpretive and restorative

experiences. Recreation, however, would be

encouraged within the interpretive focus

area. The tour-road loop would remain open

to walkers, joggers, and bicyclists at a level

that does not detract from the park's

historical setting.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Visitor Experience and

Interpretation," a variety of human actions

have affected and continue to affect visitor

experience and interpretation at the park.

Since its designation as a national

battlefield, visitor activities and interpretive

opportunities have increased. Construction

of the visitor center and tour-road loop

provide interpretive information, as do park

ranger-led tours. In addition, the park has

begun managing the landscape to restore and

maintain diverse habitats that are regionally

rare and provide uncommon experiences,

such as walks along forested streams and

historical reflection at the location of the

Battle of Wilson's Creek. As the regional

population continues to grow, visitor

experiences at the park would be reduced by

visual and auditory intrusions associated

with increased traffic and residential

development in nearby areas.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

minor, long-term, beneficial component to

cumulative impacts on visitor experience

and interpretation in the region by increasing

recreational opportunities and interpretive

facilities.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a moderate, long-term, beneficial

impact on visitor experience and

interpretation at the park. Expanded areas

for parking and recreation would

accommodate additional visitors while

maintaining access to interpretive facilities

and promoting commemoration of the

historical setting and landscape. This impact

would not constitute impairment of park

resources and values.

Visual and Scenic Resources. Under the

preferred alternative, increased visitation is

not likely to affect the quality of visual

resources within the park. Most of the

parkland just inside the border of the park

would be managed as landscape

maintenance areas where visitor use would

be permitted but not encouraged. Other

areas along the boundary would be managed

as resource preservation areas where visitor

use would be limited. Discouraging visitor

use near the boundary and encouraging

growth and maintenance of woody
vegetation would permit visitors to view the

park's landscape as it was in 1861 and

would provide limited screening of

developments and visual impacts beyond the

park's boundary. Addition of lands

identified in the boundary assessment would

contribute to the park's visual and scenic

resources and help maintain the view from

key locations along the tour road.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Visual and Scenic

Resources," a variety of human actions have

affected and continue to affect such

resources at the park. As the regional

population grows and residential

development spreads to areas that were
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previously agricultural, scenic views from

areas within the park would be

compromised.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

moderate, long-term, beneficial component

to cumulative impacts on scenic resources in

the region by reducing dispersed visual

intrusions (e.g., cars and buses) within the

park and maintaining an undeveloped

landscape.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a moderate, long-term, beneficial

impact on the park's visual and scenic

resources by preserving internal open space

and screening external visual intrusions, in

part, as a result of including lands identified

in the park boundary assessment. This

impact would not constitute impairment of

park resources and values.

Impacts on Natural Resources

Soil. Under the preferred alternative, the

construction of additional parking areas and

trails would result in minor erosion,

displacement, and compaction of soils.

Construction of these additional features

would impact soil properties, including soil

porosity, water infiltration, water-holding

capacity, or rates of surface runoff. As
described previously in the "Mitigation"

section, best management practices,

including use of soil retention structures and

prompt revegetation of all disturbed sites,

would minimize loss of soil associated with

construction of new trails and structures.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Soils," a variety of human
actions have affected and continue to affect

soils in the region of the park. As agriculture

and residential development displaced native

vegetation, soil erosion increased and soil

infiltration decreased, resulting in increased

runoff throughout much of the Wilson's

Creek watershed. Predicted future

development in the region would impact

soils in a similar fashion.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

negligible, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on soils by increasing

the extent of impermeable and exposed soils

in the region.

Conclusion . Development o." parking and

trails would have a minor, short- and long-

term, adverse impact on soils by increasing

the extent of impermeable and erodible

surfaces in the park by paving an additional

parking area and removing vegetative cover

from additional areas in the park. Although

additional trails and parking would be

developed, these areas represent only a

small fraction of the 1,750-acre park. This

low level of impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Water Quality. Under the preferred

alternative, erosion of soils would occur

along existing and newly constructed trails

and storm runoff would increase at the

location of the proposed parking lot. The

distance of trails from Wilson's Creek and

other waterways in the park (typically 50

feet or more), relatively flat topography in

the valley bottoms, and dense vegetation

along stream corridors would prevent eroded

sediments or contaminants in storm runoff

from degrading water quality (Wenger

1999).

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Water Quality," a variety of

human actions have affected and continue to

affect water quality in the region of the park.

Agriculture and urban development have

increased runoff and discharge of

contaminants into Wilson's Creek and its

drainages. In addition, uncontrolled spills
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from a Springfield wastewater treatment

facility have degraded water quality in the

region and may do so in the future.

The preferred alternative would not

contribute to cumulative impacts on water

quality in the region.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

not affect water quality in the park.

Although erosion along trails may increase

slightly, the distance of trails from

waterways, vegetation, and topography

would prevent degradation of water quality.

This would not constitute impairment of

park resources and values.

Vegetation. Under the preferred alternative,

more than 1,400 acres, or about 80 percent

of the park, would be zoned for landscape

rehabilitation, resource preservation, or

landscape maintenance. Of these areas, 718

acres would be rehabilitated to 1861

conditions. In general, these zoning

designations would maximize opportunities

to restore the landscape, improve habitat for

plant species of concern, and control

invasive, exotic vegetation. Owing to

development of additional parking and trails

in the park, however, a few acres of

vegetation would be lost. Other vegetation

losses would occur as a result of clearing

related to landscape rehabilitation and

maintenance. Vegetation management on

lands identified in the boundary assessment

would enhance efforts to control exotic plant

species, eliminate noxious weeds, and

restore the historic landscape.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Vegetation," a variety of

human actions have affected and continue to

affect vegetation in the region of the park.

Over the years, most native vegetation has

been eliminated by land-clearing activities

associated with agriculture and

urban/residential development. As land has

been cultivated and developed, a variety of

non-native, exotic species have invaded the

landscape and currently dominate many
areas within and adjacent to the park.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

moderate, long-term, beneficial component

to cumulative impacts on vegetation in the

region by preserving open space and

restoring more than 700 acres of habitat to

historical 1860s conditions.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a major, long-term, beneficial impact

on native vegetation in the park.

Approximately 700 acres (40%) of the park

would be maintained to enhance native plant

communities and vegetation, while 700

acres (40%) would be rehabilitated to 1861

conditions. Minor short-term adverse

impacts related to clearing and burning

would be offset by the long-term beneficial

impact of these actions. In addition, actions

would be undertaken to control and/or

remove exotic species on hundreds of acres

within the park. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Wildlife. Under the preferred alternative,

restoration of 700 acres of habitat in the

park, as well as maintenance of 700

additional acres, including many acres of

dense, second-growth forest, would improve

the extent and diversity of wildlife habitat in

the park. Restoration of native vegetation

and control of exotic species would increase

palatable forage available to herbivores,

while maintaining denser, forested areas that

provide refuge for some wildlife and nesting

habitat for birds. Development of additional

trails, however, would increase human

presence and intrusion throughout much of

the park. In addition, construction of a new
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parking facility would result in the loss of

several acres of habitat, which could affect

wildlife behaviors such as courtship and

nesting. The addition of lands identified in

the boundary assessment could provide

additional wildlife habitat for some wildlife

species.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Wildlife," a variety of

human actions have affected and continue to

affect wildlife in the region of the park. Past

actions have eliminated the majority of

native habitat in the area, while ongoing and

planned activities, including infrastructure

and residential development, would result in

further loss and fragmentation of wildlife

habitat. Other actions, including hunting and

introduction of domestic animals, also have

affected and continue to affect wildlife in

the area.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

moderate, long-term, beneficial component

to cumulative impacts on wildlife in the

region by preserving open space and

providing a diverse mosaic of native

vegetation and habitats.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a moderate, long-term, beneficial

impact on wildlife in the park. The park

would continue to protect one of the largest

remnant patches of wildlife habitat in the

region and would restore approximately 700

acres of native vegetation, while maintaining

other wildlife habitats, such as second-

growth forest and riparian areas. This impact

would not constitute impairment of park

resources and values.

Special Status Species. Under the preferred

alternative, rehabilitation of the battlefield

landscape would improve habitat for the

park's endangered plant species, which are

threatened by colonization of open

grasslands by forest. Almost all areas known
to support special status species, both plants

and animals, would be managed as a

battlefield landscape enhancement area (718

acres) or resource preservation area (154

acres). Exceptions include a population of

greenthread north of the visitor center that

would be included in an administrative

development area and a population of royal

catchfly in the southeast comer of the park

that would fall within an interpretive focus

area. Battlefield landscape enhancement

and resource preservation areas with

corresponding protection from intensive

visitor disturbance would cover almost 50

percent of the total park acreage. The

addition of lands identified in the park

boundary assessment would provide

additional protection for special status

species that occur on these lands.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Special Status Species," a

variety of human actions have affected and

continue to affect rare species at the park.

Over the years, most native habitats in the

region have been altered or displaced by

agriculture and urban/residential

development. Agriculture and urban

development have destroyed habitat

necessary to support special status species

and have affected the quality of remnant

habitats, including Wilson's Creek and its

tributaries.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

moderate, long-term, beneficial component

to cumulative impacts on special status

species in the region by preserving habitat

and controlling access to caves that support

gray bat and grotto salamander.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a moderate, long-term, beneficial



impact on special status species in tiie park.

All areas that support special status species,

including caves and limestone glades, would

be protected from intensive visitor

disturbance, although recreation would be

permitted in battlefield landscape

enhancement areas. Caves that support gray

bat and grotto salamander would remain off-

limits to visitor use. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Impacts on the Social and Economic
Environment

Recreation and Leisure. Under the

preferred alternative, the NPS would focus

on commemoration and interpretation.

Additional recreational use would not be

encouraged and would be restricted

predominantly to interpretive areas.

Additional trails, however, may be

constructed within 546 acres (30%) of the

park that would be managed as landscape

maintenance areas. Interpretation would

become the major focus of the park staff and

areas designated for interpretive purposes

would be expanded to encompass 212 acres

of the park, which would provide an

alternative opportunity for active recreation.

The addition of lands identified in the

boundary assessment could provide

additional opportunities for recreation and

leisure.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Recreation and Leisure," a

variety of human actions have affected and

continue to affect recreation and leisure in

the region of the park. The city of

Springfield and the surrounding area are

home to a variety of cultural, recreational,

and historic sites that provide diverse

opportunities for recreational and leisure

activities. In addition, proposed

development of the South CreekAVilson's

Creek Greenway would further increase

recreational opportunities in the region.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

negligible, long-term, beneficial component

to cumulative impacts on recreation and

leisure in the region by continuing to

provide limited opportunities for

recreational and leisure activities in the park.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a minor, long-term, beneficial impact

on recreation and leisure in the park.

Although interpretive and educational

opportunities would increase, areas managed

to provide other recreational activities would

be restricted to the recreation tour-road loop

area. This impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Impacts on Park Access and
Transportation

Under the preferred alternative, no

additional points of access to the park would

be developed for bicyclists or other

greenway users. As outlined in the "Draft

Wilson's Creek Transportation Study," the

park staff would work with local and

regional organizations to develop bicycle

lanes along County Road ZZ and Route 182

to facilitate park access. The tour-road loop

would remain open to walkers, joggers, and

bicyclists at a level that does not detract

from the park's historical setting. In

addition, parking facilities would be

expanded to accommodate additional

visitors and equestrians, which would reduce

the frequency that parking demands exceed

capacity; reduction of this frequency would

alleviate parking congestion and long-term

parking conflicts in undesignated areas, such

as roadside pullouts. The addition of lands

identified in the boundary assessment could

enhance visitor access to the park.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action
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Alternative) on Park Access and

Transportation," a variety of human actions

have affected and continue to affect visitor

use at the paric. Since its designation as a

national battlefield, the park and local

agencies have improved accessibility by

modifying and improving regional roads and

highways.

As the regional population grows,

infrastructure would be modified and

expanded resulting in increased access and

improved transportation corridors. Such

modifications would likely include

construction of the Highway 60 Bypass,

widening of County Roads M and MM, and

construction of the South CreekAVilson's

Creek and James River Greenways.

The preferred alternative would contribute a

negligible, long-term, beneficial component

to cumulative impacts on access and

transportation by addressing increased

traffic associated with increased park

visitation.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a minor, long-term, beneficial impact

on access and transportation at the park.

Parking at existing facilities would be

improved, which would decrease long-term

visitor parking along road shoulders and

roadside pullouts. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Impacts on Land Use

Under the preferred alternative, the park

boundaries could be adjusted to incorporate

significant battle-related lands identified in

the boundary assessment. If these lands were

purchased through a fee-simple acquisition,

the types of use could change on several

hundred acres of agricultural lands in

Greene and Christian Counties. If the lands

were placed under easements or cooperative

agreements, the lands could remain in

agricultural production, but these actions

could limit the types of use and development

that could occur on these lands in the future.

Adjustments to the park boundaries could

result in a minor to moderate, long-term,

adverse impact on traditional uses of the

lands identified in the boundary assessment.

Cumulative Impacts. A variety of human
actions have affected and continue to affect

regional land use. Since its designation as a

national battlefield, land use has changed

and diversified from traditional agricultural

uses to increased residential and commercial

use, resulting in large part from population

growth and economic diversification.

The preferred alternative could contribute a

minor to moderate long-term, adverse

component to cumulative impacts on

traditional land uses by taking additional

lands out of agricultural production.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a minor, long-term, adverse impact on

land use in the region. This adverse impact

would not constitute impairment of park

resources and values.

Impacts on Revenue Base - Local

General Government

Under the preferred alternative, the park

boundaries could be adjusted to incorporate

significant battle-related lands identified in

the boundary assessment. If these lands were

added to the park through a fee-simple

acquisition, this action would remove

several hundred acres of agricultural lands

from the tax rolls of Greene and Christian

Counties. If the lands were placed under an

easement or a cooperative agreement, the

lands could remain in agricultural

production, but these actions could limit the

types of development that could occur on

these lands. Adjustments to the park
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boundaries could result in a minor, long-

term, adverse impact on the revenue bases of

Greene and Christian Counties.

Cumulative Impacts. A variety of human
actions have affected and continue to affect

visitor use at the park. Since its designation

as a national battlefield, the local economy

has diversified from an agricultural base and

the regional population has greatly

increased. Urban growth and suburban

development have slowly encroached on the

park. Farmlands have increasingly been

converted to residential or commercial use.

The net result of population growth and

increased residential and commercial

development has been an increase of the

revenue base of Greene and Christian

Counties.

The preferred alternative could contribute a

negligible, long-term, adverse component to

cumulative impacts on the counties' revenue

bases by potentially eliminating or limiting

production or development on these lands.

Conclusion . The preferred alternative would

have a minor, long-term, adverse impact on

the revenue base of Greene and Christian

Counties. County revenues could be

reduced as a result of adjustment to the park

boundaries. This adverse impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Alternative C — Wilson Creek Civil War
Research Center

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Historic Sites and Structures. Under the

Civil War Research Center Alternative,

increased visitor access to the park's historic

structures would be encouraged. This greater

level of visitation, however, would be

carefully managed as part of the park's

interpretive program. Park ranger-led tours

in sensitive resource areas would inform

visitors of the significance of the park's 27

historic structures, thus mitigating impacts

from increased visitation. The interior of the

Ray House would be included in the

Resource preservation zone and unescorted

access would not be allowed.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Historic Sites and

Structures," a variety of human actions have

affected and continue to affect historic sites

and structures in the region of the park.

Wilson's Creek was once a thriving

agricultural community. The gradual

removal of buildings and structures

eliminated many historic resources related to

the battle. The above actions, combined with

interpretive programs at regional Civil War-

related facilities such as the General

Sweeney's Museum of Civil War History,

would help inform visitors and regional

residents of need to protect the special

character of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would not contribute to cumulative impacts

on historic sites and structures in the region.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would not affect historic sites

and structures in the park. Although

visitation would increase, historic structures,

including the Ray House, would be

protected and programs would be

implemented to increase visitor awareness

of the importance of historic sites in the

park. This impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Archeological Resources. Under the Civil

War Research Center Alternative, visitors

would be encouraged to visit archeological

sites under excavation. Archeological
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research would be interpreted as part of the

park's overall interpretive program. Park

visitors would be informed of the special

and sensitive character of Wilson's Creek's

archeological resources, helping to mitigate

impacts from increased visitation. These

resources would be zoned as part of the

resource preservation area. Visitor access

would be monitored, thus eliminating

impacts due to recreational use. The addition

of lands identified in the boundary

assessment for the park could provide

additional protection for battle-related

archeological resources located in these

areas.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Archeological Resources," a

variety of human actions have affected and

continue to affect archeological resources in

the region of the park. Agriculture and other

activities that occurred after the battle could

have obscured belowground resources at and

in the vicinity of Wilson's Creek. In

addition, gradual development of additional

acres in the region, including development

of additional parking facilities and trails in

the park, could disturb archeological sites

and artifacts.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a negligible, long-term,

adverse component to cumulative impacts

on archeological resources in the region.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a negligible, long-

term, adverse impact on archeological

resources at the park due to potential

disturbance of archeological sites associated

with historical excavations and construction

of additional trails and parking facilities.

This minimal impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Cultural Landscapes. Under the Civil War
Research Center Alternative, 139 acres (8%)

of the park would be zoned for landscape

enhancement in order to return the landscape

to its 1861 condition. An additional 726

acres (40%) of the park would be zoned as

landscape maintenance where the landscape

would be prepared for future battlefield

landscape enhancement. Although most

actions under this alternative would restore

or begin preparation to restore the landscape

to 1861 conditions, construction of

additional parking and trails would add new
elements within a few acres of the park that

were not components of the historical

cultural landscape. Addition of lands

identified in the boundary assessment would

enhance the cultural landscape by including

critical battle-related lands within the park

boundaries.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Cultural Landscape," a

variety of human actions have affected and

continue to affect the landscape in and

adjacent to the park. Extensive conversion

of the battlefield for agricultural purposes

and subsequent invasion of fallow fields by

dense forest and invasive species have

altered the historic landscape since the time

of the battle in 1861. In addition to

vegetative changes, deterioration and

destruction of buildings have altered and

continue to alter the landscape. Continued

development in the region of the park affects

the visual integrity of the landscape,

although recent park actions have begun the

gradual rehabilitation of the landscape to

1861 conditions.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a moderate, long-term,

beneficial component to cumulative impacts

on the cultural landscape by restoring or

initiating rehabilitation on approximately
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one-third (870 acres) of the entire battlefield

landscape.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a moderate, long-

term, beneficial impact on the cultural

landscape at the park. Approximately 140

acres (8%) of the park's landscape would be

returned to historical conditions, while

another 730 acres (40%) would be prepared

for rehabilitation to 1861 conditions. This

impact would not constitute impairment of

park resources and values.

Archival/Museum Collections. Under the

Civil War Research Center Alternative,

research in the park archives by local

students, genealogists, academics, and Civil

War enthusiasts would be encouraged.

Procedures and guidelines for researchers

would minimize potential degradation of

materials that could result from increased

use of the park's collections. The addition of

the archives and museum collections of the

Sweeney Civil War Museum would improve

the park's current archival and artifact

collection.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Archival/Museum

Collections," several facilities exist in the

region that maintain archival collections

relevant to historical events, including the

Civil War. In addition, construction of a new
visitor center and research library addition at

the park would provide additional storage

space and information concerning historical

events at and in the vicinity of Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a negligible to minor,

long-term, beneficial component to

cumulative impacts on archival collections

in the region.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a negligible, short-

and long-term, beneficial impact on the

park's archival collection due to improved

storage and management of archival

materials. This impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Impacts on Visitor Experience and
Aesthetic Resources

Visitor Use. Under the Civil War Research

Center Alternative, visitor use would

increase gradually over time as a result of

regional population growth. Park facilities

would be expanded to accommodate

additional visitors and educational and

interpretive opportunities would increase.

Despite the increased availability of

equestrian parking under this alternative,

recreational use would be maintained at a

level that does not interfere with interpretive

and commemorative activities. There would

be an increase in the numbers of researchers

using the archives and conducting on-site

research. The NPS would encourage school

and tour groups to make the park a

destination, which would increase visitor use

of the site. The addition of lands identified

in the boundary assessment would provide

additional opportunities for visitor use of the

site. The addition of the General Sweeney

Civil War Museum would enhance the

visitor's ability to understand the historical

context of the battle.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Visitor Use," a variety of

human actions have affected and continue to

affect visitor use at the park. Since its

designation as a national battlefield, the park

and local organizations have improved

accessibility and provided activities to

encourage use and promote education.
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As the regional population continues to

grow, regional infrastructure would be

modified and expanded, which would

increase site accessibility and enhance

visitation. Such activities would likely

include construction of the Highway 60

Bypass, widening of County Roads M and

MM, and construction of the South

CreekAVilson's Creek and James River

Greenways.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a minor to moderate, long-

term, beneficial component to cumulative

impacts on visitor use in the region by

accommodating a greater number of visitors

and providing increased opportunities for

research and educational activities.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a moderate, long-

term, beneficial impact on visitor use at the

park. Expanded areas for parking and

recreation would accommodate additional

visitors while access to archival collections,

research materials, and educational activities

would be expanded. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation.

Under the Civil War Research Center

Alternative, more than 660 acres, (38%) of

the park would be zoned for resource

preservation. Visitors would mainly

experience the park through park ranger-led

tours at the sites of ongoing cultural and

natural resource research, as well as

throughout 60 acres (3%) managed as

interpretive focus areas.

This alternative would increase access to the

park for research purposes and, therefore,

the number of investigators conducting

research in the area. Increased research

would result in better interpretive and

educational programs for the public and

increase visitor understanding of the park

history. Interpretation would focus on

explaining historical processes and the

significance of Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield to park visitors.

Opportunities for recreation, including

horseback riding, bicycling, running, and

walking, would be maintained at

approximately their current levels. The tour-

road loop would remain open to walking,

jogging, and bicycling at levels that do not

detract from the integrity of the historical

scene. The addition of lands identified in the

boundary assessment would enhance the

visitor experience and park interpretive

program by providing for a more

comprehensive experience of the battlefield

and related resources.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Visitor Experience and

Interpretation," a variety of human actions

have affected and continue to affect visitor

experience and interpretation at the park.

Since its designation as a national

battlefield, visitor activities and interpretive

opportunities have increased. Construction

of the visitor center and tour-road loop

provide interpretive information, as do park

ranger-led tours of historic sites and

structures, such as the Ray House. In

addition, the park has begun managing the

landscape to restore and maintain diverse

habitats that are regionally rare and provide

uncommon experiences, such as walks along

forested streams and historical reflection at

the location of the Battle of Wilson's Creek.

As the regional population continues to

grow, visitor experiences at the park would

be reduced by visual and auditory intrusions

associated with increased traffic and

residential development in nearby areas.
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The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a moderate, long-term,

beneficial component to cumulative impacts

on visitor experience and interpretation in

the region by increasing the number and

extent of research opportunities, the quality

of interpretive programs, and outreach

programs to schools and groups throughout

the region.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a moderate, long-

term, beneficial impact on visitor experience

and interpretation at the park. Expanded

areas for parking and recreation would

accommodate additional visitors. In

addition, expanded research opportunities,

outreach programs, and interpretive

programs would promote appreciation of the

Battle of Wilson's Creek and enhance

general knowledge pertaining to the Civil

War. This impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Visual and Scenic Resources. Under the

Civil War Research Center Alternative,

increased visitation is not likely to affect the

quality of visual resources within the park.

Most of the parkland adjacent to the park

boundary would be managed as landscape

maintenance and resource preservation areas

where visitor use would be permitted but not

encouraged. Discouraging visitor use in

border areas and encouraging growth and

maintenance of woody vegetation would

permit visitors to view the park's landscape

as it was in 1861 and would provide limited

screening of developments and visual

impacts beyond the park's boundary. The

addition of lands identified in the boundary

assessment would enhance the park's visual

and scenic resources while providing

additional protection from outside visual and

auditory intrusions.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Visual and Scenic

Resources," a variety of human actions have

affected and continue to affect such

resources at the park. As the regional

population grows and residential

development spreads to areas that were

previously agricultural, scenic views from

areas within the park would be

compromised.

This alternative would contribute a

moderate, long-term, beneficial component

to cumulative impacts on scenic resources in

the region by reducing dispersed visual

intrusions (e.g., cars and buses) within the

park and maintaining an undeveloped

landscape.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a moderate, long-

term, beneficial impact on the park's visual

and scenic resources by preserving internal

open space and screening external visual

intrusions. This impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Impacts on Natural Resources

Soil. Under the Civil Center Research

Center Alternative, increased archeological

excavation would impact park soils, as

would construction of additional parking

and the development of additional trails to

provide visitors access to research sites.

Excavation at additional sites and

construction of additional features would

impact soil properties, including soil

porosity, water infiltration, water-holding

capacity, or rates of surface runoff. As

described previously in the "Mitigation"

section best management practices,

including use of soil retention structures and

prompt revegetation of all disturbed sites,

would minimize loss of soil associated with

construction of new trails and structures.



Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Soils," a variety of human
actions have affected and continue to affect

soils at the park. As agriculture and

residential development displaced native

vegetation, soil erosion increased and soil

infiltration decreased, resulting in increased

runoff throughout much of the Wilson's

Creek watershed. Predicted future

development in the region would impact

soils in a similar fashion.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a negligible, long-term,

adverse component to cumulative impacts

on soils by increasing the extent of

impermeable and exposed soils in the

region.

Conclusion . Development of additional

excavation at research sites, parking, and

trails would have a minor, long-term,

adverse impact on soils by increasing the

extent of impermeable and erodible surfaces

in the park. Although additional trails and

parking would be developed, these areas

represent only a small fraction of the 1,750-

acre park. This low level of impact would

not constitute impairment of park resources

and values.

Water Quality. Under the Civil War
Research Center Alternative, erosion of soils

would occur along existing and newly

constructed trails and at excavation sites. In

addition, storm runoff would increase at the

location of the proposed parking lot and on

paved trails. Some excavation sites,

particularly excavation sites near the

channel of Wilson's Creek or its tributaries,

may increase runoff and transport of

sediments. Most excavations, however,

would not likely be near waterways; and

additional trails would not affect water

quality in the park. In addition, as described

previously in the "Mitigation" section, best

management practices, including use of soil

retention structures and prompt revegetation

of all disturbed sites, would be implemented

to minimize erosion and reduce transport of

contaminants into waterways.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Water Quality," a variety of

human actions have affected and continue to

affect water quality in the region of the park.

Agriculture and urban development have

increased runoff and discharge of

contaminants into Wilson's Creek and its

drainages. In addition, uncontrolled spills

from a Springfield wastewater treatment

facility have degraded water quality in the

region in the past and may do so in the

future.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a negligible, long-term,

adverse component to cumulative impacts

on water quality in the region.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a negligible, long-

term, adverse impact on water quality in the

park. Although increased erosion and

transport of contaminants may occur under

this alternative, implementation of best

management practices and existing site

conditions would minimize or eliminate

degradation of water quality. This minimal

impact would not constitute impairment of

park resources and values.

Vegetation. Under the Civil War Research

Center Alternative, 1,525 acres, equaling

approximately 87 percent of the park's total

area, would be zoned for battlefield

landscape enhancement, resource

preservation, or landscape maintenance.

Within these areas, 139 acres would be

rehabilitated to 1861 conditions. In general.
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these zoning designations would enhance

opportunities to restore the landscape,

improve habitat for special status plant

species, and control invasive, exotic

vegetation. Due to development of

additional parking, trails, and excavation

associated with historical research, a few

acres of vegetation would be lost in the park.

Other losses of vegetation would occur as a

result of burning and clearing to restore the

historic landscape. Vegetation management

on the lands identified for inclusion in the

boundary assessment could further inhibit

the spread of exotic plant species in the park

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Vegetation," a variety of

human actions have affected and continue to

affect vegetation in the region of the park.

Over the years, most native vegetation has

been eliminated by land-clearing activities

associated with agriculture and

urban/residential development. As land has

been cultivated and developed, a variety of

non-native, exotic species have invaded the

landscape and currently dominate many
areas within and adjacent to the park.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a minor, long-term,

beneficial component to cumulative impacts

on vegetation in the region by preserving

open space and restoring approximately 140

acres of habitat to historical 1860s

conditions.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a moderate, long-

term, beneficial impact on native vegetation

in the park. Approximately 1,390 acres

(80%) of the park would be maintained to

enhance native plant communities and

vegetation, while 139 acres (8%) would be

rehabilitated to 1861 conditions. In addition,

actions would be undertaken to control

and/or remove exotic species on hundreds of

acres within the park. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Wildlife. Under the Civil War Research

Center Alternative, battlefield landscape

enhancement of 139 acres of habitat in the

park, as well as maintenance of an additional

1,390 acres, including dense, second-growth

forest, would improve the extent and

diversity of wildlife habitat in the park.

Restoration of native vegetation and control

of exotic species would increase palatable

forage available to herbivores, while

maintaining denser forested areas that

provide refuge for some species of wildlife

and nesting habitat for birds. Development

of additional trails, excavation, and

interpretive programs associated with

historical research would increase human
presence and intrusion throughout much of

the park, which could affect wildlife

behaviors, such as courtship and nesting. In

addition, construction of a new parking

facility would result in the loss of several

acres of habitat. The addition of lands

identified in the boundary assessment,

however, would provide additional wildlife

habitat and likely more than offset these

losses.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Wildlife," a variety of

human actions have affected and continue to

affect wildlife in the region of the park. Past

actions have eliminated the majority of

native habitat in the area, while ongoing and

planned activities, including infrastructure

and residential development, would result in

further loss and fragmentation of wildlife

habitat. Other actions, including hunting and

introduction of domestic animals, also have

affected and continue to affect wildlife in

the area.
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The Civil War Research Center Ahemative

would contribute a moderate, long-term,

beneficial component to cumulative impacts

on wildlife in the region by preserving open

space and providing a diverse mosaic of

native vegetation and habitats.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a moderate, long-

term, beneficial impact on wildlife in the

park. The park would continue to protect

one of the largest remnant patches of

wildlife habitat in the region and would

restore approximately 450 acres of native

vegetation, while maintaining other wildlife

habitats, such as second-growth forest and

riparian areas. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Special Status Species. Under the Civil War
Research Center Alternative, preservation

and enhancement of the battlefield

landscape would improve habitat for the

park's endangered plant species, which are

threatened by colonization of glades and

grasslands by forest. Almost all areas known
to support special status species, both plants

and animals, would be managed as resource

preservation areas (661 acres), where visitor

use would be limited. Exceptions include a

population of greenthread north of the

visitor center that would be included in an

administrative development area and a

population of royal catchfly in the southeast

comer of the park that would fall within a

landscape maintenance area. In addition,

caves that support gray bat and grotto

salamander would be managed in a resource

preservation area, remaining off-limits to

visitors. Battlefield landscape enhancement

and resource preservation areas with

corresponding protection from intensive

visitor disturbance would cover

approximately 45 percent of the total park

acreage. The addition of lands identified in

the park boundary assessment would

provide additional protection for special

status species that occur on these lands.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Special Status Species," a

variety of human actions have affected and

continue to affect rare species at the park.

Over the years, most native habitats in the

region have been altered or displaced by

agriculture and urban/residential develop-

ment. Agriculture and urban development

have destroyed habitat necessary to support

special status species and have affected the

quality of remnant habitats, including

Wilson's Creek and its tributaries.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a moderate, long-term,

beneficial component to cumulative impacts

on special status species in the region by

preserving and eventually improving habitat

and controlling access to caves that support

gray bat and grotto salamander.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a moderate, long-

term, beneficial impact on special status

species in the park. Almost all areas that

support special status species, including

caves and limestone glades, would be

managed within resource preservation areas

where they would be protected to the

greatest extent possible from visitor

disturbance. This impact would not

constitute impairment of park resources and

values.

Impacts on the Social and Economic
Environment

Recreation and Leisure. Under the Civil

War Research Center Alternative, increased

park access and opportunities for research,

education, and recreation would establish

the park as one of the region's outstanding
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cultural, natural, and recreational resources.

This would have a long-term, minor,

beneficial impact on recreational and leisure

opportunities for the region's residents. The

addition of lands identified in the boundary

assessment could provide additional

opportunities for visitor recreation and

leisure.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Recreation and Leisure," a

variety of human actions have affected and

continue to affect recreation and leisure in

the region of the park. The city of

Springfield and the surrounding area are

home to a variety of cultural, recreational,

and historic sites that provide diverse

opportunities for recreational and leisure

activities. In addition, proposed

development of the South CreekAVilson's

Creek Greenway would further increase

recreational opportunities in the region.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a minor to moderate, long-

term, beneficial component to cumulative

impacts on recreation and leisure in the

region by providing additional opportunities

for research, education, and recreation.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a moderate, long-

term, beneficial impact on recreation and

leisure by slightly expanding current

recreational opportunities, including

potential construction of additional trails

throughout 730 acres (40%) of the park.

This impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Impacts on Park Access and
Transportation

Under the Civil War Research Center

Alternative, no additional points of access to

the park would be developed for bicyclists

or other greenway users. As outlined in the

"Draft Wilson's Creek Transportation

Study," the park would work with local and

regional organizations to develop bicycle

lanes along County Road ZZ and Route 182

to facilitate park access. The tour-road loop

would remain open to walkers, joggers, and

bicyclists at a level that does not detract

from the park's historical setting. In

addition, parking facilities would be

expanded to accommodate additional

visitors and equestrians, which would reduce

the frequency that parking demands exceed

capacity; reduction of this frequency would

alleviate parking congestion and long-term

parking conflicts in undesignated areas such

as roadside pullouts. The addition of lands

identified in the boundary assessment could

provide additional access points for visitors.

Cumulative Impacts . As described above

under "Impacts (of the No-Action

Alternative) on Park Access and

Transportation," a variety of human actions

have affected and continue to affect visitor

use at the park. Since its designation as a

national battlefield, the park and local

agencies have improved access by

modifying and improving regional roads and

highways.

As the regional population grows,

infrastructure would be modified and

expanded resulting in increased access and

improved transportation corridors. Such

modifications would likely include

construction of the Highway 60 Bypass,

widening of County Roads M and MM, and

construction of the South CreekAVilson's

Creek and James River Greenways.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

would contribute a negligible, long-term,

beneficial component to cumulative impacts

on access and transportation by addressing
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increased traffic associated with increased

park visitation.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a minor, long-term,

beneficial impact on access and

transportation at the park. Parking at

existing facilities would be improved, which

would decrease long-term visitor parking

along road shoulders and roadside pullouts.

This impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Impacts on Land Use

Under the Civil War Research Center

Alternative, the park boundaries could be

adjusted to incorporate significant battle-

related lands identified in the boundary

assessment. If these lands were added to the

park through a fee-simple acquisition, the

types of use could change on several

hundred acres of agricultural lands in

Greene and Christian Counties. If the lands

were placed under easements or cooperative

agreements, the lands could remain in

agricultural production, but these actions

could limit the types of use and development

that could occur on these lands in the future.

Adjustments to the park boundaries could

result in a minor to moderate long-term,

adverse impact on traditional uses of the

lands identified in the boundary assessment.

Cumulative Impacts. A variety of human
actions have affected and continue to affect

regional land use. Since its designation as a

national battlefield, land use has changed

and diversified from traditional agricultural

uses to increased residential and commercial

use, resulting in large part from population

growth and economic diversification.

The Civil War Research Center Alternative

could contribute a minor to moderate, long-

term, adverse component to cumulative

impacts on traditional land uses by taking

additional lands out of agricultural

production.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a minor, long-term,

adverse impact on land use in the region.

This adverse impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

Impacts on Revenue Base - Local

General Government

Under the Civil War Research Center

Alternative, the park boundaries could be

adjusted to incorporate significant battle-

related lands identified in the boundary

assessment. If these lands were added to the

park through a fee-simple acquisition, this

action would remove several hundred acres

of agricultural lands from the tax rolls of

Greene and Christian Counties. If the lands

were placed under an easement or a

cooperative agreement, the lands could

remain in agricultural production, but these

actions could limit the types of development

that could occur on these lands. Adjustments

to the park boundaries could result in a

minor, long-term, adverse impact on the

revenue bases of Greene and Christian

Counties.

Cumulative Impacts. A variety of human
actions have affected and continue to affect

visitor use at the park. Since its designation

as a national battlefield, the local economy
has diversified from an agricultural base and

the regional population has greatly

increased. Urban growth and suburban

development have slowly encroached on the

park. Farmlands have increasingly been

converted to residential or commercial use.

The net result of population growth and

increased residential and commercial

development has been an increase of the

revenue base of Greene and Christian

Counties.
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The Civil War Research Center Alternative

could contribute a negligible, long-term,

adverse component to cumulative impacts

on the counties' revenue bases by potentially

eliminating or limiting production or

development on these lands.

Conclusion . The Civil War Research Center

Alternative would have a minor, long-term,

adverse impact on the revenue base of

Greene and Christian Counties. County

revenues could be reduced as a result of

adjustment to the park boundaries. This

adverse impact would not constitute

impairment of park resources and values.

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

There would be some unavoidable adverse

impacts to visual and scenic resources and to

the visitor experience resulting from

increased visitation and recreational use.

No additional access points are proposed.

Construction of additional parking, however,

could result in the loss of vegetation.

Under the Civil War Research Center

Alternative, construction of permanent

equestrian parking and additional access

points could result in the loss of vegetation.

Development at these points would also

preclude the possibility of restoring native

plant species and habitat.

Under the Civil War Research Center

Alternative, no additional access points are

proposed. Construction of additional

parking, however, could result in the loss of

vegetation.

IRRETRIEVABLE AND IRREVERSIBLE
COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Irretrievable commitments are actions that

result in the loss of resources but only for a

limited period of time. Irreversible

commitments of resources are actions that

result in the loss of resources that cannot be

reversed.

Under the Civil War Research Center

Alternative, there would be no irretrievable

commitment of resources.

Some vegetation would be irretrievably

committed as a result of construction of

additional parking facilities.

Some vegetation would also be irretrievably

committed as a result of construction of

additional access, parking, and trails, and

some vegetation would be irretrievably

committed as a result of construction of

additional parking facilities.

None of the alternatives evaluated in this

document would result in irreversible

commitments.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SHORT-
TERM USE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND
LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

Under the No-Action Alternative, the

gradual rehabilitation of the battlefield

landscape would result in relatively minor

disturbance of soils, vegetation, and habitats

but would yield long-term benefits to the

cultural landscape, vegetation, wildlife,

special status species, and recreation and

leisure.

Under the preferred alternative,

rehabilitation of the battlefield landscape

and construction of additional parking

facilities and trails would result in relatively

minor disturbance of soils, vegetation, and

habitats. However, this alternative would

yield long-term benefits to the cultural

landscape, visitor use and experience, scenic

resources, vegetation, wildlife, special status

species, recreation and leisure, and park

access and transportation.

Under Alternative C, rehabilitation of the

battlefield landscape and construction of

additional parking facilities, trails, and

access points would result in relatively

minor disturbance of soils, vegetation, and

habitats. However, this alternative would

yield long-term benefits to the cultural

landscape, visitor use and experience, scenic

resources, vegetation, wildlife, special status

species, recreation and leisure, and park

access and transportation.

Under the Civil War Research Center

Alternative, rehabilitation of the battlefield

landscape and construction of additional

parking facilities, trails, and research

excavations would result in relatively minor

disturbance of soils, vegetation, and habitats.

However, the alternative would yield long-

term benefits to the cultural landscape,

visitor use and experience, scenic resources,

vegetation, wildlife, special status species,

recreation and leisure, and park access and

transportation.
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

CONSULTATIONS

In May 1999, as part of the scoping and

public involvement initiative for this project,

the NPS's Denver Service Center planning

team and Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield staff conducted two public

meetings with representatives of local

organizations, park neighbors, and members

of the general public. The times and

locations of the meetings were published in

local newspapers, broadcast on radio and

television stations, and published in the

Federal Register. Invitations to participate

were mailed to more than 1 00 leaders and

representatives of local community groups.

The goals of these meetings were

• to inform the public of the purpose

of the management plan

• to explain the process necessary to

complete the plan

• to solicit public input on issues

facing the park and the long-term

management objectives for the park

Other meetings were held with

representatives of state and local

government agencies and from subject

matter specialists to discuss current and

proposed activities that could affect the

park, to identify opportunities for

cooperative regional planning, and to solicit

recommendations on the management of

park resources. Meetings with potential

cooperators and stakeholders were held as

well. In August 1999, park managers

conducted a workshop with subject-matter

specialists to discuss park resources and

significance.

The Wilson's Creek newsletter has been

used to inform the public about

developments in the planning process,

including the development of management

alternatives and the maps of the

management areas. In March 2000, the park

managers held a public meeting to present

the draft management alternatives and the

maps of the management areas.

The planning team has consulted with the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the

Missouri Department of Conservation. The

Department of Conservation provided the

planning team with a list of special status

species found at Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield. The team has also consulted

with the State Historic Preservation Officer

for Missouri.

AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
RECEIVING THE DRAFT GMP/EIS

Federal Agencies and Officials

Environmental Protection Agency,

Region 7

Honorable Representative Roy

Blunt, U.S. Congress

Honorable Senator Christopher

Bond, U.S. Congress

Honorable Senator Jean Camahan,

U.S. Congress

Mark Twain National Forest

National Park Service, Chickamauga

and Chattanooga NMP
National Park Service, Midwest

Archeological Center

National Park Service, Pea Ridge

National Military Park

National Park Service, Fort Scott

National Historic Site

Springfield National Cemetery

U. S. Army, Fort Leavenworth,

Kansas

U.S. Army, Fort Leonard Wood,

Missouri
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U.S. Army, Fort Sill, Oklahoma

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

State Agencies and Officials

Arkansas State Historic Preservation

Program

Fort Davidson State Historical Site

Mine Creek Battlefield Site

Historical Site

Missouri Department of

Conservation

Missouri Department of Highway
and Transportation

Missouri Department of Natural

Resources

Missouri Division of Tourism

Missouri State Historic Preservation

Officer

Missouri State Representative Jim

Kreider

Missouri State Representative

Norma Champion

Missouri State Respresentative

Morris Westfall

Missouri State Senator Doyle

Childers

Missouri State Senator Roseann

Bentley

Prairie Grove State Historical Site

Local and Regional Agencies,

Organizations, and Officials

Battlefield Volunteer Fire

Department

Blue and Gray Education Society,

Danvillel, Virginia

Brookline Volunteer Fire

Department

Christian County Commissioner

Christian County Planning and

Zoning Department

Christian County Sheriff

Chirstian County Highway
Department

City of Battlefield, the Mayor

City of Battlefiled, Planning and

Zoning Deparment

City of Republic, City Administrator

City of Republic, the Mayor
City of Springfield, the Mayor
City of Springfield, City Manager
City of Springfiled, Planning

Department

Civil War Round Tables of Ozarks,

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago

General Sweeney's Museum of Civil

War History, Dr. Tom Sweeney
Greater Ozarks Audubon Society

Greene County Archives

Greene County Commissioners

Greene County Highway Department

Greene County Historical Society

Greene County Planning and Zoning

Greene County Sheriff

Historical Museum for Springfield

and Greene County

KAMO Power Company
KTTS News, Springfield

Mine Creek National Battlefield

Foundation

Missouri Civil War Reenactors

Missouri Equine Council, Inc.

National Parks Conservation

Association

Nixa Volunteer Fire Department

Ozark Cycling Club

Ozark Electric Cooperative

Ozark Greenways

Ozark Underground Lab

Pea Ridge National Battlefield

Foundation

Republic Chamber of Commerce
Republic Public Schools

Sierra Club, Ozarks Chapter

SMSU Council of Governments

Southern Cherokee Nation

Southwest Missouri Advisory

Council of Governments

Southwest Missouri Indian Center

Springfield Chamber of Commerce
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Springfield Convention and Visitor

Bureau

Springfield Cycling Club

Springfield Park Board

Springfield Public Schools

Wilson's Creek Landowners'

Association

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

Association
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT GMP/EIS

A total of 84 reviewers submitted written

comments on the draft GMP/EIS. Of
those responding, 43, or slightly over

50%, expressed a preference for a

particular alternative. Of that number,

36, or nearly 90%, expressed their

support for the preferred alternative,

Wilson's Creek Battlefield

Commemoration. Four reviewers, or

slightly less than 10%, expressed a

preference for Alternative A, the No-

Action Alternative, and 3 reviewers

expressed a preference for Alternative C,

the Wilson's Creek Research Center.

The majority of the remaining 41

reviewers who did not support a

particular alternative expressed support

for enhancement of the battlefield

landscape and expanded commemora-
tion and interpretation of the Battle of

Wilson's Creek. However, other

reviewers also expressed concern that

park management in the future would

eliminate or severely limit opportunities

for bicycling, horseback riding, running,

and hiking.

The National Environmental Policy Act

requires the National Park Service (NPS)

to respond to substantive comments.

Substantive comments are those which

1) question the accuracy of the infor-

mation/data provided, 2) question the

adequacy of the environmental analysis,

3) present reasonable alternatives to

those presented in the draft document, or

4) cause changes or revisions in the

preferred alternative. No substantive

comments on the alternatives were

received. However, we have responded

to general comments and concerns in

order to address some misconceptions

about the NPS preferred alternative.

Recreational uses. Numerous comments
were received expressing concerns about

the elimination of recreational activities

at Wilson's Creek NB. The following

excerpt is representative of the concerns

expressed both in public meetings and in

writing.

Comment. In the preferred

alternative I read a mindset that

the park mission and visitor

experience may only be

maintained through eventually

excluding many recreational

uses. It is this exclusion and what

I perceive as manipulation of

numbers to justify getting rid of

the recreational uses that concern

me...

Response: The preferred alternative in

the GMP/EIS does not propose to

exclude recreational activities, such as

walking, running, cycling, and

horseback riding. These activities will be

allowed to continue at levels that do not

pose adverse impacts on resources or

interfere with the ability of visitors to

experience and appreciate the history

and significance of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. The NPS concurs

with this reviewer that appropriate

management of these activities is the key

to ensuring a quality experience for all

those who visit Wilson's Creek NB.

Management of recreational activities

could mean limits on these activities in

the future. A number of those who
attended public meetings at the park

share the concerns expressed above and

felt that use of the phrase "limit

recreational use" used in the draft

GMP/EIS did not clearly articulate the
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potential implications for these

activities. That section of the document

now reads:

Park management would monitor

levels of recreational use for

impacts on park resources or on

visitor understanding and

appreciation of the history and

significance of the Battle of

Wilson's Creek. If conflicts

related to recreational activities

should occur, park management

would explore ways to address

concerns and/or manage

recreational activities as

necessary while ensuring the

visitor's ability to contemplate

and appreciate the park's history

and significance. Cooperative

planning is a key component of

NPS policy and the General

Management Plan for Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield.

Please see "Cooperative

Planning" on p. 23 for a more

complete discussion of this

concept.

Transportation Study. Representatives

of the Wilson's Creek landowner

associations adjacent to the park

expressed concern with elements of the

Transportation Study included in the

draft GMP.

Comment. We have serious

concerns with the land-use

restraints that the government's

management plan's vague goals

could potentially place on

surrounding private property

owners. We feel that pages 1 10

to 114 should be deleted... It's

our position that landowners with

property near the park have the

right to determine what is and is

not done with their

property... Our major concern is

with the creation of a Historic

Zoning District that intrusively

regulates the number, types, and

sizes of houses built near the

park. We believe that the

placement, height, [and] color,

etc. of any structures we build on

our property are things that we
have the right to determine. .

.

Response: The draft GMP/EIS does not

propose the creation of a historic zoning

district or regulations on the number,

type, and size of homes near the park.

The NPS has no jurisdiction over local

zoning ordinances, including the

creation of a historic zoning district or

regulations on development. The

transportation study was prepared to

provide information for the general

management planning process, provide

park management with additional

information on transportation-related

issues, and ways to address these issues.

The recommendations in the

transportation study would not place

land-use constraints on adjacent property

holders. Any action on the

recommendations in the study would be

initiated by local landowners and

citizens and would require cooperation

of state and local agencies, additional

environmental analysis, and public

involvement.

Boundary assessment. The

Landowners' Association also shared

their concerns regarding how the

boundary assessment might affect them.

Comment. It is also our position

that no property owner should be

forced to sell their property to the
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park. The landowner should have

the option to sell or keep their

property as they see fit.

Response: The NPS would purchase

property only from willing sellers. As

stated in the general management plan,

"Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield would first pursue

alternatives that would avoid

acquiring lands in fee simple.

With the consent of the

landowner, the park would work

with neighbors who own these

significant properties. The NPS
could provide technical

assistance to neighbors interested

in protecting the significant

resources on their property. The

National Park Service would

only consider acquisition of a fee

simple property interest at

Wilson's Creek NB if a willing

seller were available.

Please see "Land Protection" on p. 13

for more information on this topic.

Landscape management. Other

reviewers expressed concerns for the

impacts the preferred alternative would

have on the natural environment of

Wilson's Creek.

Comment. The concept of

cutting the wonderful trees down
to create the prairie appearance

that existed at the time of the

battle is a shocking and

unacceptable idea. It would be a

shame to destroy the natural

environment of Wilson's Creek

for those few people who visit

the park only from a historical

perspective...

Response: The management of Wilson's

Creek NB must focus on the park'

s

purpose, which is to commemorate the

Battle of Wilson's Creek and to preserve

the associated battlefield. The

management zones in the plan are

intended to enhance or preserve the

natural and cultural setting of the

landscape as it appeared at the time of

the battle. Some of the actions described

in the plan are intended to provide

protection for endangered plant species

as required by law. The control of exotic

tree and plant species restoration will

contribute to the overall health of the

environment at Wilson's Creek. Any
removal of trees would be undertaken to

enhance visitor understanding of the

battle. The impact analysis in the

environmental impact statement portion

of the general management plan

concluded that implementation of the

preferred alternative would have long-

term beneficial impacts on the park's

wildlife and vegetation, including

endangered species.

Environmental Consequences. Two
issues were raised relating to the

accuracy of information used in the

analysis of environmental consequences

in the environmental impact statement.

The following are the responses to these

substantive comments.

Exotic species. Two species of trees,

Osage orange and Honey Locust, were

identified as exotic species. Osage

orange is native to the south-central

United States and it is likely that the

species was found in southwest Missouri

at the time of the battle. The references

to Osage orange as an exotic species

have been deleted. However, the

management of this plant species will
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remain the same. The impact analysis

will not be modified as a result of this

change in the text. The reference to

Honey Locust as an exotic species will

remain in the document.

Prime and Unique Farmlands. The

"Impact Topics Dismissed" incorrectly

stated that there were no prime and

unique farmlands within the park

boundary. The Natural Resource

Conservation Service (USDA) informed

the park after its review of the draft

GMP/EIS that some lands within the

park boundary contain soils that qualify

as prime. Other lands within the park are

of statewide importance. However, the

potential for impact on these lands as a

result of the implementation of actions

described in the general management

plan was determined to be negligible.

Therefore, the draft environmental

impact statement will not be revised to

address this impact topic. See the

"Consultation and Coordination" for a

copy of the NRCS comment letter.

Y
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Texas
Historical
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The State Agencyfor Historic Preservation
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RICK PERRY, GOVERNOR
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^rn'Tr ^ director

Rec @ WHson'i Creek NB-

1 1 July 2002

Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

Republic, MO 65738

Dear Superintendent Lusardi,

The Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Draft General Management Plan has been

referred to me for review and comment. Of the three scenarios presented, the "preferred

alternative" is a balanced and reasonable choice in my opinion* I strongly agree with the

assertion that additional interpretive features and restoration of historic landscapes would

enhance visitor experience. It would be unfortunate to select the "no action" alternative

when the site in question has such tremendous potential for education and preservation.

As interpretation is developed for the battlefield, the Texas Historical Commission (THC)
would be happy to provide assistance in the fonn of research or review of items related to

Texans' participation at Wilson's Creek. Thank you for including the THC in this

process. Let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

LeAnna S. Biles

Military Sites Coordinator

learma.biles(5),thc.state.tx.us

P.O. BOX 12276 • AUSTIN, TX 78711 2276 512/463-6100 • FAX 512/475-4872 • TDD 1-800/735-2989

ww^v the state tx us
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12269 Highway T
Marionville, MO 65705

17 August 2002

Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

RepubUc, MO 65738

Mr. Lusardi,

SUPT

ADMN
l&VS

Rec @ Wilson's Creek NB;

AUG 2 2002

RES MGT.

MAlNT

ISM
fiLt

We, the Daughters ofUnion Veterans ofthe Civil War, fevor Alternative B ofthe

proposed General Management Plan. It is our understanding that this plan would protect

the current acreage, allow recreational use, and restore the battlefield to the way it

appeared in 1861 . We believe that tl^ latter objective would especially benefit the visitor

to the battlefield. Renwving the bansh and trees and allowing the visitor to view tte

battlefield in the same way that the soldiers experienced the battle would provide a better

understanding ofwhat happened there in August 1 861

.

As Daughters ofUnion Veterans, it is our hope that the battlefield will be

preserved in a way that would both honor our ancestors and benefit visitors to the Park.

Sincerely,

Fran Black, Patriotic Instructor

Mary W. Phelps Tent #22

Daughters ofUnion Veterans of thfe Civil War
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2345 E. Mancheste,
Springfield, MO
July 15, 2002
1-^17-887-0097

Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi
Wilson's Creek National Battlefield
642/i West Farm Road 182
Republic, MO 65738

Dear Mr. Lusardi:

I am in favor of alternative Plan B with the following suggestions.

of shape, and over-weight - to be active in daily physical activities

In my opinion, and that of every person who comes to the Battlefield
grounds to get some of their recreation, and exercise we feel that
this is the safest place in the v/orld to do it!

My 63 years of experiences in this precious life tells me that no
place on earth is totally free from accidents, and an occassional
verbal confrontation.

The following that I deeply believe are ways to help make the tour
road more safe for walkers, and joggers than it presently is today.

Equip your mobile Rangers with Radar speed guns, and ticket tourists;
horse trailer drivers, and bicyclists when they exceed the 25 m.p.h..
I am a bicyclists!

Just inside the tour road gate put up an appropriate sign, and
remark the walking area for counter clockwise walking, and jogging.

Require all walkers, and joggers to walk or run the entire tour
road facing the vehicles, and bicycles for their safety.

We don't want it to happen, but sometimes motorists, and bicyclists
take their minds off of responsibility to drive safely, and they
put pedesterians in harms way.

People have been struck from behind without them even knowing that
they had become a target.

When they are facing the oncoming traffic if they see someone
putting them in danger they can holler.* and jump over in the grass
to prevent serious injuries, and promptly report the incident to a

ranger for appropriate action.
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2.

I have one other comment, and suggestion. I am in favor of clearing
land of trees, but I am totally against you cutting down the large
beautiful trees that surrounds the Ray house.

Those beauties were there long before the war took place.

In summary, me, and all the other people who use the tour road,
and trails for exercise, and recreation appreciate the privilege
very much, and we don't want to lose it!

Very Respectively Yours,

:bMC
Bill Cruse
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COMMENT FORM
DRAFT GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT -WILSON'S CREEK NATIONAL BATTLEFIELD

1 . What are the strengths of Alternative A?
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2. What would you suggest to improve Alternative A?

3. What are the strengths of Alternative B?

4. What would you suggest to improve Alternative B?
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August 7, 2001

Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182
Republic, Mo. 65738

Dear Superintendent Lusardi:

Thank you for sendirra me a copy of the Draft General Management Plan proposals
for Wilson's Creek Nattonal Battlefiekl recently. I see the need for doing this as I'm sure the

Master Plan of 1 977 has conrre under inaeasing pressures from sources that were not

appreciated or recognized when it was created. I have reviewed the three proposals and
attended the afternoon meeting yesterday and concluded that I wouW just send in my
comments as I was not sure If they would necessarily fit In property with the form that was
provided at the meeting.

Proposal A, I suppose would be the easiest to do, as nothing woukl change.
Certainly I Ijelieve that this would be the most popular with the recreational users of the
park, but the easiest does not necessarily make It the right Not does it plan for the

inevitable future pressures that will be exerted upon the pari<. Doing nothing will not make
these pressures go away, and will only cause the situation to be far worse when they do
break upon the park. I agree with you that Proposal A is not a desirable management plan.

Jumping ahead to Proposal C. This proposal from the research point of view I

suppose is the most attractive one. There are no large research centers in this region for

Civil War Studies and certainly with the soon to be completed library expansion this would
be a great plus for this proposal. However such a use of the parte misses the point of why
the parte came into existence In the first place.

Proposal B, which is your preferred proposal is also mine. The park was created to

preserve the spot where forces clashed in the early days of the Civil War. It was done so
to commemorate what happened there, so that we and future generattons might go and
conternplate what they did arKi what it means to us. I don't believe that it was created with

reaeational uses at the forefront nor for use as a research facility. Other areas can be set

askje for each of those pursuits, but the battle of Wilson's Creek only happened there at

the parte and so It must be preserved. Because If ever lost, it can never be retrieved.

Wilson's Creek is not simply a park for the use by local citizens, but is rather a
National Parte for use by all citizens. As such a tremendous responsibility is Incurred In the
managing of it. Therefore It behooves all who care for It to pick the right prop9sal. Proposal
B has my support as it seems the one closest to maintaining the cause for which the parte

was CTeated, while at the same time preparing for the Increasing demands arKi threats that

the parte will face In the future.

I applaud you and your staff for the job that you have done, and I hope that we will

continue to be blessed by such dedication as you exemplify in the future.

Sin^ely,

J^^^^^Jrr
Thomas A. Debo
9576 Canterbury Lane
Omaha, Ar. 72662
(870) 426-2513, email: twoofus@omahaweb.net
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August 7, 2002

Superintendent Lusardi

Wilson Creek National Battlefield

Dear Sir;

First and foremost, thank you for all that you and your staff do to maintain the integrity of

the Battlefield under what we know is budgetary and staffing limitations placed on you

by our government.

We have a few comments to make on the proposed plans for park management. We are

in favor of Plan B because ofthe following reasons:

1

.

Plan B best seems to help restore the Battlefield to approximate closest to

what it appeared to be in 1 86 1

.

2. Plan B continues the theme of education and information that we feel is of the

highest priority for the general public concerning the Battlefield.

3. Plan B seems to afford the best approach to those ofus who are concerned

that the Battlefield is hollowed ground and that it deserves our continued

protection and preservation while still allowing for use of the facilities by the

general public.

While we understand the need for future research (both archeological and

anthropological), we would request that such sites be thoroughly researched before

allowing any digs etc. While we understand that SMSU in world renowned for their

discoveries at archeological digs, we would hate to see too much emphasis placed on
finding scientific materials that could turn the Battlefield into an artifacts "gold rush".

As for the special interest groups, while it is of importance for the cyclists and the

equestrian groups to continue their recreational pursuits, we continue to be concerned that

the Battlefield not become one that is "loved to death" as we have observed in other parts

ofthe country. Your approach so far has seemed to cast a balance in spite of the rumor

mills that produce garbage such as "they are going to take away our trails" etc. Bravo!

We have ancestors buried at both Shiloh and Pilot Knob and are concerned that the

Battlefield be used both to educate youth (in hopes such tragedy not be repeated) and

respect and honor be given those who gave their Uves here. Recreational use is a

secondary consequence of the Wilson Creek's existence and should be limited if

necessary to preserve the integrity and honor of the Battlefield. Use of the Wilson Creek

Battlefield for recreation is a privilege and we suggest that the offer of the special interest

groups expressed at last nights meeting be accepted and the volunteer help put to use to

preserve the Battlefield for all.

Most sincerely,

LAy^'^tMAU^-

George R. Dunakjn Jr.

P.O. Box 1731
SDibiofield. /V|0 65801-1731
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Superintendent Richard Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

Republic, Missouri 65738-9514

Dear Richard:

Thank you for the opportunity to review your proposed General Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement for Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. I am very impressed

with the quality and depth of the preparation of the report and the conclusions reached as a

result.

Thank you for the opportunity to review. Best wishes in your continued development of this

particular project.

Sincerely,

'cL
mst, Ed.D.

f)erintendent

Kraft Administrative Center
940 North Jefferson ~ Springfield Missouri 65802-3790 ~ Telephone 417/864-3841
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Richard Lusardi, Superintendent

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 W. Farm Rd 182

Republic, Mo 65738

August 7, 2002

Dear Mr Lusardi

:

I'm sending this letter in regards to the future planning for Wilson's Creek. I was unable

to attend the 8/6 public meeting, so I am sending this letter. I live in Battlefield and

frequently jog and cycle at Wilson's Creek. I have read in the newspaper that possible

future plans for the park include restricting recreational activities. I am a registered nurse

and work as the Clinical Coordinator of Disease Management at St. John's Health

System. As I see health problems such as diabetes and obesity increasing in Springfield,

I am dismayed to see plans being considered to restrict exercise at a federal park.

Some of the enjoyments of allowing recreational activities at the battlefield are:

• Allow people of all ages that normally would not visit the park a chance to learn the

history of our nation.

• Encourages people to exercise by providing a beautiful, safe setting (thereby helping

to avoid the chronic diseases that plague our area).

• Encourages family time

Please consider the needs of people that pay tax dollars to maintain this park. The

advantages far outweigh any disadvantages that may be encountered. Please maintain

this park so it may be enjoyed to the fullest!

!

Sincere IV,

Susan Grogan

(P^0^PO^
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Buy more land now. It's better to do that now, than
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So the cities surround the park in 75 years,
Central Park in New York?

Ever see

The park will show servel things. The CW battle field
as it was. And what the area looked like before it
became a Metro Plex. A place to get away from the
city, have a picnic, ride a bike or a horse.

The park is here to stay, but you need to plan now for
more land. Keep major roads out of the area,
bussiness from growing and runing the battle field
view.

As a CW Reenactor I fought at Wilson's Creek, twice.
I like what I saw. Keep it the way it is!

Jeff Guernsey
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Just read in the Kirksville Daily Express [Reput>lic, Mo. (AP)]. that the National Pari( Service are

considering three options on the future of the Wilson's Creek national Battlefield, and the options are:

(1 ) Leave things as they are; (2) Restore the scene as it was during the Civil \A^r; and (3) Turn the

memorial into a regional research center, etc.

My wife and I visited the akx>ve battle field around the turn of the year (2001/2002) and we enjoyed
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considered by the NFS. And, I believe it would draw much local and State wide support.
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Southwest Missouri StateUNIVERSITY

July 18,2002

Richard A. Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 W. Farm Road 182

Republic, MO 65738-9514

Dear Mr. Lusardi:

It gives me great pleasure to acknowledge your recent gift of one copy ofrfee^^ilson's Creek

National Battlefield Draft General Management Plan Environment Impact Statement to add to

our Collections. Your thoughtftil contribution to our Libraries is truly appreciated.

I am ftirther pleased to recognize you as a member of the Friends of the Libraries organization

with all membership benefits, including library borrowing privileges. You may pick up your

identification card in the administrative office on the third floor of the Meyer Library and

Information Center between 8-5 Monday-Friday. Please bring a photo identification with you to

pick up your Friends' card.

Thank you once again for your generous interest and gift. Please feel free to contact me at 836-

4525 if you have questions, comments or suggestions.

Sincerely,

/UMco

—

/^-^^-^^

Kaien Homy ^
Dean of Library Services

ab

Duane G. Meyer Library & Information Center

901 South National Avenue Springfield. Missouri 65804-0095 (417)836-4525 Fax:(417)836-4764 TDD; (41 7) 836-6794

® Printed on recycled paper Please recycle
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Mr. d Mrs. Terry Hutton

807 S. WellerAve.

Springfield. MO 65802
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BillKary
Bill Kary

5380 West Farm Road 190

Brooldine,M065619

U.S.A.

Phone 417-889-6440

August 20, 2002

To Whom it May Concern,

This letter is in regard to Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Park plan options. My family and I own and rent

several hundred acres on the East and South side of Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Park. We support alternate

plan B as it is the best plan for the future ofthe park. As rapid population growth continues around the park we
strongly support land and easement acquisitions.

Sincerely,

/~^^^lAJ^

Bill Kary, family and associates
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janetlinhart@att.net To: WICR_Superintendent@nps.gov

07/21/2002 03:20 PM _ . . ^- ,,,., . _ .

'^ Subject: Wilsons Creek
GMT

Dear Superintendant Lusardi,

I wanted to send a late "thank you" for your
hospitality
on our tour to your park in the beginning of May. I

was
very impressed by the concern about heritage and
preservation that I found by you and your park, and
also
other CW sites in the Trans-Mississippi area.
Restoring
the park to a vegetative condition similar to the time
is wonderful to better help understand the battle.

I saw the concern about Wilson's Creek on Jerry
Russell's e-mail. The concerns voiced about keeping
people in the dark about plans didn't seem like
something you would do, based on what we had learned
by
meeting you on tour.

Keep up the good work! It is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Janet Linhart
CWRT of Chicago
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"Greg Mertz" To: <WICR_Superintendent@nps.gov>
<dings@worldnet.att. cc:

net> Subject: Fw: Wilsons Creek

07/23/2002 10:53 AM
EST

Original Message

From: Greg Mertz

To: wicrsuperintendentfSjnps gov

Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2002 10:49 AM
Subject: Fw: Wilsons Greek

Original Message

From: Greg Mertz

To: soverstreefg)springfi
.
gannett.com

Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2002 12:34 PM
Subject: Wilsons Creek

As a Wilsons creek park user for past 17 years walker, runner, cyclist.

The problems that are occuring seem to be between cyclists and walkers

and or runners caused by park rules that keep all of these people

confined in a single lane the size of a sidewalk, over the years there

have been several incidents where the cyclist not paying attention and
walker not paying attention have collided. Walkers, runners and slower

cyclist such as mom pop and the kids should be in this lane. These are

people traveling 2-10 mph. Recreational cyclist such as people training

for MS150, Most of these people are traveling on avg 15 to 23 mph. All

of the problems would be solved if the park would allow the faster cycling

group into the other lane. The same common sense rules that we use

outside the park should also be used inside the park. Walkers and
runners should always face on coming traffic, and cyclist should be in

the lane with vehicles not in the walking lane.

I haven't heard about any problems with runners at Wilsons however the

same sort of problems where occurred at the nature center after its

opening between runners and walkers and was resovled by a community

focus group by setting hours for runners.

Since 60% of the USA is now obese, And it appears that the majority of

park users are recreational. The park should be expanding recreational

activites instead limting them, Spend a portion of the 800k for future

recreational use

There are no bad people using the park, just people travling at different

speeds. We all drawn to the park by it's peace, beauty and safty or we
wouldn't drive from springfield to use it.
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COMMENT FORM
DRAFT GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT - WILSON'S CREEK NATIONAL BATTLEFIELD ^ ,

///
SUPT ,<<^ i

1 . What are the strengths of Alternative A?
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2. What would you suggest to improve Alternative A?
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3. What are the strengths of Alternative B?
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4. What would you suggest to improve Alternative B?
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MINE CREEK BATTLEFIELD FOUN]
816 EAST NATIONAL AVENU
FORT SCOTT, KANSAS 6670

July 9, 2002

Richard Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National BattleJBeld

6424 W. FR 182

Republic, MO 65738

Dear Richard:

Thank you for sending us the Environmental Impact Statement/General

Management Plan for Wilson's Creek Battlefield. I found it very interesting and

informative. I believe that option B has distinct advantages over the other options

and note that it is the preferred option in the document. Emphasizing the

Commemorative aspect of the battlefield coincides with the spirit and intent of the

preservation of any battlefield. Although the land itself is wildlife habitat and will

often have archeologically interesting sites, the reason to preserve a battlefield is to

commemorate the actions and sacrifices of the combatants. That should always be

considered as priority over other uses.

I have enjoyed the riding trail at Wilson's Creek and I feel that the recreational

activities such as biking and jogging are good ways to involve the local public in the

multi-use aspects of the battlefield. These activities, however, should never

supersede the interpretive focus of the Civil War battle fought on the land. Any
activity that significantly diminishes the experience of the visitor wishing to capture

the ambiance of the historic battlefield should be discouraged. Any conflict between

recreation and interpretation should favor interpretation.

I also enthusiastically agree with the attempt to return critical areas of the

battlefield back to the 1861 state - reconstructing historic roads, fence lines,

pastures, woodlots, and crops as is possible. Reducing the intrusive trees and
shrubbery is especially important, as much of the landscape has been overgrown

since the time of the battle.

I will be unable to attend the public meetings scheduled, but I do appreciate having

the opportunity to review the study and comment on it. Best wishes for the further

development of such a wonderful resource. I also feel that the addition of the

General Sweeney collection, rather than taking the chance that it would be broken

up, should be done if possible.

Sincerely,

John Spencer,
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Missouri Equine Council, Inc.

Post Office Box 681

Republic, MO 65738-0681

1-800-313-3327

Rec ® Wilson's Creek NB

AUG 2q 2002

August 20, 2002

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424W.fr 182

Republic, MO 65738

FAX; 417-732-1167

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement/General Management Plan

Dear Sir:

1) We challenge the classification of equestrians as non passive users: On page

27, equestrians are classified as non passive users while -walking, hiking and wildlife

viewing are classified as passive. There is no justification or scientific data offered for this

classification. We must assume that it is based on park service perceptions ofimpact and

the term non passive is synonymous with higher impact. We offer the following references

as rebuttal of this classification:

"In virtually every mixed use trail reference within the State of California and

nationally, the horse has been defined as a low, or lightweight impact user, even in the

most sensitive environments: the Natural Preserves.

Edgewood Park and Natural Preserve Master Plan Adopted May 1 997 (Parks and

Recreation Division San Mateo County) Pg. 11 B. Definitions 6. Definition ofLow-
Intensity Recreation Uses; "Define low-intensity recreation uses as passive recreation uses

that will not create a direct or cumulative adverse environmental impact. Such uses

include, but are not limited to, on-trail hiking, walking, jogging, horseback riding, nature

observation, education, docent-led group tours, and picnicking and camping,. .

" this is a

natural preserve of rare serpentine grassland that supports numerous threatened and

endangered species. Horses share the same trails as hikers. Bikes are not permitted.

The Mid-Peninsula Open Space District (MROSD) defines Trail Use Suitability to

include: Hiking, Running, Equestrian, and Bicycling throughout most of their 43,000 acres

ofNatural Preserves.
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Missouri Equine Council, Inc. /^I?-^C(
Post Office Box 681

' ^"
RepubUc, MO 65738-0681

1-800-313-3327

Santa Clara County Countywide Trafls Ma«s»fir Plan, 1995, "identifies hiking,

hoiseback riding, and bicycling trails" as lightweight use.

TheUSDA Region Five Shasta-Trinity Nation Forest Trail Procedure Guide builds

trails to include the horse as a lightweight user.

TheUS Forest Service/USDA Rod^ Mountain Region Guide for Mountain Trail

Pcvelooment builds trails for hikers, joggers, and equestrians, all considered lightweight,

low-impact users.

The California Trails Foundation uses the California Department ofParks and

Recreation Klamath District/North Coast Redwoods District Trail Manual . Section 1.4

Trail Standards for Class 1 Trails that states, " These trails include handicapped

accessible, equestrian, imeqjretive and hiking trails assigned a Class I point criteria value.

The State ofWashington Department ofNatural Resources' Recreation Trail

Maintenance produced in cooperation with the USDA and NPS designs trails for low-

impact users, including equestrians.

The Bay Area Ridge Trail creates a multi-use trail system around the San Francisco

Bay for hikers, biker^ joggess, and equestrians that are all considered lightweight users.

Since 1913, the Rocky Mountain National Park has included equestrians as low-impact

users. "
( Envirohorse, "Environmental Aspects ofHorses on Trails", Abstract,

www,califomiastatehorsemen.com/envirohorse)

21We chaBenge the implied impact of eqnestrians on wildlife. Implicit in your DBS is

the supposition that walking and hiking are less hann£jl to wildlife than horseJTack riding.

Bennet axKl Zueike (1999) conducted an extensive review ofthe e£Eects ofrecreation on
birds and concluded that disturbance has temporary effects on behavior and movement of

birds. Horses and n6as did not disturb birds, children and photographers wexe especially

disturbing, passing and stopping vehicles were less disturbing than human foot traffic.

(Bennett, KA and E. Zuelke. 1999. The efiects ofrecreation on birds: a literature review.

Delaware National Heritage Pnogram, Symyra, DE 1977.)
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Missouri Equine Council, Inc.

Post Office Box 681

Republic, MO 65738-0681

1-800-313-3327

"eOLiWjf;

3. We sppport increased
,
cfTort to improve the water quality ofWilson's Creek.

As noted on page 52^ W3son's Creek is a conduit for sewage efBuetit firom the city of
Springfield. We would cheer ifthe contaminated water signs became a part ofhistory and
not the present.

4. We challenpe the indosion ofOsage orange and honcv locust as invasive trees

of concem. On page 53, these trees are inchided in the discussion ofnon native, invasive

species such as inultifloia rose, Johnsongrass, etc. Older citizeais remember Osage orange

or hedge as always being present and used by the agricultural community for fence posts.

Personally, many ofus dislike honey locust or thorny locust and would be pleased to have

its thorny presence removed but. ..isn't it a native?

5. We snpport AltCTnative B with the exceptions and concerns noted above and
the nndcrstanding that there will be no immediate impact on eari<rtnp Ptfuestrinn

usage. As equestriansL, our mtotivation for trailriding is to be with nature and to

experience a sense ofconnection to our cultural and rural heritage. We appreciate the

Civil War history and can almost see the shadows ofsouthern troops wearily struggling up

the Wire Road. Granted, we find the history of the cavahy more exciting than that ofthe

infantry. Wilson's Creek Battlefield provides us with a sense oftimelessness, a respite

from the present into the tradition laden past. Thank you.

Home Address:

7873 Hwy O
Ash Grove, MO 65604

417-491-4603

Email: pntumbackcreek@.cs.com

Sincere

L. Gail Gartside

Chair, Trails Committee
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Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

I recently attended one of the pubHc meetings that were held on the General Management

Plan for the Battlefield. The meeting was informative. Everyone had the opportunity to

express their views. It was a good meeting.

I will not use the format on the handout which asked for comments on all three

ahematives. I am in agreement with alternative B so will limit my comments to that

alternative.

I live in Springfield and visit the Battlefield about 6 or 8 times a year. Sometime to view

the exhibits at the Visitor Center, sometime to attend one of the demonstrations, but

mostly to walk the trails or just sit on one of the benches. I find it to be a meaningfijl

experience every time I visit.

The most vocal group at the public meeting was the owner of horses. I would have

preferred that the use had not been established. Now that it is an established use, I do not

feel that it should be eliminated at this time. The plan calls for continued monitoring of all

uses. This is essential in the management of the area. If conflicts arise they can be dealt

with.

I would like to see two things receive a high priority in the management of the area. First

I would like to see a greater emphasis on interpretation. This would include Ranger led

hikes of the Battlefield on a regular basis. Some years back, programs were held at the

Visitor Center about the battle of Wilson's Creek or other Civil War related topics. It

would be good to see this type of program again being offered.

The second priority is the management of the vegetation. The Management Plan gives

good direction. Hopefially you will receive the fijnds to carry out this direction. The

prescribed burning plan currently in use appears to be effective.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to express my views.

Earl Niewald

5183 S.Clay

Springfield, Mo. 65810
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PLANS FOR USEANDRJTURB OF WILSON'S CW K BATTLEFIELD
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I am writing to urge you to maintain the accessibility of VWIson's Creek to those of us who value its

recreational use in addition to its history.
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As for historical re-enactments, I would ban them from the park. Let those who are still buried there

rest in peace. Let this area be a happy place and not an eternal barren graveyard with no lifB or trees.

Lynn OToole
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Joel Paddock

2840 Catalina Circle

Springfield, MO 65804

August 2, 2002

Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 1 82

Republic, MO 65738

Dear Superintendent Lusardi:

I recently became aware of several proposals for a new General Management Plan

for the Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. I have read summaries of the three proposals

on the Department of Interior website, and would like to express my support for

Alternative A (maintaining the existing management plan).

I have been fortunate enough to visit the vast majority of Civil War battlefields

(both national and state sites). I have also visited a number of Revolutionary War and

Seven Years (French and hidian) War sites in the United States and Canada. I rank

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield as one of the best historic sites I have visited. You
have done an outstanding job of educating people about the battle (i.e. a knowledgeable

and helpful staff, visitor center displays, tour road stops, trails to historically significant

sites) without destroying the essence of the place. While reading William Piston's recent

book on the battle (as well as Edwin Bearss's earlier work on Wilson's Creek), I was

struck by how vividly I could picture the events of the battle and where they took place

(despite the fact that the vegetation is now different than it was at the time of the battle).

I can think of only a few historic sites that capture that sense of place (and, as such, honor

the memory of the battle) as well as Wilson's Creek. You are to be congratulated for

your management of this resource. I would hesitate to significantly alter a management

plan (the fear of unintended consequences!) that I think has served this historic site very

well in the fifteen years I have been visiting it.

The two major threats I see to Wilson's Creek National Battlefield are suburban

sprawl (which has adversely affected places like Manassas Battlefield) and water

pollution on Wilson's Creek. Unfortunately, the National Park Service carmot directly

resolve these issues. You speak to the suburban sprawl issue in Alternative B (i.e. "seek

understanding and cooperation with landowners to encourage management of their lands

with park purposes"), which I support. I believe that Greene county (and Christian

County?)needs to address the issue of zoning to protect the rural nature of the lands

immediately surrounding the battlefield. h\ addition, the cities of Springfield and

Republic need to seriously address urban run-off, not only to protect Wilson's Creek but

also other water resources in the area.
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August 2, 2002

Page 2

I have two reservations with Alternatives B and C, which may or may not be

warranted (depending on how one interprets the proposals). My first potential concern is

with "rehabilitating" the historic character of various parts of the battlefield. If this

simply means managing invasive species (with the goats rather than herbicides) and

reestablishing historic traces, I have no problem with this option. However, I think this

alternative could be taken too far. The Canadian park service, for example, often

attempts to re-create historical sites (Louisburg in Nova Scotia and L'anse Aux Meadows
in Newfoundland come to mind), hi my mind they tend to create a "museum-type"

atmosphere that detracts fi^om that intangible sense ofplace that should be preserved at

historic sites. I cannot tell from reading the summaries of Alternatives B and C whether

you have that in mind for Wilson's Creek, but I do want to relay my concerns about

going too far in trying to recreate the exact conditions of August 10, 1861.

My second potential concern is with limiting visitor access and recreation

activities. If this means limiting large scale "events" (e.g. bike tours, races, etc) from the

battlefield, or preventing usages that damage the resource (e.g. bikes on trails or horses

on easily damaged trails) I have no problem with this option. However, preventing an

individual fi-om bicycling on the tour road, or walking, running, or riding a horse on most

of the trails seems to go too far. If anything, it seems that we should be encouraging

those alternative modes of transportation to the automobile. My most profound insights

into the nature of battlefields and historic sites (i.e. the lay of the land, major

geographical features, and the intangible sense of "hallowed ground") have come when I

have been on foot. I cannot tell fi"om reading the summary of Alternative B whether it

would prohibit bicycling, hiking, running, and horseback riding, but I do want to

emphasize my concern about eliminating such activities.

In summary, I want to again express my appreciation for the outstanding job you

do at managing Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. I believe that maintaining the

existing management plan (while continuing to develop the new library and addressing

the issues of suburban sprawl and water pollution) is the best course for achieving the

goals of protecting this valuable resource, honoring the memory of the battle, and

educating the public about the significance of the battle. Thank you for the opportunity

to comment on this plan.

Sincerely,

Chd y^ ^J^^ i^

Joel Paddock
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Southwest Missouri State
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20 August 2002

Richard A. Lusardi

Superintendent

Wilson's Creek National battlefield

426 W. Farm Road 182

RepubUc, MO 65738-9514

Dear Mr. Lusardi
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I am writing to comment on the Draft General Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement (GMP/EIS) currently in a sixty-day period ofpublic

review. The carefiil planning and thought that went into the development of all three

alternative plans under consideration impresses me. I am certain that regardless ofwhich

plan is adopted the staff at Wilson's Creek National Battlefield will continue to display

the dedication, courtesy, and professionalism that I have witnessed in my visits during

my fourteen years of residence in Missouri.

The Battlefield has rightly sought input fi-om a variety of sources. As co-author

of the most recent academic study of Wilson's Creek, and as the author or co-author of

eight articles that concern the battle directly or indirectly, I can speak with experience

eind enthusiasm regarding the Battlefield as a public resource of inestimable value.

Alternative A (No Action) provides for the continuation of the status quo. While

I have the highest praise for the Battlefield's current operations and level of historic

interpretation, it is no insult to past accomplishments when I say that I hope the

Battlefield can achieve even more in the fiiture.

Alternative C (Civil War Research Center) provides for maximum use of the

Battlefield's superb research facility, the John K, Hulston Library, to emphasize and

develop the role and place of Wilson's Creek in the Trans-Mississippi Theater of the

Civil War. This plan is very laudable, but I do not believe it makes the best possible use

of the Battlefield's resources.

Alternative B (Battlefield Commemoration) is the preferred alternative in the draft

GMP/EIS now under discussion. I endorse this preference for two reasons. First, it

utilizes the widest possible variety of the Battlefield's resources to communicate to

visitors the meaning and significance of Wilson's Creek. Second, the envisioned

rehabilitation of the landscape and the realignment ofpark trails to conform to historic

roads and traces provide for a dramatic increase of visitor appreciation while emphasizing
resources unique to Wilson's Creek. For both the historian and the average visitor there

is no substitute for viewing the actual ground of the battle. Wilson's Creek is extremely
fortunate to possess a landscape largely undisturbed since the battle. Changes in ground
cover since 1861, however, currently block crucial view sheds. Restoration of the

historic ground cover will greatly enhance interpretation. So too will the realignment of
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park trails to conform to historic roads and traces. In short. Plan B does the best possible

job ofpreserving unimpaired the natural and cultural resources of Wilson's Creek for the

enjoyment, education, and inspiration of current and future visitors.

Let me close by thanking all of those who prepared the draft GMP/EIS. I am
deeply impressed by the dedication and professionalism that Christopher Davis, Kate

Hammond, David Lee, Jefif Patrick, and Connie Slaughter brought to this process. In my
opinion, however, you, Gary Sullivan, and Thomas A. Thomas have made even greater

contributions, particularly by your ejBforts during public forums to present and explain the

GMP/EIS. Congratulations on a job well done.

Sincerely yours,

Uk^ Jidt 7'{^i^
William Garrett Piston

Professor & Graduate Director

\
Department of History

901 South National Avenue Spnngfieid, Missouri 65804-0089 (417)836-5511 TDD: 800-735-2966 Fax:(417)836-5523

® Printed on recycled paper . Please recycle
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ALBERT MAGNU
July 10, 2002

Richard A. Lusardi, Superintendent

Wilson's Creek National Batdefield

6424W Farm Road 182

RepubHc,MO 738-9514

Dear Dick,

My apologies for not expressing an opinion on the three alternatives

present in the management plan for Wilson's Creek Park.

Because the batde was important in our family history, on their

behalf I would very much want the terrain to be restored as close as

possible and kept in its 1861 condition. This would lead us to choose

Alternate C.

It is confusing to us that apparendy C does not specify the extent of

public access and educational tours that are contemplated. You state

Alternate B is for the "core mission - - visitor experience" and make C
look like only site integrity and research are considered. Why not a

supervised and integrated mixture of both objectives?

Cordkllyr^.

Albert M. Price

3610 BUTTONWOOD DRIVE • SUITE 200
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 652 01

PHONE; 573 886-8944 • FAX: 573 886-8955
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M PROSTHETICS & ORTHOTICS

Hanger

August 5, 20'

Wilson Creek Battlefield:

We are avid park users and have been since 1990. Avid includes a yearly season pass,

traditional Thanksgiving walks and Christmas Eve plus weekly usage of two to three times per

week to walk, jog and sometimes bike. Recently after 12 years of usage, we were reminded by

a ranger that the loop is a one-way direction for bikers. This is after 12 years of waving to

rangers on weekends and weeknights while sometimes going the opposite way on a bike. I am
thankful for the rangers' concern and the fact that someone is making sure the park is a safe,

enjoyable experience. However, now that the park is open to input for future concerns of usage,

I would like to offer some from an observational standpoint.

If the one-way direction is to be enforced, it should apply to bikers, walkers and joggers

alike. If this becomes the rule, then all users should be instructed that they must be able to

complete a five-mile jog, walk or bike ride before starting on the tour. This will protect young

and old alike.

This then would/should apply to trails as some access points require reverse direction

returns to the start. Since all this is absolutely unrealistic, bidirectional use should be considered

on all passageways except for motorized vehicles. I believe the real issue is the non-enforcement

of road racing bikes. These are the users that regularly exceed the speed limit, run time trials and

are the greatest threat to walkers, joggers and recreational bikers, particularly at the crests of hills.

There has been little attempt that I have been aware of or witnessed to curtail the use of the park

as a training ground for sporting activity that puts general users at risk (it can't be for revenue

purposes as they mostly use it after 5 p.m.).

I am curious and concerned and would like a response at your convenience.

Thank you,/

Tom Quesenberry, C.P.

TQ/MT79

\i

A Family of Companies Established in isei

3617 SOUTH AVENUE • SPRINGFIELD, MO 65807 • Phone 417.883.5522 . Fax 417.883.2987
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Reynolds, Gold & GrosserJp.c

KE^fNETH P. REYNOLDS
JON M. GOLD

ROBERT A. GROSSER*
SAM M. CORING

DARRYL K. GARNER
LISA D'ALESIO

DERRICK R. WILLIAMS**

OF COUNSEL
STACEY A. STENGER
JOHN C. BANNING
•ALSO LICENSED IN KANSAS

"ALSO LICENSED IN ILLINOIS

AND NEW YORK

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

1240 EAST INDEPENDENCE,
SUITE 200

SPRJNGFIELD, MISSOURI 65804

TELEPHONE (417) 864-4700

FACSIMILE (417) 864-4774

July 22, 2002

H) IT /'T^ri i>t ^rrrr-

'iS,;-, -lELEPHONfe (4 1 M 6.J6-()g!F

JH-^i-AcAlMILL (41 )) 624-0777

CAPE GIRARDEAU OFFICE

TELEPHONE (573) 332-1888

FACSIMILE (573) 332-8554

Richard A. Lusardi

Superintendent

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

Republic, Missouri 65738-9514

Re: Proposed Management Plans for Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

Dear Mr. Lusardi:

I recently received the Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Environmental Impact Statement.

Your letter accompanying the packet, dated June 13, 2002, requested input from neighbors of the

park.

After reviewing the document thoroughly, I prefer alternative B, that Wilson's Creek

Battlefield focus its efforts to honor the memory of the battlefield of Wilson's Creek through the

interpretive and educational experiences that inform visitors of the special nature of the Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield. Although alternative C also seems quite important, still, of the 3

altematives, I would prefer that alternative B be implemented.

Thank you for taking the time to send this information to the neighbors of the park.

Cordi

Kenneth P. Reynolds

KPR/ejp
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"Jerry L. Russeri" To: WICR_Superintendent@nps.gov
<jlrusseil@aristotle.n cc:

et> Subject: Wilson's Creek Battlefield draft

09/09/2002 05:28 PM
"^9"^"* P'^" comments

EST

Supt Sorry for the delay.

Please accept the following comments on the Draft
Management Plan.

I strongly support the "reflective and contemplative"
experience. This is
why the Civil War battlefields were established by
Congress--to commemorate
the battle and honor the soldiers. To try to do
*more* with these
battlefields, including Wilson's Creek, is to violate
the intent and spirit
of the Congressional action establishing them.

I also support the option of working out some terms
agreeable to both sides
to acquire the Sweeney Collection. I understand that
Dr. Tom Sweeney is
amenable to cooperating in efforts to preserve this
collection, which is
the premier collection of Trans-Mississippi artifacts,
and the Park Service
has the proven capability to display and interpret
these artifacts in the
context of the Battle of Wilson's Creek.

As you probably know, I have been involved for years
in efforts to preserve
and protect the Wilson's Creek Battlefield--against
radio towers, against
recreational use, and for the commemoration and
interpretation of the
battlefield and the soldiers who fought there.

I commend you and your team on the excellence of this
Draft Management
Plan, and offer my continuing assistance in any
efforts required to make
this DMP a reality.

Sincerely,

Jerry L. Russell
Chairman, Civil War Round Table Associates
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Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 W. Farm Road 182

Republic, MO 65738

John Rutherford

1329 S. Meadowview Avenue

Springfield, MO 65804

19 August 2002

Dear Superintendent Lusardi,

I have read with interest the articles about Wilson's Creek Battlefield, which

appeared in the Springfield News-Leader during the months of July and August 2002. As
a leader ofthe Civil War Round Table ofthe Ozarics, an organization dedicated to

preservation of Civil War history and historical sites, I have decided to supply comments

about long-term park management planning during the battlefield's open review period.

For the mission ofthe park, one must look to the name of the site, Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield. The site's boundaries were set aside for its historical affiliation with

the American Civil War. Sarah Overstreet's Column on July 9, 2002, hinted that a

reversal of policy seemed to be in the works, resulting in a plan that might be detrimental

to the population ofGreene County. I disagree most heartily, for an extensive vegetation

management and safety plan has never been officially incorporated into the Wilson's

Creek Battlefield annual budget. For those who express concerns about the renewed

emphasis on historicity and the potential loss of recreational opportunities at the site, I

wish to see a ftiture Wilson's Creek Battlefield where the trails and roads within the

historic site's boundaries will continue to be enjoyed by recreational walkers, joggers,

bicyclists, and horse riders as well. I believe, as do many members ofthe Civil War
Round Table ofthe Ozarks, that a management plan must be put in motion to assure that

the resources currently available at the battlefield will be enjoyed by local residents and

tourists who visit the battlefield in the distant future.

In terms of historical setting, aerial photographs ofthe battlefield circa 1960

provide evidence that very few trees were on the land at all, and the 1960 environment

more closely matched written descriptions of Wilson Creek's nearly treeless prairie

during the Civil War. Over the last forty years, however, a dense tree growth has

sprouted everywhere, and unsupervised, it has transformed the land into a forest where

long-distance views of key battlefield actions are impossible. It is now time to take

management of our site of national historic significance more seriously, and plan for the

fiiture.

In my opinion, a packed house and parking lot at the Wilson's Creek Battlefield

Visitor Center on August 6, 2002, demonstrated what future Wilson's Creek Battlefield

staffmay encounter as Greene County continues its rapid growth patterns. Since 1960,

when the battlefield first opened, Greene County has increased in population fi^om

126,276 to 240,391 in 2000. Springfield has increased fi-om 95,865 in 1960 to 151,580 in

2000. Even more enlightening is the increase in Republic fi-om 1519 in 1960 to 8438 in

the year 2000. These are alarming growth rates, and it is reasonable to assume that the

battlefield boundaries will be surrounded by the City ofRepublic in 2020. I wonder what
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might happen should a parking lot be filled with eager joggers and bicyclists every

evening twenty years from now? Visions of graffiti on Grant's Tomb in recent years is

one example ofwhat could happen without implementation of management. Without

planned and budgeted resource management and planning for additional staff, the

prospects for increasingly high numbers of injury incidents will be much higher, and so

will damage the battlefield.

As noted in the public review document three long-term planning options are

under consideration for the battlefield. Plan A would continue to limit vegetation

management and further impair the historic importance ofthe site fi^om being

emphasized. Plan B combines the current themes of history, the use of trails, and

protection for areas where little knov^ni endangered plants exist. Plan C calls for a heavy

emphasis on historical purposes with increased restrictions. After consultation with the

battlefield staff, our organization prefers Plan B.

In addition, I would like to provide a suggestion or two, which might assist the

park in providing long-term service to non-history recreation-minded people of our local

community. I personally prefer to see a ring oftrees remain around the Wilson Creek

Battlefield boundaries to blot out any future urban development. At the same time,

within the tree rings park staff might create a series of special use roads for bicyclists,

walkers, joggers, and trails for horse riders. These roads and trails would be viable in

locations where relatively low military activity took place during the August 10, 1861,

battle.

I also believe that increased interpretation of history will improve with the

elimination ofmany new trees, which had been allowed to grow over the last forty years.

For instance, telegraph poles might be raised along the 'Wire Road" as an orientation

point for all who are searching for the proximity ofthe famed road. A telegraphic history

exhibit might also be created and displayed in the visitor center as an extra tool to

improve the understanding that telegraphic communication only arrived in Greene

County in April 1860. More signs marking key points of action on the grounds might

also be helpfiil to touring historians and their understanding ofthe battle.

In closing, I strongly support the Wilson's Creek Battlefield's original mission.

As for planning for the future, I urge the implementation of Plan B as first choice with

Plan A as second choice, and Plan C as third choice.

Thank you for your attention to this letter.

John C. Rutherford, President

Civil War Round Table ofthe Ozarks

1329 S. Meadowview Avenue

Springfield, MO 65804

417-890-5893
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To Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Management Team,
|
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l&M
FILE

We have serious concerns with the land-use restraints that the government

management plan's vague goals could potentially place on surrounding private property

owners. We feel that pages 110 to 1 14 should be deleted.

It's our position that landowners with property near the park have the right to

determine what is and is not done with their property. While we recognize that there

will always be some government regulations with which we must comply at the same

time, it only makes sense that since we have the primary responsibility managing and

taking care of the property, we ought to have primary role in determining what is done

with property.

Our major concern is with the creation of a Historic Zoning District that intrusively

regulates the number, types, and sizes of houses built near the park. We believe that the

placement, height, color, etc. of any structures we build on our property are things that

we have the right to determine.

It is also our position that no property owner should be forced to sell their property to

the park. The Landowner should have the option to sell or keep their property as they see

fit.

Landowners, -

and Janet Sanders
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Superintendent Richard Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Park

Republic, Missouri.

August 19, 2002

Dear Superintendent Lusardi,
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Thank you for recognizing me & giving me the opportunity to speak at the recent public hearing / meeting

on the Wilson's Creek Nat. Battlefield Park draft General Management Plan. I would like to take this

opportunity to share my thoughts and observations with you in writing on the meeting and draft General

Management Plan itself.

1. Meeting:

The meeting itselfwas very professionally conducted by yourself, Chief Gary Sullivan and Dr.

Tom Thomas of the NPS Denver Service Center. As the moderator, your task was complicated by the

hostile attitude of a number of citizens who are advocates of the continuation ofbicycle and horseback

riding within Wilson's Creek Nat. Bat. Park. However, your ability & patience to listen to and answer the

repetitive questions over and over again without losing your patience was quite remarkable and is

something which I could not have done.

I wish that more of the preservationists would have spoken out, but to do so when you are in the

minority and especially are fi^om the same commimity as those who are opposed to one's point ofview is a

very difficult thing to do. I believe that Mr. Beckner's and my comments were not well received by those

individuals who are in fiavor of and being able to continue to ride horses and bicycles in the Park. It is my
opinion that they believe that Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Park is also a RECREATION AREA
which IT IS NOT. Some of the proponents of this demonstrated their own ignorance of the contents of the

Draft General Management Plan because their comments indicated that they had not taken the time to

READ the Plan before commenting on it. Unfortunately, they ai^jeared to have their minds made up that

the National Park Service is going to eliminate both bicycle and horseback riding from the Park BEFORE
THEY CAME TO THE MEETING and absolutely nothing was or could be said to change their opinion.

n. Draft General Management Plan.

General Comments: I have read and discussed the subject draft plan several times and trust that

the following comments will be of assistance. It is a very well prepared document and I believe that

Alternative B should be the selected and implemented alternative. Alternative B is the only practical and

future choice of action that will PRESERVE AND PROTECT Wilson's Creek National BatUefield Park

form the urban encroachment that is rapidly advancing on the park from all directions.

One thing that disturbs me very much is that the advocates of bicycle and horseback riding

believe that it is their RIGHT to pursue their form of recreation in the Park. It is not a RIGHT. IT is a

PRIVILEGE that has been allowed by the National Park Service. I wish these privileges had never been

granted or allowed, but they have and the Draft General Management Plan offers the best solution to a bad

sit\iation. Both the natural and cultural resources of the Park must be preserved and protected and if either

of these activities have a negative impact or become an impairment to the resources, the activities must be

limited and re-evaluated. This is what I believe the DGMP states. No where can I find anything which

states that bicycle or horseback riding will be eliminated. If limited use means, & I believe it does, that if

the numbers of either activity becomes to large and they have a negative impact on the resources then the

numbers of riders may have to be reduced or become more controlled then they are now.

As a walker, not a jogger, I have a suggestion to slow down the Speed Bicycle Riders. At

strategic locations (say at the bottom of or start of the hills) on the bicycle /jogging / walking lane of the

Vehicular Tour Route install a number of asphalt SPEED BUMPS. Of course they would soon know the

locations, but they the bumps would probably slow the racers down. If they were installed, I would expect
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that there would have to be a sign warning the bikers of the bumps exsistence.

Recreational Use of the Battlefield:

Any recreational use of WICR should be extremely limited controlled and monitored bv

the MPS. Please do not open the door any wider & allow for expanded recreational use of the battlefield.

WICR is a NATIONAL BATTLEFIELD PARK, not a National Recreation Area. I know the NPS belieyes

this & is managing WICR accordingly. However, the majority of the citizens attending the Draft GMP
Public Meetings were local, vocal & believe that WICR is their own PERSONEL RECREATION AREA.
Alternative B addresses this well, however I believe that a stronger statement should be included that states

something similar to the following:

" If any form of continuous recreational use of Wilson's Creek

National Battlefield is detrimental, severely impacts or has the potential to destroy any of the Park's

Cultural or Natural Resources the specific recreational use shall be eliminated in or prohibited from the

Park"

Strengths of the Draft GMP:

Cultural Landscape Management : Believe that the map on page 35 best illustrates an accurate

reflection of Alternative B as the best reasonable & prudent alternative.

Archival/ Museum Collections: Acquisition of the Sweeney Archives & Collections are

absolutely essential to enhance the interpretation and visitor experience of the visitors who visit WICR.
I trust & hope that the ENTIRE collection & archive is acquired because the totality ofboth provide the

best contextual understanding of the Civil War in the Trans-Mississij^i Theatre of Operations.

Visitor Experience & Interpretation: Alternative B provides for the most extensive restoration /

rehabilitation of the majority of the significant areas of the Battlefield to it's historic 1861 appearance. This

is the BEST way to preserve, commemorate and provide the opportunity for the visitors to understand the

Battle of Wilson's Creek.

Major Weakness of the Draft GMP:

Acquisition of Significant Lands: The absence of a more specific or aggressive land acquisition

policy, I believe, will inhibit or prohibit the preservation of the significant identified portions of the

battlefield that are included in the map on Page 10.

I suggest that a statement should be included that would suggest that the Wilson's Creek

Battlefield Foundation could be used as a vehicle to secure Scenic Easements and or Legal Agreements

with the current property owners in which the said foundation would be given the "1^ Option to Buy" or

the "1^* Right of Refusal" any significant tract of identified land This would allow WICR time to request

and receive authorized fimds to purchase the land. Also, it would provide time for the necessary Federal

Congressional Boundary Expansion Authorization to be secured

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the public hearings and provide written comments on the

WICR Draft GMP. If I or the Mine Creek Battlefield Foundation may be of any assistance in the fiiture

please do not hesitate to ask.

Sincerely Yours

Arnold W. Schofield

Director Mine Creek Battlefield Foundation.
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Mr. Richard Lusardi, Superintendent

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

Republic, MO. 65738

Dear Mr. Lusardi;

I appreciate the opportunity to present feedback on the Management Plan

Alternatives being considered for Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. My hope is

that my input will be considered. My fear is that mindsets are established and

decisions made.

My husband and I come to the battlefield on a weekly basis. Although our

primary utilization is recreational, we also have a respect for and appreciation of

the history of the battlefield. In fact, my great great uncles fought in the battle at

Wilson's Creek on August 1 0, 1 861 . We purchase an annual pass and it is a

privilege and a pleasure for us to cycle on the tour road. We quietly hde in the

area, enjoying the beauty and appreciating the historical knowledge of what

happened 141 years ago. It is especially meaningful knowing that I have

relatives who were on this very ground.

My fear is that my input will not be considered since a mindset is established.

Attending the public forums and reading the Management Plans/Alternatives has

not allayed that fear. At the public meetings, I heard most being closed minded
and defending their own personal interests (from the equestrians' "Make sure

when you spend the money on the another parking lot, it's what we want" to the

Civil War enthusiasts' "It's a battlefield, not a bicycle path" to your staff (the

woman with short gray hair in her frustrated and pedantic tone) "You can't please

all the people all the time"). At the meeting, you kept stating "Read the

Management Plan."

Unfortunately, my fear has only been heightened after reading the plan. In the

Preferred Alternative I read a mindset that the park mission and visitor

experience may only be maintained through eventually excluding many
recreational uses. It is this exclusion and what I perceive as manipulation of

numbers to justify getting rid of the recreational uses that concern me. I believe,

after reading the plan, that the decision has been made that (I paraphrase from

the report, page 21 ) increasing use of the park for recreation infringes upon the

ability of Civil War enthusiasts, school groups, and other visitors to experience

and appreciate the park's significance. Although it is clearly stated in other
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parts of the plan's research that there is NOT a conflict in use between the core

mission and recreational uses and that the park's carrying capacity is under

utilized (pages 8 and 49), the preferred alternative distinctly allows park staff to

limit recreational use.

To alleviate the fear I have that exclusion for the benefit of a few with stringent

views will rule, there must be clarification. When your staff enforces that

limitation, how will the decision be made that I will not be allowed to cycle in the

park? Will one man's complaint that "It is a battlefield, not a bicycle path" and

that I interfere with his ability to experience the park prompt that decision? I

understand the core mission. I have relatives who fought at the site. I cycle at

the site rather than reenact. Is it fair to exclude the usage of the park for

recreation when it is not interfering with the core mission (except in the minds of

a few radical, self-centered people who believe that the park may only be
enjoyed in one way?) Continuing in that limited train of thought, to take the park

back to its 1861 state, you'll also have to exclude vehicles, remove power lines,

close 72. so you can't hear traffic, shield the view of the power plant from Bloody

Hill, and restrict flight patterns. Rather than exclusion, in fairness, there should

be compromise.

I'm also afraid that numbers are being manipulated to support aspects of the

Preferred Alternative and to support limiting recreational uses quickly. If fear,

uncertainty and doubt are planted, a solution to limit recreational uses seems
reasonable. Yes, Springfield is growing and the population base is projected to

grow by 65,000 in a metro area that includes a 40-mile radius in the next 20
years. But, assuming you're going to have huge numbers flooding the park is a
"Chicken Little" approach. The numbers work out to 3000 people a year moving
into a 40-mile radius. At current usage levels, the report supports that there is

under utilization, as does my own experience. I've been on the battlefield tour

road for two hours a minimum of two times a week for the past two years. Never
in that time have I seen the road congested, the interpretive areas on the tour

road crowded, or the parking spaces full in any part of the facility. A Springfield

News Leader article about the 141^ anniversary stated that there were 440
people in the park that day, about "twice the number for a usual Saturday." At

220 average for a 12 hour day, that's less than 20 people per hour in the park.

Congested? Hardly.

From being in the park consistently, I agree that recreational usage should be
managed. However, the key is "managed"—not excluded. I am more than

willing to follow rules to keep my privileges. Again, though, the fear factor

prevails. I have felt the level of hysteria about recreational usage escalate since

there was a bicycle/pedestrian accident last year. What I see in the park weekly
is a complete lack of managing the recreational traffic on the tour road. It is not

surprising there was an accident since everything goes and there are no real

rules or enforcement. My hope is that the hysteria following this accident will not

mean excluding recreation as a solution. Rather, solutions in managing the flow
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of recreational traffic would eliminate the problem and allow all to continue to

enjoy the beautiful, historical area. The Management Report referred to a

Transportation study. I would be very interested in having access to that report.

Common sense tells one that the solution is to simply follow the rules of the road

that apply outside the park. Put walkers on the roadway's left, walking opposite

and facing traffic; put cyclists into the traffic lane with auto traffic and obeying the

rules of the road. For the very few times when an auto comes up behind a

cyclist, the auto should wait to pass when the road is clear. Require walkers and
cyclists to go single file. In addition, change the access gate to require those

entering the park to go through (and not around) the gate. Increase fees for

recreational users if necessary to help pay for the enforcement of rules. If we
want to continue to enjoy the park, we should have to abide by usage rules and
we should be willing to pay for the ability. And, certainly, it is agreed that the

park is not a place for organized athletic events.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my views. I wish the best for Wilson's

Creek Battlefield. I hope to be able to continue to enjoy the park and its historical

significance rather than being excluded. I am willing to compromise and hope
that others are as well.

Very truly yours,

^IUm/h (iMJko
Sharon Walker

cc: Fran P. Mainella

Director, National Park Service

1 849 C Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20240
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Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

Republic, MO 65738

Dear Superintendent,

7-30-02

I would like to express to you my thoughts and concerns as they relate to the "Draft General Management
Plan Environmental Impact Statement May 2002". First of all, I want you to know that the five years I

spent as a Seasonal Ranger at Wilson's Creek were some ofthe most rewarding and meaningfial years in

my life. I am grateful for the many fiiendships that were developed while at the Battlefield and the support

that Wilson's Creek has given me through the years. My employment had ended before you became

Superintendent so my thoughts are obviously directed to an earlier time, but I feel they are still pertinent

today.

After reading through the lengthy, and I'm sure very expensive, government document I would lend my
support to " Alternative B". This plan makes the bold statement about " communicating to the public the

meaning and significance ofthe park's history and resources". My question to you, sir, and the Park

Service is: "Do you really mean this, or is this just a mandatory statement? Of course you have top on the

list " honor the memory ofthe Battle of Wilson's Creek", but is this concern truly you're top priority and

mission?

While at Wilson's Creek I became good fi^iends with staff members fi^om across the board and I respect the

significance and quahty ofthe work they do, but at times and in some places, not all things are equal.

When I worked at Wilson's Creek I would always say " The most important thing of all is Mom and Dad,

Grandma and Grandpa and the kids walking up the walk". I felt so fortunate to have the privilege of

working at such a site knowing that there were those that would give almost anything to have that

opportunity. Those who come to visit the Battlefield are human beings, not numbers on a counter. Many
have difficult lives where they work hard at jobs that are often boring and monotonous. It is an honor that

these citizens take the time, some coming great distances, to visit the Battlefield. These folks don't come to

Southwest Missouri to visit a "Resource", they come, in some cases, to visit a shrine, to visit sacred

ground.

It has been my experience that with the exception of one day a year, the Park Service has been inadequate

in portraying to the public the memorial traditions ofthe Battlefield. If in fact new interpretive displays,

new trails and extended battlefield areas are made accessible to the public, this action alone will not make

the difference. Until there is a major change in attitude and conunitment by park management and on the

regional and national levels, Wilson's Creek will simply continue to be viewed as another "resource" ofthe

Park Service - nothing more and nothing less, and what a shame that would be. Preliminary work on the

present "Management Plan" started around the time I left Wilson's Creek. My concern about this plan is

that after years of meetings where well- paid upper level Park Service personnel have produced this

document, the plan will get the stamp of approval, without fimding, and will simply end up on the shelf in

the new library next to other such documents. If this happens, those that produced the document may use it

as a justification for the salanes they have received, but at what cost? Should this be the case, the tragedy

would be that of years wasted and money that could have been spent on needed visitor services lost..

When I first went to work at Wilson's Creek I received a letter stating that the Interpretive Park Rangers

were the "fi-ont line", those most important because ofthe service they provide to the public. This is true,

but unfortunately for a number of years, the Interpretive Division was ignored by Park and Regional
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Management. For too many years Wilson's Creek had become a microcosm of the greater National Park

Service. Wilson's Creek was a praine restoration area, a wildlife preserve, and a protected area for

endangered plant and animal life. Wilson's Creek was a recreational area for organized trail rides or a

place where people came to get m shape. Wilson's Creek was even the place where bicycle clubs came for

speed tune trials. Wilson's Creek had become whatever each entity wanted it to become with "the sacred

soil of Missouri", the battlefield, as an aside. There was little on the property to remind people where they

were, and as a result, the memorial and commemorative nature ofthe area was, for the most part, lost to

the various special interest groups.

When I first went to Wilson's Creek there was a fiill and effective contingent of Interpretive Park Rangers.

By the time I left, there was a small skeletal crew barely able to take care of basic needs. While the

Interpretive Ranger Division shrank, so did its influence. Because ofthe potential harm to the "resource",

interpretive activities were restncted almost exclusively to stop five. Coveted positions for employment

went to other divisions or where regional office manipulations deprived worthy people of fair consideration.

Sadly, the "fi^ont Line" personnel found themselves at the back ofthe line, and ultimately the losers in all

this was the American people.

I realize, Mr Lusardi, that you have made an attempt to restore some sense ofproper perspective to the

battlefield. Opening up areas at Bloody Hill has received a positive reaction fi-om the public, and if much
of the proposals in "Alternative B" can come about, then maybe the battlefield can become the memorial it

was meant to be. All the site improvements, though, can never take the place ofthe insight and personal

interaction of one human being to another. An inspired interpretive staff can make the difference between a

visit and a visit well remembered. It has been proposed that the visitor who comes to the Battlefield for the

purpose of learning about the battle will receive top priority over those visitors who come for other reasons.

It's hard to imagine that the Park Service would get itself into such a confused situation that it would have

to state that which should be the obvious. It will take a considerable amount of courage on the part of

Park management to meet the goals stated in"Alternative B". As I stated earher, not all things are equal,

and to achieve the goals you are hoping for will require a clear set of priorities. If the battlefield visitor is

to receive top priority, then the Interpretive Ranger , Visitors Center Services and Maintenance Divisions

by necessity will require priority status.

You know as well as I do that, stated goals aside, in the end what happens at the battlefield will depend on

who has the power, influence and funding. The interests ofthe last superintendent evolved around the

natural aspects ofthe property. Prairie restoration, and the protection ofthe Missouri Bladderpod were a

top concern. As a result of this, some areas directly related to the 1861 Battle became restricted areas,

denying access to the very public the Battlefield was established to serve. If I remember correctly, there

may have been a move at one time to deny access to the Lyon Marker entirely. The people that erected the

Lyon Monument were part of a larger group of area citizens, who banded together with great deterrmnation

to make Wilson's Creek National Battlefield a reaUty. It would be unconscionable to thmk that m time

different government entities with cross purposes would have turf wars over who would be allowed to visit

the monument they erected. I believe that protecting native plants and animals is a good thing. The people

who do this work are dedicated and believe in what their doing, but I think that it's time for prionties to be

established that clearly define Wilson's Creek as a National Battlefield Memorial.

The present recommendations appear to make an attempt to strike a balance between interpretive and

environmental concerns Praine restoration is fine, but if it hinders and becomes an impedunent to the

visitors expenence on the battlefield, then restoration should be limited. It is stated in the proposal to

recreate the 1 861 environment that existed at the time of the battle. Ifthere is a serious effort to

accomplish this goal, than it could benefit the visitors experience, but my concern is that the effort is really
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directed to create a pre-settlement environment. Considering the number of farms with their free ranging

stock and with the thousands ofmen and horses in the area on the morning ofthe battle it is unlikely that

the environment proposed and established sense 1987 on Bloody Hill is accurate. I've always been

suspicious about the true intentions ofthe prairie restoration on Bloody Hill. Bloody Hill is a prime

example of where the desires and interests of some in the Park Service collide with the needs ofthe public

and in this case, the public lost. Until recently when part ofthe area was opened up. Bloody Hill, the most

important area on the battlefield, was a nightmare to interpret, and with eight- foot blue -stem grasses an

utter confiision for the visitor.

One year, after a controlled bum on Bloody Hill, park staff and volunteers walked the area. Under the

seemingly flat sea of grasses is a broken rocky hillside separated by a number of depressions and ravines.

For me it was the first time that I could really get a feel for the place, for the first time it made sense to me.

New interpretive trails as planed with less intrusive grasses and a thinning out ofthe tree line between the

crest of Bloody Hill and Price's Headquarters would make the place come alive for the visitor. A restored

Edwards' cabin along with a reworked Bloody Hill battlefield area is a must ifthe visitor is to ever have a

chance to understand what occurred there.

Naturally Bloody Hill and Edwards' Cabin improvements would require considerable fijnding. I know that

a lot of eflfort has been made to eradicate exotic plant life in the park and the "Osage Orange" has been

given special attention over the years. The last Superintendent and Recourse Management personnel were

given information indicating that "Osage Orange" was in fact in the region in 1861. This information

though didnt matter and was ignored possibly because it came from the Interpretive Division. Whether

The "Osage Orange" is eradicated or not is not the issue here, but what is at stake is how limited fimds will

be used. My request is that if it comes down to removing "Osage Orange" or making Bloody Hill and

Edwards' Cabin improvements, that you chose that which would more positively enhance the visitors

experience, the latter.

I am sensitive to the tremendous pressures that you the other members ofthe staff at Wilson's Creek are

under. I realize the delicate balancing act that you find yourself in, trying to accommodate all ofthose

who's primary goal is to protect their piece ofthe Wilson's Creek pie. It is unfortunate that in the past,

simply being a battle and soldiers memorial was not enough to get needed fimding and support. The

ground that encompasses Wilson's Creek Battlefield apparently by necessity had to become a multipurpose

facility. Ifthis battle site has an identity crisis, which I think it doe's. Then I think it's going to have to be

up to the NPS to make the needed corrections. The public attitude about the facility is one created by past

actions taken by the Park Service, some good and some bad. Ifthere is not a clear vision and purpose

articulated dramatically to the "casual" visitor, then reaching your stated goals will be difficult. To the

jogger, cyclist, trail rider and park neighbor, Wilson's Creek has become a jaunt through nature, a

wildemess recreation area. It is understandable that many ofthese casual visitors could become disturbed

if the Park Service decides to curtail some of their activities. I truly believe, though, that only the most

self-centered of these visitors would not support an effort by the Park Service, ifthey perceived that effort

to be sincere and taken for the right reasons.

Visual improvements at the battlefield would go a long way to help establish a clear identity for the facility.

The opening up of more sight lines allowmg artillery to be visible from the tour road would be a positive

step. I read in the Springfield paper your desire to represent a section of artillery on the battlefield. Such

an action would be a positive and needed addition. A restored Edwards' Cabin and Ray House with out-

buildings (public restrooms) all to some degree visible from the tour road would help to remind the visitor

of where they are. I know that this is against present Park Service guidelines, but I always felt that a

monument or statue depicting the emotional, memorial and historical nature of the site would be
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constructive and helpful for the visitor. This monument located in the grassy area just to the nght as you

enter though the toll gate would be a dramatic remmder to the casual visitor of the sacred nature of the

property they are entering. If a monument is not possible at this location, then possibly a cannon could

serve the same purpose . This visual reminder would also accent the new expanded Visitor Center and

Library.

The mood in the country right now seems to express a renewed appreciation for American heros and the

sacrifices made on our behalf Let's hope that this new interest will materialize into positive support for the

Battlefield. Congressman Blunt is well respected in our area and I know how important his support has

been for the new library. If "Altemative B"becomes the guideline for the future, my hope is that the staff

along with Congressman Blunt and others with influence will be able to acquire funding needed for the

improvements. What a wonderful thing it would be if Wilson's Creek would finally become a true

memorial to those who died there. Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is important to all of us in Southwest

Missouri and especially in Jasper County where our Civil War history is forever bound together with the

history of Wilson's Creek.

On behalf ofthe Jasper County Records Center and other historical based organizations in our County, I

would like to express our appreciation for the support and services Wilson's Creek National Battlefield has

extended to us over the years. I would like to thank you, personally, and staffmembers John Sutton , JeflF

Patrick and the Wilson's Creek Volunteers. As a citizen I could not be more proud ofthe dedicated and

meaningful work that all of you do on my behalf

Sincerely,

Slip^eiiBLw^on '^'-^C^' -

Archivist

Jasper County Records Center

125 N. Lincoln, Carthage, MO 64836

(417)359-1100
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Superintendent Dick Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

Republic, MO 65738

Dear Superintendent Lusardi:

I have reviewed the GMP document and am responding by mail since I will be out oftown

at the time ofthe August public hearing.

I am a little confiised by the information presented on Plans B and C. They seem to

indicate a thrust toward reclaiming the grounds to 1861 standards in Plan B and a a thrust

toward developing a research center in Alternative C. Is it possible to mesh the two

concepts by determining priorities in both plans? I would like to see the Battlefield

returned to 1 861 times as much as possible, but not at the neglect of the development of

the library/research center. Ifwe want to focus on the memory ofthose who fought there,

we need to incorporate both the appropriate grounds and also the research and

interpretation of the area to visitors.

I would have like to see a ranking of priorities regarding acquisition of lands adjacent to

the Battlefield. Obviously all the areas mentioned cannot be acquired. My preference is to

rank #1 the acquisition ofthe Sweeney Museum because of the extensive historical

holdings and the possibility of acquisition. The adjacent farmlands would certainly

increase the understanding of the battle site, but we are lucky to have 1700 acres when so

many other battle sites are small and disjointed. We certainly should have cooperation

between the Park Service and adjacent property owners, as well as local municipalities to

protect the viewshed. Local residents must feel a stake in the Battlefield in order to

cooperate with protective covenants and possible land sales to the Park Service.

We must determine how recreational users can also enjoy the Battlefield. I think the link

with Ozarks Greenways is very important, particularly as Springfield grows to the west.

Perhaps the idea of separate bikeways and horse trails is a good one, even though it

increases costs and takes money away from other uses. We need the support of the entire

community, including all those adjacent municipalities, and individuals who have multiple

interests, not just those interested in history. The bikers, walkers, horse riders, may
develop a better appreciation of history and learn to revere the sacrifices represented

there, by becoming better acquainted with the sites and stories of the battle.
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I would like to see the Battlefield returned to 1861 status as much as possible, particulary

in the primary battle sites. I would like to see emphasis on the research center and

educational activities planned for children and adults. I would like to see continued

recreational uses in specific areas. I would like to see continued acquisition of adjacent

properties, particularly the Sweeney Museum, to extend the understanding of the times

and situations leading to the battle.

Sincerely,

Helen Murray White
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Mike Williamson Telephone Call- August 7. 2002 8:15 a.m.

Dick, this is Mike Williamson, I'm at 881-3100. I wanted to tell you I thought you

did a really good job last night handling the crowd at the public meeting. Clearly

an awful lot of people had come with closed agendas and didn't honestly pay

much attention to what was being said, cause they were only hearing what they

wanted to hear and some of them were just flat-out rude which is unfortunate. On

the other side I thought the strongest response came when someone would make

a balanced statement about the plan and prospective uses for the facility and the

uncertainty of what will happen way out in the future, but at least the intent of the

department or the service to handle the facilities so that both the esthetic aspects

of the facility..of the battlefield can be maintained and the population could use the

facility for various kinds of recreation as long as they didn't come into too much

conflict. Again, I think you and the other two presenters did a good job. If there is

anything we can do to help you let us know. I thought Plan B looked awfully good

to me. Would certainly like to see the facility restored to its' original or as the

battle occurred condition and at the same time, I like to see people out there using

the facility for recreation purposes as long as it doesn't detract from the overall

purpose of the park so you did a good job and if you need support, let me know.

Thanks.
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Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

Wilsons' Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

Republic, Missouri 65738
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Dear Sir,

On behalf of the General Jame H. McBride Camp #632, Missouri Division Sons of

Confederate Veterans, I would like to commend the National Park Service for the effort

thought and reseach resulting in the general management plan and environmental impact

statement for Wilsons' Creek National Battlefield. As we are a true and honorable heritage

organization, we know how and why the National Battlefield came to exist, and why it still

jaSmlsts today. First and foremost, to protect and preserve the hallowed and

sacred grounds, for all time, where so many struggled on August 10th,1861, for what they

so devoutedly beleved. Unfortunately, over the years, people have wanted to use it more

as a recreational aea and have lost all patriotic understanding ofpreservation ofAmerican

History. The members of the McBride Camp have noticed the lack of participation ofso

many "visitors" who appear unconcerned and oblivious of everything other than their

recreational pursuits. We feel that there is a place for "controlled" recreational usage

when it does not interfere with the preservation and/or Historical Interpretation ofAugust

10,1861. We the membership of the memers of the GeneralJames H. McBride

camp strongly support and request the implementation of "Alternative ^" the preferred

alternative. We strongly feel this would better serve the original intent as well as fulfill any

need for controlled recreational use.

Most Respectfully Submitted

John F. Wolfe/Commander

General James H. McBride CampU632

Missouri Division Sons of Confederate Veterans
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION VII

901 NORTH 5TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66101

AUG 6 2002

William W. Schenk

Regional Director

National Park Service

Midwest Region

1709 Jackson Street

Omaha, Nebraska 68102-2571

Dear Mr. Schenk:

RE: Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Draft General Management Plan Environmental Impact

Statement

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Wilson's Creek National

Battlefield Draft General Management Plan Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). Our
review is provided under the Nafional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Council on

Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and Section 309 of the Clean Air

Act.

The EPA appreciates the opportunity to comment on this project. EPA's review did not

identify any issues that would require substantive changes to the proposal, and therefore, has

rated the DEIS as LO (Lack of Objections). EPA's rating system is composed of two parts: an

alpha rating, which addresses the environmental impact of an alternative, and a numeric rating,

which addresses the adequacy of analysis in the document. Attached is a brief description of all

ratings and their meaning.

The EPA received two versions of the DEIS. Both are identified similarly, but one

appears to be better organized, and we assume it is a later draft. The 'better' draft includes fold-

out tables; Table 1 . Management Prescriptions and Identified Management Alternatives, and

Table 4. Summary of Impacts on page 43 (it also includes color maps). The more complete draft

is the one that EPA provided comment upon.

If you have any questions about our rating, please contact me at 913-551-7656.

Sincerely

Ste|(hen K. Smith

NEPA Reviewer

Environmental Services Division
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement Rating Deflnitions

Environmental Impact of the Action

"LO" (Lack of Objections)

The EPA review has not identified any potential environmental impacts requiring

substantive changes to the proposal. The review may have opportunities for application of

mitigation measures that could be accomplished with no more than minor changes to the

proposal.

"EC" (Environmental Concerns)

The EPA review has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to

fully protect the environment. Corrective measures require changes to the preferred alternative or

application of mitigation measures that can reduce the environmental impact. EPA would like to

work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts.

"EO" (Environmental Objections)

The EPA review has identified significant envirormiental impacts that must be avoided in

order to provide adequate protection for the environment. Corrective measures may require

substantial changes to the preferred alternative or consideration of some other project altemative

(including the no action altemative or a new altemative. EPA intends to work with the lead

agency to reduce these impacts.

"EU" (Environmentally Unsatisfactory)

The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient

magnitude that they are unsatisfactory from the standpoint of public health or welfare or

environmental quality. EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts. If the

potentially unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final EIS stage, this proposal will be

recommended for referral to the CEQ.

Adequacy of the Impact Statement

"Category 1" (Adequate)

EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impact(s) of the

preferred alternative and those of the alternatives reasonably available to the project or action.

No further analysis or data collection is necessary, but the reviewer may suggest the addition of

clarifying language or information.

"Category 2" (Insufficient Information)
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The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for EPA to fully assess

environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the environment, or the

EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably available alternatives that are within the spectrum

of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce the environmental impacts of the

action. The identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussion should be included in

the final EIS.

"Category 3" (Inadequate)

EPA does not believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially significant

environmental impacts of the action, or the EPA reviewer has identified new, reasonably

available alternatives that are outside of the spectrum of altematives analyzed in the draft EIS,

which should be analyzed in order to reduce the potentially significant environmental impacts.

EPA believes that the identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussions are of such

a magnitude that they should have full public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that

the draft EIS is adequate for the purposes of the NEPA and/or Section 309 review, and thus

should be formally revised and made available for public comment in a supplemental or revised

draft EIS. On the basis of the potential significant impacts involved, this proposal could be a

candidate for referral to the CEQ.
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16 August 2002

Superintendent Richard A. Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Fann Road 182

Republic, Missouri 65738

Re: Draft General Management Plan (NPS) Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. Greene County, Missouri

Dear Mr. Lusardi:

Thank you for submitting information on the above referenced project for our review pursuant to Section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act (P.L 89-665, as amended) and the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation's regulation 36 CFR Part 800, which requires identification and evaluation of cultural resources.

We have reviewed the Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Draff General Management Plan/Environmental

Impact Statement. Based on this review of the three alternatives presented, we concur with your

determination that Alternative B, "Wilson's Creek Battlefield Commemoration", Is the preferred alternative.

Not only does this alternative focus on the commemoration of the Battle of Wilson's Creek, and emphasizes

a reflective and contemplative visitor experience, but also provides broad recognition of and long term

protection for ail of the historic properties, architectural, historic and archaeological, within the park.

If you have any questions, please write Judith Deel at State Historic Preservation Office, P.O. Box 176,

Jefferson City, Missouri 65102 or call 573/751-7862. Please be sure to include the SHPO Log Number
(XI 07) on all future correspondence or Inquiries relating to this project.

Sincerely,

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE

Claire F. Blackwell

Director and Deputy State

Historic Preservation Officer

CFB:jd

Integrity and excellence in all we do

O
PCCVoeCi (Ann
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DAVID L. COONROD
Presiding Commissioner

DARRELL DECKER
Commissioner 1 st District

JIM PAYNE
Commissioner 2nd District

Mr. Richard Lusardi

Superintendent

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 82

Republic, Missouri 65738-9514

Dear Mr. Lusardi:

GREENE COUNTY COMMISSION
940 Boonville Avenue

SPRINGFIELD MO, 65802

(417) 86B-4112

HISTORICAL SITES BOARD

August 16, 2002 SUPT.
ADMN

Rec @ Wilson's Creek KB:

AUG 2 1 2002

RES MGT.

hlAINT_
\m
IILE

This letter is to inform the National Park Service that the Greene County Historical

Sites Board heartily supports Alternative B as the General Management Plan (GMP) for the

future development of the Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. The Sites Board feels that

Alternative B, with its emphasis on returning the Battlefield to its 1861 appearance, and

preserving the current attractions of the Battlefield, best serves the primary purpose of the

Battlefield, as a memorial to those men who fought and died on the ground on August 10,

1861. Additionally, Alternative B still provides for the recreational enjoyment of the park,

including bicycling and horseback riding, within reasonable limitations to ensure the

preservation of the Battlefield, and the safety of persons visiting the Battlefield. However, if

the Park Service must ever chose between recreational activity and the preservation of the

Battlefield, the Sites Board strongly feels that recreation must give way to preservation to

provide future generations the same opportunity as our generation has had to be reminded of

the sacrifice of a free people to maintain that freedom

Members of the Historical Sites Board would also make the following suggestions and

observations to the National Parks Service and the Greene County Commission as

development around the Battlefield continues. First, the Historical Sites Board recommends

that the Battlefield encourage more educational uses for the Park, including tours by high

school and college groups. Second, the Battlefield should endeavor to improve

communications and relations with the neighboring landowners of the Battlefield. Third, the

Battlefield should add the additional properties wliich have been identified by the Battlefield

as essential to the historical interpretation of the battle. Fourth, the Battlefield should

encourage more visual interpretations of the actual Battle of Wilson's Creek, as well as

living historical activities that would illustrate the Uves of the Union and Confederate troops

who fought there. Fifth, the Battlefield should closely monitor aU recreational use of the

park, and ensure that no recreational use either endangers the preservation of the Battlefield

or the safety of persons touruig the Battlefield. Sixth, the Historical Sites Board applauds
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Mr. Richard Lusardi

August 16, 2002

Page 2

the development of the new Civil War Research Library at the Battlefield, and the continued

support of volunteer groups such as the Wilson's Creek Battlefield Association. Seventh,

the Battlefield should continue to allow, where appropriate, archeological research on the

Battlefield site. Eighth, the Battlefield should do its best to obtain the Civil War materials

currently possessed by the General Sweeney museum Finally, the Historical Sites Board

strongly encourages the Greene County Commission to develop a county park in the vicinity

of Wilson's Creek, in order to preserve green space in the area before it is overrun with

development, and also to alleviate the recreational use of the Battlefield site by providing an

alternative site The Historical Sites Board realizes that many of these suggestions are

iQCorporated into Alternative B, but still highlights them to illustrate the hopes of the

Historical Sites Board for future development.

In conclusion, members of the Greene County Historical Sites Board stand ready to

assist the National Park Service in whatever capacity needed to ensure that the Battlefield

remains as it is today, a reminder of the past, and a lesson for the future.

Sincerely,

'^Avj.%
Randall D. Eggert, Chairman

Greene County Historical Sites Board

cc: Greene County Commission, 933 N. Robberson, Springfield, Missouri, 65802
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GREENE COUNTY HISTORIC SITJES

MEETING SUMMARY

DATE: July 8, 2002 TIME: 4:00 p.m.

PRESENT:

ABSENT:

Randy Eggert

Helen White

Judy Adams

Neal Lopinot

Gary Bishop

Blake Christian

Ken EUcins

Sam Freeman
John Purtell

GaU Emrie
Laura Derrick

Joel Keller

i FiLLlniMioyelaud

Kathy Mckeynoias
Bob Neumann

Gleimon Scheid

Carol Grimes

MEETING MINUTES:
Minutes from the June meeting were approved as mailed.

Kathy McReynolds reported that all of the historic site signs are printed and the Highway
Department crew is ready to set them up. Property owners will be notified about one week in

advance of the sign placement. Property owners who would like a representative from the Historic

Sites Board to attend the sign placement should contact the county commission office.

Commissioner Coonrod will present the sign to Schuyler School Community Center on Saturday,

July 20"" at 6:30 p.m. Randy Eggert indicated he will attend that meeting to represent the Historic

Sites Board. Other members are welcome to attend.

Randy Eggert reviewed a letter from the county commission regarding notification of land use

changes and development pending before the Planning and Zoning Board. The Historic Sites

Board will be notified of planning & zoning cases and it will be up to the HSB members to take it

from there. The board will need to be attentive. Kathy McReynolds will be the contact person

with the Planning Department and she will forward the information to Bob Neumann for initial

research in the Archives Department.

Randy Eggert presented a research paper prepared by Gail Emrie for the Berry Cemetery in Ash
Grove. There was discussion on the former slaves and "celebrities" buried there. The main

question that came up was who actually owns the cemetery if the deceased trustees never

relinquished control? Is it a public cemetery? Who is paying the taxes? GaU and Randy will

write up the nomination.

Ken Elkins gave a review of issues Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is facing and their plans

for future preservation and growth. The National Park Service is trying to balance preservation of

the park's historical significance with keeping the park accessible to the community. The park is

becoming more of a recreational facility pitting cyclists/runners/horseback riders and tourists on

the tour paths. Park management wants public input on how the park should be managed. Two
public meetings are scheduled for August 6*^ at 1:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. at the Wilson's Creek

Visitor Center. Randy Eggert felt that the park should be preserved, as much as possible, in its

1860 appearance. He suggested the HSB send a letter to the National Park Service with that

recommendation. It was agreed that a recommendation will be prepared after learning more at the

August 6"^ meeting. Ken encouraged HSB members to attend one of the meetings.

The next Historic Sites Board meeting will be August 12, 2002.
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Springfield-Greene County Library District
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August 20, 2002

Richard Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424 West Farm Road 182

Republic, MO 65738

Dear Mr. Lusardi:

Thank you for the opportunity to attend your public hearing on options for the

future development of Wilson's Creek National Battlefield. It was interesting to

hear the concerns ofvarious interest groups from our region. However, I was
dismayed to learn of iheir narrowly focused interest in their own particular form

ofrecreation without regard to the unique and fragile nature of this historic site.

There are other options for cyclists, walkers and horsemen throughout the region,

but no other options for a historical battlefield site. Your mission requires the

presavation of this historic site for fixture generations, not to cater to special

interest groups that care only about their rights today with no concern for the

future. Historically the battlefield has been more than generous in allowing

recreational activities and Flan B continues to allow those at a reasonable level.

Wilson's Creek is a battlefield not a park and the legacy ofyour work goes

beyond this region and beyond this generation of users. Those ofus who
understand this larger mission encourage you to continue the fine work to

preserve this important part ofour regional, state and national history.

Best regards.

UjO4.
Annie Busch
Executive Director

The Librriry Center 874-81 10 • Ash Grove Branch 751-293.^ • Brenrwood Branch 874-8130

Fair Grove Branch 7S9-26-^7 • Kearney Branch 874-8140 • Midrown Carnegie Branch 874-8150
Outrc-ich Sci-viccs 874-8120 • llcpubJic Branch 7,12-7284 • Willard Branch 742-4258
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CITY of
REPUBLIC

Established 1871

AUG 1 9 2002

August 16,2002

Richard Lusardi

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

6424W. Farm Road 182

Republic, MO 65738

Re: Draft General Management Plan

Dear Mr. Lusardi:

The City has had the opportunity to review the Draft General Management Plan/Environmental

Impact Statement Plan and have the following comments to offer:

1

.

We locate no adverse effects towards the City with respect to altematives A, B or

C;

2. The City supports the preferred alternative B;

3. We are encouraged to read about the partnerships between the Battlefield and

local governments; and

4. We do anticipate our greenway trail extending to the Battlefield entrance and look

forward to working with you and your staff on this endeavor in the future.

We appreciate being provided the opportunity to be involved in this process. Should you have

any additional questions conceming our review, please feel free to contact my office.

Sincerely,

Dean Thompson

City Administrator

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
213 North Main

Republic, Missouri 65738-1472

Phone: (417) 732-3350 Fax: (417) 732-2913
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Tis a privilege to live in the Ozarks

Treat battlefield like sacred ground
Of 3 proposed plans for

land, restoration is best.

Wilson's Creek National Battlefield is a

treasure ofthe Ozarks, one of the few Civ-

il War battlefields across the nation that

retains much of the rural nature of the

day when thousands died there.

But it is not without pressures, which is

why the National Park Service is on tar-

get in preparing a management plan for

the battlefield. The plan presents three

vastly different visions for the park, from
leaving it as is to making it strictly a re-

search facility.

The final plan won't be written until af-

ter a 60-day public comment period, in-

cluding open forums. When it is com-
pleted, though, it should give priority to

an observation of Wilson's Creek Super-

intendent Richard Lusardi: "A battlefield

is a graveyard without the gravestones."

More than 2,500 Union and Confederate

soldiers died at Wilson's Creek on Aug.

10. 1861.

The park is sacred ground, and any
management plan should keep that fore-

most. It is a memorial, a place where sac-

rifice is honored and where Americans
can learn about events that led to the na-

'*?*?iS?^

feiBs^

Wilson's Creek National Battiefield's sacred

ground should be underscored In a new plan

tion we are today.

The option labeled Plan B comes clos-

est to doing this. It would restore the

landscape to the way it looked in 1861, re-

moving trees and brush that place barri-

ers where cannon halls once flew. It

would add more interpretive displays, in-

creasing the park's educational value.

Trails would be rerouted to match what
existed in 1861.

Recreational uses such as running, hik-

ing, bicycling and horseback riding

would still be allowed, but park officials

could apply limitations to underscore the

battiefield's goals of education and re-

flection.

This part of the proposal will be con-

troversial. The park's smooth, lightly

traveled roads have made it an attractive

place for runners and cyclists to train.

Most do so respectfully, but there are

those few within both groups who ob-

noxiously abuse the privilege. Ifthey can-

not be policed, by park officials or fellow

cyclists, then harming bicycles to main-
tain the sacred nature of the place is ap-

propriate.

The final version also should recognize

that the relatively undisturbed nature of

Wilson's Creek is not assured. The bat-

tlefield lies in the path of Springfield's,

Republic's and Battiefield's growth.

The park's current neighbors are no
more thrilled by the idea of commercial
development and dense subdivisions

than park officials are, but that may not

always be the case. It makes sense for a

management plan to explore ways to

work with neighbors to protect the in-

tegrity of the battlefield and surrounding

farm lands.

Wilson's Creek doesn't come close to

making the lists of most endangered Civ-

il War battlefields. That's something we
in the Ozarks should take pride in — as

we also back the parks service in devel-

oping a management plan that will help

keep the battlefield a treasure.
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APPENDIX A: U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

United States Department of the Interior

nSH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Missouri Ecological Services Office

608 East Cherry Street

Room 200

Columbia, MO 65201

Phone: (573) 876-1911 Fax: (573) 876-1914

June 30, 1999

David M. Lee

Natural Resource Specialist

National Park Service

Denver Service Center

12795 W. Alameda Parkway

Denver, Colorado 80225-0287

RE: Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Park

D5019(DSC-RP)
WICR 400 02

Dear Mr. Lee:

This letter is in reference to your request we received on May 18, 1999, for information on fish

and wildlife resources that occur at Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Park in Greene County,

Missouri. This response is provided by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under the authority of

the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.), the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321-4327), and the Endangered Species Act of 1973, (16 U.S.C.

1531-1543).

Two federally listed endangered species occur in Wilson's Creek National Battlefield Park. The

Missouri bladderpod (Lesquerella filiformis) is an annual plant fi^om the mustard family. The

species presently occurs on limestone glades and outcrops in Dade, Greene, Christian and

Lawrence counties. Yellow flowers occur at the tops of the 4-8 inch tall plant in April and May.

The Missouri bladderpod occurs in shallow soils on limestone glades, outcrops in pastures and

rarely in rocky open woods. The plant is a winter annual, germinadng in the fall and

overwintering in the form of basal rosettes. Plants send up flowering stems in late April, and

flower, ftnit and senesce by the end of June.

The Gray bat (Myotis grisescens) occupies a limited geographic range in limestone karst areas of

the southeastern United States, including Missouri. With rare exception, the gray bat roosts in

caves year-round. In winter, most gray bats hibernate in vertical (pit) caves with cool, stable

temperatures below 10 degrees Celsius. Summer caves, especially those used by maternity

colonies, are nearly always located within a kilometer (0.6 mile) of nvers or reservoirs over

which bats feed. The sunmier caves are warm with dome ceilings that trap body heat. Most gray

bats migrate seasonally between hibernating and maternity caves, and both types of caves are
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Mr. David M. Lee Page 2

located in Missouri. Gray bats are active at night, foraging for insects over water or along

shorelines, and they need a corridor of forest riparian cover between roosting caves and foraging

areas. They can travel as much as 20 kilometers (12 miles) from their roost caves to forage.

If you have not already done so, we recommend you contact the Policy Coordination Section of

the Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC), P.O. Box 180, Jefferson City, Missouri

65102-0180, for information concerning state-hsted rare and endangered species. All federally-

Usted species are also state-hsted, so any information you receive from MDC will likely assist

you in determining whether a federally-Hsted species may be affected by your project.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide the enclosed information. Should you have questions,

or ifwe can be of any further assistance, please contact Andy Roberts at (573)876-191 1, ext. 1 10.

R. Mark Wilson

Field Supervisor

cc: MDC; Jefferson City, MO (Attn: Gary Christoff)

MDC; Jefferson City, MO (Attn: .Amy Salveter)

ADR:ar:990455
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APPENDIX B: TRANSPORTATION ISSUES

WILSON'S CREEK NATIONAL BATTLEFIELD
TRANSPORTATION ISSUES

FOR
GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

January 17, 2001

National Park Service

Denver Service Center
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WILSON'S CREEK NATIONAL BATTLEFIELD
TRANSPORTION ISSUES FOR GMP

The following conclusions and recommendations about on- and off-site transportation issues affecting the Wilson's

Creek National Battlefield are developed from a May 15 and 16, 2000 visit to the park, interviews with officials of

various local, regional, and state transportation and planning agencies, and a review of available information and

planning documents for the area.

CONCLUSIONS

There appear to be no major transportation or transportation-related issues that presently adversely affect either park

resources or the safety and enjoyment of park visitors. Access to the battlefield and on-site circulation and parking

facilities seem to adequately accommodate present visitation and use.

Various agency officials responsible for traffic planning in the area do not foresee major access issues, even with the

recent and projected levels of development in the area. In addition, park staff indicated that present park

transportation facilities will be able accommodate future park demand, including that generated by the new library.

There are some transportation and traffic-related actions, however, that the park should undertake in cooperation

with adjacent municipalities and local, regional and state agencies to improve accessibility, enhance the safety and

enjoyment of park visitors, and permanently protect the park's edges and visual character. The most significant of

these actions include:

1

.

Providing consistent, identifiable directional and informational signage along major access routes to the

battlefield.

2. Evaluating the desirability of maintaining the present mix of vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian use of

the tour route, particularly non-battlefield recreational use.

3. Coordinating greenway trails and off-street /on-street bicycle facilities to increase safety and encourage

alternative mode access to the park.

4. Legislating a protective battlefield view plane preservation ordinance and developing specific architectural

design guidelines as outlined in area growth management and land use and transportation plans to minimize

visual impact from key battlefield viewing locations.

These and other related actions are more fully described below as Transportation Recommendations. Importantly,

most of these are not 'park only' actions, but rather are actions to be jointly implemented in cooperation with 'outside'

agencies and jurisdictions. The battlefield staff will need to become active participants in the planning processes and

decision-making of local, regional, and state agencies and jurisdictions. Fortunately, staff has begun to become

involved, and it appears that the agencies and jurisdictions are aware of the importance of protecting the park

resource in their actions.

Each issue should be considered in relation to achieving the objectives contained within the GMP alternatives.
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TRANSPORTATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Improve Access to the Battlefield

A. Battlefield Information and Signage

Information about the battlefield and directions for getting to it could be expanded and improved to

facilitate and enhance the visitor experience. There is minimal information about the battlefield provided

at key locations along major transportation routes. This increased awareness could attract additional

visitors to the battlefield that may not be aware of it. In addition, there was concern expressed about the

adequacy and consistency of directional signage to the battlefield. Recommendations include:

1

.

Coordinating with MODOT for the placement of first order highway guide signing for the

battlefield as a major traffic generator (250,000 annual visitation). Primary locations would be

along 1-44, US 160, US65, US 60, the James River Freeway, and State Highway 13. Similarly,

provide second and third order signing along State Highway 14, Highways MM and ZZ, and FRI

82. This signage should be coordinated with the MODOT "5h Logo Program."

2. The connection of the James River Freeway to 1-44 will make it possible for airport traffic, south

bound traffic to Branson and the Ozarks, and east/west through traffic to pass quickly through the

Springfield area without being aware of its opportunities and attractions. Conversely, awareness of

and access to regional attractions, and particularly Wilson's Creek National Battlefield, because of

its proximity to the freeway extension, could be significantly enhanced by providing visitor

information at the Regional Community Gateways and Arrival Points identified in the Vision 20120

Plan - Community Physical Image Analysis.

These gateways and arrival points are important community physical image locations' where

information about important regional attractions like the battlefield can be provided to travelers and

visitors to the area. Gateway locations include the airport and James River Freeway interchanges

with 1-44 and US 65/160; arrival points include freeway interchanges with US 60, State Highway

ij (Kansas Expressway), Campbell Street, and Glenstone Avenue.

3. Developing a 'front door' to the battlefield with special design treatments at the Highway ZZ/FR 1

82 intersection and continuing to the parking area/visitor's center.

This would enhance the arrival at the battlefield, increase the visual significance of the battlefield

commensurate with its importance, and stimulate excitement about the upcoming battlefield

experience. With ownership of all quadrants of the intersection, an appropriate and exciting arrival

to the battlefield, including battlefield equipment, statuary, flags, graphic art, etc., can be provided.

4. Utilizing a park advisory/information radio station to provide travelers with advance real time

information about the battlefield, special events, traffic conditions/access route suggestions, park

regulations, and fees.
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B. Access to the Battlefield

Extensive population growth in the region (12.7% population increase, 1990-1996; three times the

statewide growth rate) and projections for large population increases over the next thirty years, particularly

in the south and west portions of the Urban Service Area, will generate increased traffic on area highways

and local roads.

The in-process MODOT Statewide Long-Range Transportation Plan will focus on corridors of statewide

interest, rather than local improvements. Within the area of the battlefield, two projects will be identified:

a US 60 bypass location study for corridor preservation; and widening of existing Highways M-and MM
(between 1-44 and Highway ZZ). MODOT is not anticipating any other long-term improvements in the

area.

Local access routes to the battlefield are two-lane roadways classified as primary arterials (Highways MM
and ZZ) and intersecting secondary arterial FRI 82. Arterials are primarily intended to move high and

moderate traffic volumes, respectively, at moderate travel speeds. Design guidelines for future

development of primary arterials indicate four travel lanes with a 16-foot median and turning lane at major

intersections {Major Thoroughfare Plan, Springfield MPO, February 2000).

1, With increasing travel demand in this portion of the Urban Service Area, increasing park visitation,

and the poor sight distance along Highway ZZ south of FR 182, the left turn from southbound

Highway ZZ on to eastbound FRI 82 for battlefield visitors will become increasingly dangerous. A
protected left-turn lane should be provided to eliminate turns from the southbound travel lane and

overcome the poor sight distance from the intersection. Based upon intersection accident data (to

be obtained), this intersection improvement may be warranted even before traffic volumes require

widening.

2. Install improved directional signing along the primary local access routes to increase driver

awareness and improve safety by providing more timely route information and eliminate indecision

at intersections along the access route.'&

3. With increased local recreational use of the battlefield's transportation system - the development of

bicycle paths and/or on-street facilities (bicycle lane, wide shared lane, or bicycle lane on shoulder)

along major access routes will provide safe access.

These should provide connection to the proposed South CreekAVilson's Creek greenway trail

to facilitate pedestrian and bicycle alternative mode access to the battlefield and continuing to

the south (Ozark Greenways and Vision 20120 Plan -Parks, Open Space, and Greenways plan

Element).

C. Enhance the Battlefield Tour Route Experience

Although conflicts between existing vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian use of the battlefield tour

route are minimal, it may become necessary to evaluate the desirability of maintaining the present mix of

uses and the utilization of the battlefield transportation system. Similarly, it may also become desirable to

determine the appropriate mix of battlefield-related experience and local recreational use of the park.
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With increased utilization, the one-way tour route roadway (12-foot vehicular lane, 6-foot walking/bicycling

lane) may eventually provide neither the optimum battlefield interpretive experience, nor the safest means to

experience the park. Increased utilization will potentially create the following tour route conflicts:

• Pedestrian and Bicycle Mix
• Bicycle and Auto Mix
• Equestrian Trailer Use

Unfortunately, there is no present or projected park use data on the characteristics and use levels of the

transportation facilities within the site, and thereby no data to determine the immediacy of conflicts and

safety issues contained in these recommended actions. Rather, they are based upon informal observation of

use, staff comments, and T3est transportation practices' for safe use and enhanced visitor experience at other

NPS facilities and in public park and recreational planning experience. Collection of data should begin

immediately to identify issues and determine trends in conflicts.

1

.

Separation of Pedestrian and Bicycle Users . The speed differential between increasing numbers of

pedestrians and bicyclists will begin to cause conflicts within the 6 foot tour route lane, particularly

as recreational joggers and fast speed cyclists also begin to increasingly use the tour route lane. This

increased speed differential will cause additional conflicts. Because the 6 foot lane will become

inadequate, the growing pedestrian and bicycle use will eventually 'fill' the pedestrian/bicycle lane

and 'spill' out into the auto travel lane causing additional conflicts with passing autos. These

conflicts will detract from the enjoyment of the battlefield experience by interpretive pedestrians

and bicyclists.

Separating pedestrians onto primarily off-trail route trails will increase user safety and improve the

overall interpretive experience for hikers. The battlefield pedestrian trails could link existing trail

segments, including the Wire Road, with new trails located along battlefield troop movement routes

for an enhanced and unique interpretive experience. Both loop trails and linear destination trails

should be provided for varied experience and accommodation of user ability. Trail head auto 'pick-

up' locations along the tour route should be provided at overlooks. The on-site pedestrian trails

could also connect to the proposed South CreekAVilson's Creek greenway trail for enhanced

regional accessibility (projected by Ozark Greenway to be approximately 500 additional users per

week from adjacent development).

Continued utilization of the tour route facility by joggers and fast speed cyclists should be evaluated

for consistency with park GMP and visitor experience objectives. Regardless, interpretive

bicyclists should have priority use of the 6-foot tour route lane during peak visitor user times.

Faster speed, non-interpretive, recreational joggers and speed cyclists should be directed to non-

peak times when battlefield bicycle use is lower.

2. Relocation of Equestrian Trailer Use. Although equestrian trailers on the tour route do not present a

significant safety issue, the desirability of increased numbers of slow moving trailers may adversely

affect the visitor experience of the battlefield, particularly as the number of non-interpretive

recreational riders increase due to the closing of many of the equestrian trails and riding

opportunities in the area due to urban development of open lands.

Designation of the 'overflow' area south of the Ray House, with access from the adjoining county

road to the east, would eliminate trailer use of the tour route and its effect on the visitor experience,
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This would create other park administrative and management considerations, which would need to

be evaluated for consistency with park GMP objectives.

D. Protection ofthe Park Resource

Of particular concern to the long-term protection and preservation of the pristine quality of the battlefield

site is prevention of encroachment of sprawl into the view sheds of key battlefield view locations on off-

site adjacent lands. Because of the screening afforded by vegetation and the ridgelines, there are

approximately 400-500 acres outside the park that are critical to preserve. Preservation will be difficult as

development pushes near the site. Similarly, there is the need to guide growth away from sensitive historic

resources and control incompatible development on lands around the battlefield that would adversely

affect, or 'cheapen' the historic experience (Vision 20/20 Plan - Historic Preservation Element).

In order to protect the park resource, WCNB must become an active participant in the integrated

transportation, land use and utilities planning decision-making of local and regional planning agencies and

jurisdictions. Land development should be planned and regulated to make intensive use of sites served by

highways and other roads. Lastly, staff must be involved in influencing the implementation of these

planning decisions in order that they support and enhance the park resource, not bleed it away. Specific

actions for staff involvement include:

1. Implementing the land use planning recommendations in the Vision 20/20 Growth Management Plan,

designating land around the battlefield as Rural Area. The intent would be to retain rural areas as open

and agricultural, reducing sprawl, preserving desirable rural qualities, promoting appropriate rural

economic activity, and limiting inappropriate land uses.

2. Implementing the transportation decisions defined in the Vision 20/20 Transportation Element.

Transportation facilities are planned and coordinated by the City of Springfield, Greene County, and

the Missouri Department of Transportation through the Springfield Area MPO.

3. Creating a Historic Zoning District to regulate housing density within 1/4 mile of the Battlefield,

limiting lot sizes and defining design guidelines that minimize visual impact and limit views to external

'off-site' development, specifically placement, height, color and materials.

METHODOLOGY

The findings and recommendations of this transportation study for the Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

were developed from conversations with NPS staff, a site visit on May 15 and 16, 2000, meetings with

state and local officials, and review of available reports and documents. Persons consulted and references

used in the development of this report are included below:

NPS Staff

Richard A. Lusardi, Superintendent, Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

Gary P. Sullivan, Chief of Resources Management, Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

John M. Sutton, Chief Ranger, Wilson's Creek National Battlefield

Tom Thomas, Lead Planner, Denver Service Center
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State and Local Officials

Fred May, Director, Department of Planning and Development, City of Springfield, MO
Teri A. Whitmore, Senior Planner - Transportation, City of Springfield, MO
Dean P. Thompson, City Administrator, City of Republic, MO
William E. Robinett, Transportation Planner, Greene County Highway Department,

Springfield, MO
Becky Baltz, Transportation Planning Manager, Missouri Department of Transportation

(District 8), Springfield, MO
Jay Waggoner, Project Manager, Missouri Department of Transportation (District 8),

Springfield, MO
Judith Deel, Archaeologist, Missouri Department of Natural Resources (SHPO Office),

Jefferson City, MO
Alana Owen, Southwest Missouri Council of Governments, Springfield, MO
Terry Whaley, Executive Director, Ozark Greenways, Incorporated, Springfield, MO

Reference Materials

City of Springfield, MO, Growth Trends Report 1990 - 1999, June 1999.

City of Springfield, MO, Major Thoroughfare Plan, February 2000.

Missouri Department of Transportation, Trajfic Welcome/Entrance Signage for Missouri

State Parks (Fifth Logo Signing Program and Major Traffic Generator Signing),

February 1998.

Missouri Department of Transportation, General Pedestrian and Bicycle Guide, undated.

NPS, Wilson's Creek National Battlefield, Draft Environmental Impact Statement

General Management Plan, May 2000.

NPS/DSC, Wilson s Creek National Battlefield Master Plan, October 1976.

NPS/DSC, Wilson's Creek National Battlefield, Draft General Management
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement, undated.

Springfield-Greene County Vision 20/20 Comprehensive Plan, Growth Management and

Land Use Plan, October 1999.

Springfield-Greene County Vision 20/20 Comprehensive Plan, Community Physical

Image Analysis, February 2000.

Springfield-Greene County Vision 20/20 Comprehensive Plan, Incorporating Greenways

into Development, undated.

Springfield-Greene County 20/20 Vision Plan, Historic Preservation Element, February

2000.

Springfield-Greene County 20/20 Vision Comprehensive Plan, Parkways. Open Space,

and Greenways Plan Element, May 1998.

TransSystems Corporation, Draft Springfield-Branson Corridor Transportation Study -

Phase 11 Conclusions and Recommendations, April 2000.

University of Minnesota, Wilson 's Creek National Battlefield Visitor Survey, March

2000.
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APPENDIX C: COST ESTIMATES

Alternative Actions Costs

Alternative A -

Continuation of Existing

Conditions

1 FTE - Wilson's Creek Water

Quality

2 FTE - Expand Educational

Programs

2 FTE - Enhance Endangered

Species Habitat Total - $314,000

Alternative B - The
Preferred Alternative

• 20 additional equestrian

parking spaces adjacent to

existing parking area

• 1 1 FTEs - Enhance Wilson's

Creek water quality, expand

educational programs, enhance

cultural landscape, endangered

species habitat, staff for

Sweeney Museum

$234,464

648,000

Total - $882,464

Alternative C - Wilson's

Creek Civil War Research

Center

• 20 additional equestrian

parking spaces adjacent to

existing parking area

• 1 1 FTEs - Enhance Wilson's

Creek water quality, expand

educational programs, enhance

cultural landscape and

endangered species habitat,

staff for Sweeney Museum

$234,464

648,000

Total - $882,464
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